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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WE=

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 14, 1939
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Volume CVII; No.37

MURRAY SCHOOLS Richmond and Faculty Welcome
Mother of Triplets Dies in Hospital From
HIGHWAY OFFICES
BEGIN TERMS WITH
Complications; Babies Continue Healthy CLOSE DOORS FOR
Students
as
New
Semester
Nears
crpIG ENROLLMENT
TURNER FUNERAL
Total of 540 Register
Cancel Fees on Toll Bridges
GREETINGS AND WELCOME
1MURRAY EXPECTS
High;
As Funeral Concourse
420 at MTS
Goes to Cadiz
I BIG ENROLLMENT
TIGERS TO PLAY
YOUNG ENGINEER IS
ON OPENING DAY
CADIZ TOMORROW
KILLED WHILE ON JOB
a

Murray

Funeral services for Tom TurThe Murray city school system
Registration to Begin Monner, 31. a nephew of the incumopened its doors for registration
day Morning; Staff
bent
high
Kentucky Senator T. 0. TarMonday mornings the city
Is Ready
ner and a division engineer with
enrolling •e total, of 540 students
the State Highway Department,
and -the Training- Scheel 420. Both
who died Sunday night from inenrollments were in excess of the
MANY STUDENTS ARE
juries received Sunday at noon
1938 figures.
ALREADY ON CAMPUS
when the highway truck he was
When classwork began, the two
driving crashed into a bridge
institutions had enrollments crowdStudents the number of Which
,pbutment
on the west highway
ing the 1,000 mark.
is expected to raise Murray's
near Lynn Grove, were held here
Supt. W. J. Caplinger and _Prinsingle semester enrollment figure
Wednesday mot-ping.
cipal Edd Filbeck addressed a
to an all-time high will register
The District Highway office in
_es large. crowd of patrons and stuat Murray State College Monday
Paducah and other offices in the
,. dents at the high school opening
when the college's fall term opens.
area closed Wednesday in tribute- exercises Monday mointng. PrinNearly 100 NYA boys, scheduled
to the Murray engineer, and many
cipal Carmon Graham, Caplinger.
to work on the campus, stadium,
highrey employes from all over
and Joe T. Lovett also spoke to
and the college farm have already
-the district attended the funeral
the Training school students. •
taken up quarters in the barracks
yesterday morning,- conducted by
Douglas High. the colored diof the CCC camp, rented by the
the. Rev. J. Mack Jenkins in the
vision of the city system, also had
State for the specific purpose, and
First Methodist church.
Floral
Triplets born to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Thompson were left motherless Tuesday when their mother died tributes
a satisfactory enrollment, Mr. Capa like number are rooming in the
from district offices and
linger announced. Improvements
men's dormitory for football prac- In WI. Mason Memorial Hospital of complications. 'fhe children are, left to right, Nadine, who weighed 3 the State office et Frankfort gars
have been made in the building
tice.
pound*, 6 ounces at birth; Frederick Hampton, 4 pounds, 9 ounces; and Virginia, 4 pounds, 6 ounces. landed the bier.
and the outbuildings and grounds
Wells Hall will be open for newThe State Highway Department
since last year's term, he said.
coming co-eds Friday. but no meals The babies are healthy. Hospital nurses behind them in the picture are Misses Marguerite Gilmore and cancelled toll'bridge fees over the
During
the summer, Murray
•
will be served students generally Mary Greer.
Tennessee and Cumberland rivers
athletic grounds
High School's
until Sunday.
in deference to the engineer who
se>
were substantially enlarged, and
Registration will continue until
_died
on duty and whose funeral
er— I The Rev. J. Mack Jenkins and
•
a $15,000 stadium is now in ,proOctober 2. according to college ofthe Rev: A. V. Havens officiated pracessien ran across them Wedcess of construction.
ficials. The Thanksgiving recess
Wednesday rIPF::av afternoon on its way. to
at funeral seeviees
The opening football game of
is scheduled for November 30afternoon at''Abe First Methodist Cerulean Springs 10 miles from
•
the year will ' played between
December 1. but might be changed
church for Mrs. Sam Thompson, Cadiz in Trigg county.
ers and Trigg
the Murray
in deference to a state order. proThe, huge, First Methodist -church_
25, mother
triplets born here
County high school _Friday night
claiming November 23 as Thankswas crowded at the funeral.
a
week
ago
Tuesday.
Mrs,
ThompCoach
at 7:30 on the Murray field.
Out on duty Sunday. Turner was
To every student. coming to Murray State College this fall, the giving. A total of 205 courses is
son died from complications in
Preston Holland has been workoffered in practically every phase
Lynnville in
the Mason Hospital here just a returning from
• Coach Preston
Holland
said
ing his boys gout consistently, and administrative staff and faculty extends ea greeting and a hearty of educational procedure.
week from the day here, babies Graves county where he had checkMurree Merchant Becomes
hopes to put a powerful team on welcome.
Officials were expecting high today his Murray High Sehool
ed some sections of newly gravel.
were born.
New Roll Call Chairman
the field. Extra bleachers have
You will find a happy college here, one devoted to the task of enrollments in the swiftly-expand- Tigers are in fine fettle for their
The children, two girls and a ed road when the accident occuring 'agriculture department; in opening gridiron game of the seabeen arranged on the east side .
Conscious until the very
, of Local Red Cross -Unit boy, are receiving nourishment red.
serving you loyally.
the music department; and the son bete Friday .night with Trigg
of the playing field.
moment of death, he said he did
and are alert and strong.
In an area which is substantially rural, this college has developed commerce department—those three County High of Cadiz, a West KenThere were no other children in net know how the wreck occurfacilities for operating in the best intereet of its every student, looking in particular, but registration in tucky Conference foe.
the Thompson family. The two red. Some insisted here it was
all
will
be
heavy,
it
was
said.
out foe their respective needs, and its instructors have a feeling and
With
nine
lettermen — three
had been married eight years, the faulty mechanism in the truck
Miss Lillian Hollowell, who spent guards, three backs, an end, a
husband coming here from Scotts- which cattsed it to get beyond
sympathy for every scholastic type. the s,ummer in Europe. reported tackle, and
a center—showing
boro, Ala.. in 1938 to take resi- control of Turner.
We welcome you to a college that can and will give you what from New York today she arrived
Turner is survived by hie widstrong ability and with newcomdence as a TVA employe in the
in the United States September 9
you want—the finest of educational possibilities.
land acquisition department. He ow, Mrs. Louise Ashmore Turner,
ers doing creditable work, Holon the Ile de France, the last boat
It takes a chief- of police on a . •
had been with the TVA for six an - a daughter, Peggy Ann. 5.
land has prospects for a winning
Sincerely,
to leave England after war was
fishing party to breeg it luck.
years. His home was in Chatta- His father, B. F, eeerner, Dawson
grid machine this season—providJAMES
H.
RICHMOND,
President.
formally
declared,
and
would
be ing last year's misfortune does not
Returning from -A fishing trip
nooga. Mrs. Thompson was the Springs, and Mrs. Martha Miller. a
in
Murray
for
the
opening
session
WeclnesRiver
on the- Tennessee
former Reba Womack, of McMinn- sister, Richmond, Va., who came
dog his and the team's footsteps.
Monday.
for the funeral, also survive, as
rlay. Chief of Police Burman Parville. Tenn.
Immediately prior to the openee City Elerk Charlie Grogan.
The body of Mrs. Thompson was do the uncle and aunt he had lived
ntlhe football season in 1939,
inis Outland. Buell Stroud. Joe
placed In a receiving vault -at the with ,much of his early life, SenHolland's material indicated he
Baker. and Dad Henderson—the
Murray cemetery until a later ator and Mrs. T. 0. Turner.
years.
have
his
best
team
in
would
Active pallbearers were Ottis
latter a Florida visitor of Baker i
date.
before
his
-first
game,
several
But
60rd-a
- eereperted the -hooking
Mrs. Thompson is survived in Valentine, 'Joe Houston. Freed
players
he
had
counted
on
Whiteoak
of
•
the
Cotharn,
Hebert Dunn, A. A.
near
catfish
pound
addition to her husband ,and the
stet Charles
Sexton.
morning.
They
most • developed injuries, illness,
Island Friday
babies by her father, Hershel Dohertee
caught other numerous smaller
An annual camp for Red Cross and resultant operations, and were
Womack. Nashville; a sister, Mrs. Honorary pallbearers were mem.
fishes
L. D. Ramsey, Morristown, Tenn.: bers of the Highway Department.
Roll Call memleeis will be held out for the season at positions in
Last year Policeman Parker.
Monday at the Hall Hotel in which they could not be replaced.
three brothers. Noel C. and Joe
Clerk Grogan. Deputy Policeman
So today Holland talked with
Womack, McMinnville, Tenn., and
Mayfield throughout the day, acAlbert Parker. and Curd Churchill
cording to Mrs. Bea Melugin, ex- his fingers crossed. If nothing hap,
Hansel Womack. Nashville; by her
caught a 40-pound catfish at the
ecutive secretary of the Murray pens his team is powerful enough
grandmother, Mrs. F. M. Woreack,
mouth of Blood River on a similar
chapter.
of near' McMinnville, Tenn., and
to win most of its games. Outjaunt.
Attending
her
from
standing
on
his
squad
are
Captain
mother-in-law. Mrs. Ira Post.
Murray will be
Lee Outland, 68 - year - old
caught on this trip
Theawait'I
big F
F
Mrs. Mejugin, "Zelna Carter. re- Rob Huie, a guard; Brumley.
Chattanooga.
farmer of the East Side, came
ced on ice in Murhas been
tiring Roll Call chairman, A. B. tackle; Baker, center; Gardner, a
After the birth of the triplets
to Murray Tuesday for the
A. B. AUSTIN
completion of plans
ray
Austin. new chairman, Mrs. Bow- rangy end—one of those lost last
Tuesday. the Tennessee Valley
first time in 10 years.
Approves Air-Line.,
soon.'
.
fishfry
a
for
den Swann. and Mrs. G. B. Scott, year—; Outland and Scott, guards;
He spent the day visiting his
A. B. .Attstin, partner in the Authority gave Thompson a leave
Will
Through Paducah,
'
Each morning on Former Merchant Had Been
daughters, Mrs. Trixie Coleman
and Alt-Captain Thomas Farley men's clothing firm of Corn- of absence.
Ask Senator's Aaid
those days when he visited his
Patient in Hopkinsville
and Mrs. Jewel Witty. and all
and . Shultz, guards, among the
Austin, was named this week as office, he found a card_ addressed
took luncheon Tuesday noon
lettermen. Newcomer hopefuls for
Recently
MurChairman
of
the
Call
Roll
to
his
wife
and
signed
by
fellow
with the family of his grandHolland are Ben Boggess and Fair.
ROTARY CLUB IS
TVA
workers;
"You
and
your
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Rex
American
Red
chapter
of
the
ray
ends; Crider. Jones, and Cunning,
Reports from Hazel Tuesday
LUNCHEON- HOST Diuguid. on Tenth street.
ham, tackle; Cable and Blalock'. Cross, Mrs. Bea Melugin, execu- darling babies are guests of the said that L. A. Wilson, 60, a promSam Boyd Neely, who has been
Mason hospital today through our
Mr. Outland. who has been
guards: Lynn, center; and L. B. tive secretary, said today.
with the Calloway County Lumber
The West Kentucky Commerce
courtesy."
Congratulatory
tele- inent citizen of the Mt. Pleasant
in extremely poor health for
Boggess, Williams, Harrison. BucCompany for more than two years Council. meeting
here Tuesday
Austin succeeds Zelna Carter to grams and phonecalls came from community, was found dead near
Committee Meets Friday Night hanan, and Robertson, backs. Robhas severed his connection with with the MurrayChamber of Com- several years, has been unable
his home Friday, his death comRoll Call chairmanship.
all over the nation.
To Discuss Fete- for Setitemertson, a letterman, was on the the
that firm and goes to ,Lebanon. merce as host, went on record en-' to leave his home.' His iming as the' tesult of a shotgun disproved
condition
made.
it
possber 28, 29, 30
sideline most of last year because
Tenn., to enter the Cumberland dorsing
charge which entered at the base
programs designed
to ible for him to make the trip
of injuries.
School of Law.
of his brain.
benefit many agencies in this terinto
town.
The
entire
committee ,for the
This is Holland's tenth year as
Sam is a graduate of Murray ritory.
Wilson left the - house supposedCalloway
County
Fair
met
in
ex- coach at Murray. His best year
State Teachers College, is well
ly to hunt-squireels. When he was
requested
delegates
from
each
It
tensive
session
Friday
night
of
last
was in 1932 when his unbeaten
known in the county and has a
found a short time later, the gun
area to contact their
week to discuss final details for. Tigers tied for the championship
host of friends whd wish him well city in this
was at his side. He had conducted
senators
representatives
and
state
the
event
to
be
held
here.
Morsof
the
conference.
in his chosen profession.
„.
a grocery business in Hazel for
te endorse a Move to raise $120.dee. Friday. and Saturday. SepWord from Cadiz indicates that
several years, retiring seven years
000 to be budgeted for State parks
tember 28 to 30 inclusive.
Coach Paul Perdue will put ,
ago. He had recently undergone
euring the next, session of the
. -Rules were discussed, as well light but fact team on the field.
treatment in the Western KenState legislature. and each secreas technical matters.
It will be Murray's first game
tucky State Hospital at Hopkinstary of Chamber of Commerce
The premium list for the dairy with the baby team of the conlightning
fast
'on
the
army
moved
ville.
units in the territory will request
President Roosevelt called a
Fire Wednesday morning badly cattle, and the dog show for Fri- ference. The game win start at
He had been noted for his inhis State, representative to notify damaged the 2-story residence of day night of the fair appears on
special session of Congress for Eastern front in an effort to crush
730.. Bleachers have - been put up
tegrity in business and as a memWednesday and Poland.
Printer and Painter in Murray the National Park Serviee in Dallas Outland. prominent Mur- page one of section two, of this on the east side of the playing September 21
ber of the Baptist church.
Washington that he will favor ray tobacconist, lust beyond
thereby gave the signal for a
•
For Many Years Succumbs
Twelf- week's paper.
field. Although a new $15,000 conMr. Wilson is survived by his
such a bill.
to Pneumonia
Conies of the fair catalogs are crete stadium is under construc- tense and bitter struggle over his
th street in College Addition. The
widow. Mrs. Alton Wilson; two
The budgeting or $120.000 for Murray fire department arrived in the hands of county school tion, it will not be complete proposal that the present embargo
daughters, Miss Erin Wilson of
Stehnnie Karr, 54. A printer and State parks, it wag pointed out. on the scene in time to extinguish teachers for distribution. Some enough to accommodate many dur- on arms shipment to Europe's belthe Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital
ligerents be abolished.
. painter in Murray for 30 years,' might influence the National Park Mw flames before they completely of the teachers who have not re- ing the opening games.
nursing 'staff, and Mrs. Evelyn
died Satiirdav in the Keys-Hous- Service to- leave CCC Camps sta- destroyed the $53500-' home. The ceived theie copies. may secure
In the meantime. Poland's batton Clinic-Hosnital of pulmonary tioned in Kentucky parks. These loss was estimated at $4.000. al- them by tailing at the county
tered army resumed its steady re- Miss Hazel Miller, 17-Year-Old Lax, Buchanan. Tenn.; three brothers. Riley Wilson, Puryear, Tenn ;
pneumonia.. His- friends. in" Mur- camps are scheduled to be moved though it was cavered lereely-by superintendent's office.
Individtreat to the east Wednesday after
Dover High School Girl
Ed Wilson, Mayfield, and Don Wiluals interested in a copy of the
momentarily holding 'Germany's
ray- trade ,uri contributions to within a month otherwise, the insurance.
Carbolic
Acid
Drinks
son, Boise, Idaho; and one sister.
place him under''tioseital rare.
smashing land and air attack
council said.
Cause for the fire was believed premium list may also call at
Mrs. Tom Humphreys, Puryear,
the- Chamber of Commerce office
Funeral services were held Sunalong the San and Vistula rivers.
Floyd Sperry. Paducah. secreltary to be a defective flue.
Much
of
services
for
Miss
Hazel
Funeral
here in the Peoples Savings Bank
day morning in the Gilbert-Doren of the Greater Paducah Associa- the
A German army report last Miller, 17, Dover, Tenn.. high Tenn.
downstairs furniture was saved.
Funeral services were held at
Building for a cope.
Funeral Chapel. A representative tion, introduced a motion whereDogwood Manufacturing Concern night said that Warsaw. the Polse'
school girl who committed suicide
Division chairmen for the fair
if not Jerre crowd was present. by the commerce units would
of B. F. Schroeder Burns
ish capitol, was completely en- Tuesday afternoon late by drink- the Oak Grave church in Henry
Members of the' Sunday school de- separately and collectively ask dressed the group on "Breaking are as follows: Canning, Mrs.
county. Teen., Saturday with Eld.
Early Wednesday
circled. The report said Germany
ing carbolic acid, were conducted R. F. Gregory. Murray, in charge
nartmente efe the Memorial Ban- United States Congressman and Down Barriers"—a task which he Haneford ,,Doran; foods, Mrs. L.
had —wiped -out Polish resistance
fist church made up a chair. Senators to approve Eastern Air- said was the funetion of every C. Parks; clothing, Mrs. Rey TreA shuttle and quill mill belong- on one of three' fronts defending at 11 o'clock Wednesday morning of the services. Burial followed in
at Dover. and interment followed the cemetery there.
Staff members of The Ledger 8c lines' contemplated air-line route Chamber of Commerce. George on (to be displayed in Association ing to B. F. Schroeder, past 80. the city.
-.
in ethe New Providence cemetery
Times and the West Kentuckian. between Memphis, Paducah, and M. Baker, head of the land acqui- barn): .R. A. Kelley is in charge Murray's oldest active -business
Several hundred British troops near New Concord in this county
sition department of the Tennes- of the Poultry Division which will. man—witb shuttle and quill stock
both papers-- for which he hack Leuisville.
have landed in France unhampered at 2 o'clock that afternoon.
worked as a Printer, were ores.
, The Commerce council passed a see Valley Authority,, described be in . the Overbev Barn; Ray varued at ,$10,000—burned
here
by submarine or aerial atState.
R.
Mclean.
that
the
briefly progress Ort the TVA's huee Treon and Hugh Gingles are in soon after midnight Wednesday either
co-publisher resolution asking
ern. R.
Miss Miller • was the daughter
tack,
it was announced lasts night.
of the Ledeer & Times. and Boyd 'Railway Commission would delay a Kentucky Dam project at Gil- charge of the Dairy Cattle divis- morning. Thc stock was partialof Hoyt and Moe Hattie Miller.
A communique of Freneh war former resideas- • of the .New
ion which 'will be held in the ly. insured.
...Wear and Ralph Wear, also of that meeting scheduled for Shatember bertsvillee
Of unknown origin, the fire was operations said significantly that Providence vicinity in Calloway.
newspaper.. coupled with 0. J. 13 to determine whether to reJoe T. Lovett, Murray, addressed Overbey Barn. Carmore Parks and
Jennings and Kerby
Jennings. 'move rails from the L. & N. track the Commerce Council on "The George Hurley are in chasere of discovered about midnight. Rex French naval forces had "reatted She Made'no statement and left
Lee Crams. NYA supervises
publisheers oe. the West Kentuckian. between Owensboro and, Russell- Relation of gee Chain Store to the hog exhibits which will be Cannon, manager of the- concern vigorously against enemy stibma- no note. Her Mother-- found her Murray State College, saV
inehe basement of the Association for the last 12 years, said there was rines".
and Jimmy Smith, staff member, Mlle so that Russellville civic the Community". •
in a dying condition' in a swing that 75 NYA student,/ h
Preseet
groups- have mere time to orthe.' _meeting were Barn. Prof. E. B Howton and no sign of, fire when he closed
were pallbearers.
"The English and Prelim fleets at their home epd the girl told into the
building4
—10 days at sea—continued in her she had drunk the acid. She
Rid Bennie Brown. Church of ganize data relative to keeping the Floyd Sperry and Van D. Bowl- Bobby Grogan are in charge of the plant early Tuesday night.
the Murray .CCC
Schroeder. in the shuttle busi- silence the complex task of block- had *been in ill health for two
Christ minister. made a few well- road. It wired its teemed ereRail- ing, Paducah; Mayor Robert B. the horses and mules exhibit to
be
ready
to enroe
Robert E. Posey.eRepresentative Lyman Roll, be hplci in the Overbey Barn. ness in Murray since 4926, dealt ading Germany and clearing the years.
Commissioner
As the body road
chosen remarks.
Murray State i
Chamber of Commerce secretary_ The Farm Products will be in exclusively in dogwood materials, seas of submarines".
was removed from, the funeral Webb.
The boys,
She is survivea or oeveral
The explanations 5 said the reOfficials of the West Kentuckyj A. H. Johnson, and J. M. Johnson, e5arge of J. H. Walston, Raymond and hes a wide demand for his
home preparatory to being taken
to the cemetery, the church bells Commerce body .are .Ed Kerley, Henderson: N. C. Hamrick, Rus- Story, W H. Brooks. and L E. products among weaving indus- sults to date were 1,105,000 tons brothers and sisters and by her shifts thus f
Gleigow, -president: Floyd Sperry, sellville; Robert Sapinsley, Hot
eTere ringing:re s
,
- Hurt, and they will be displayed tries ire the Northeastern United of German shipping swept from parents. Roth her paternal and the camp
European the seas—"Sunk after the crews maternal grandmothers also sure stadium. an
States. - Inada, and
Johnnie Karr is, survived by Padueah. viee-president; and Rob- kinsville; Ed Kerley, Glasgow; R. in the Association Barn,
The Fair Committee annoenoed countries
had been placed in safety" or vive, living close to New Concord. During the's
three sisters. Mrs. Julia Shatike ert SapInsley. Heeskinsville, sec- S. Gregory, Princeton: B. L. TreThey are Mrs. Ellen Miller arid were 'emplo
He -was undecided today whether driven into neutral's- ports. '.
Erin, Mich. Mies Merrell Karr. De- refery-treasurer. T T Feltetiteetec- vathan and Tullus B. Chambers, that there are several choice booth
This numbe
The French army driving stead- Mrs. Alice Shoemaker
troit, and Mrs A. F...Hicits, Pert - retary of the Murray bode. was Benton: J. Barnett Napier, Atlanta, spaces vet evailable 'to Merchants he would rebuild tee plane.
winter, it
German
delegates.
Pennebakee.
against
the
famed
Ga.: and Dr. .G. B.
who wish to. make displays at the
ily
eels: 'his Mother, ."Muit. .e Karr, 'personal host to tile
When en
Beene county farmers will reRockcastle county., five lo- Siegfried
line • penetrated, still
fetea luncheon-banquet to which special Murray representative.
fair. They can be secured' at the
Detroit: - a brethet. Craig Karr.
The group voted to hold its an- Chamber of
Commeree •• Office, cust beds have been seeded so farther into the Saarbruecken eel* 50,000 pounds of phosphate at the carp
`Detroit: elle two deuehters, Mrs the Murray Rotary Club was host
Reac Beech. letilfore. Mich.. and to the visitors. Fred Shultz. Mur- bual meeting next , January in where there Is a chart, showing that the sprouts mast be used orl basin of Germany while the main for - use. on demobstration plots more than -•
sector . of Germany's mechanized this fall.
ent
their' locations' in eth: two banes. eroded land.
Mrs. John Jennings, Peach, sash. ray State College instreetoir, ad Paeticah.
,s

Murray Htgh is Ready For
Cadiz Here Tomorrow Night

a

Police Chief. Clerk,
Others Catch Huge'
Fish in Tennessee

Chamber of Commerce Is
Murray Group to
liost td General Ciluncil Go to Mayfield for

W

,Red Cross_ Meeting

ENDORSES PLAN TO' East Side Farmer
Visits Murray First
SEEK S120,000 FOR Time
in 10 Years
KENTUCKY PARKS

Sam Boyd 1Neely
To Take Up Law

L. A. Wilson Dies
From Shotgun
Wounds in Hazel

PLANS FOR FAIR
TAKE ON FORM

Roosevelt Calls Special
Session of Congress; War
Continues Unabated0's.eas

Fire Damages
Outland Home in
College Addition

Johnnie Karr Dies
Saturday Evening

Funeral Rites For
Suicide Are Held

$10,000 Shuttle
Mill Is Destroyed

NYA Students To
Work at College
From C.C.C. Site
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Detroit visited Mr. and Mrs. Cat is
Rickman and SOU and -Mr. and
European Raffle Snakes
Brooks recently. Mrs. Rudd reports
Mrs Hubb Dunn and son
Viper snakes, apart from several
their friend. Miss Edith Paschall, - In the afternoon Mr and Mrs
her mother, Mrs. Myrtle Hop_
staracteristics, are the tun peen
Tobacoa cutting and hay saving
in West Hazel recently.
Muncie Osborn and daughters version
Mr. and Mrs. Neeley Brooks kins who has been in a hospital
of oar rattlers. The com- is Um
Joseph Miller left Sunday for
week's
Mrs. N. S. Jones is easute ill 'Si called. We •WlikUelle at any time
in Detroit for some time. shows
order of the day through
Patients admitted to the Will- have returned home after a
mon vipers are small. lme ISMS two here.
Louisville where he will enter tbr
We're still needing rain iam Mason Memorial Hospital dur- vise' with their
daughter apd very little improvement.
the 'beetle of her. son, Aubre; any member of our churches and feet long, but make up inpugnacaa very bad
Urtiversity of Louisville.
Jonese..a few miles west ce Hazel. take this opportiniity to invite you
granddaughter. 4r.s. Silas Turner
ing the past week are- as follows:
and Mrs Ben
e Childress and
Miss Reba Dunn. Bogard Duan what they lack in size. Their bite
Mr and Mrs. J. X Littleton and Mrs. Jones lives in, Murray and
Mrs. Annie Hatmun is not so 'es.p.,.dwin Rims, Murray; Mrs. Lida and Mr. and Mrs. Rex Dowdy.
Son. Van Wade. Mr. and Mrs.
children. Jpe Baker. 'and Ann. same out to bee ions to spent and Miss Rachael 4entmons at. isn't deadly-if it's taken care of well. Her mother. Mrs. ••••• Car. Hobghten. ,Benton; MVO Mary
Fennel
ODD.
and
Wylie
and
Duncan
sons. Charles
Mrs. Estelle
!ided • a meeting at Jackson. Immediately, says the Washington raway.
went Sunday in Nashville, Tenn . a few days and attend churth
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Your Old

- ElectricRange weft&Fr

As Always—An Old Friend—Ready To

On a New 1939

•

Hot Point Electric Range'
$25 Allowance on Your Old Oil or Wood Range
..

Edmond Morris. Mrs
Woodrow, Miller. Mrs. Joe Pritchett. Mrs.
iLuey Miller. Mrs. Clyni Skaggs.
-.Mrs_ Aurelie Andrus, -Mrs- Oeus
Puckett. -Rubeeetindrus and son.
Tommy. Mrs.' Etta Hopkins. Mrs
Emma Mathis. Mn. Emma Lowery.
and Mrs. Lewis Ernstberger , and
sun. Gene. Those_ sending gifts
were Mrs. Frank Hargis. Mrs.
Passe Puckett. Mrs. Clyail Lancesesr. Ws. Ruby, Cope. Mrs.-Louise
Tarry. •Mrse; Rosie Moore- Mrs.
Alice Pritehett. Mrs. Mae Mizell,
Mrs. Wardl Pritchett- Mrs. John
Duncan, and Mrs. Frank Ernete
-Serger.
• Mr. and lierse-Graves elenckt
rs WI&
daughter. Joann spent
Sunday
with -Mr, and Mrs, John Andrus.
. Mrs. "C.htudt. Thorn. hanaked her
daughter. Norma • Dean with a
birthday. party Saturday afternoon at 4 O'clock.' Games were enjoyed by the little guests and refreshnlents were served-to Martha
'Ann Miley. Bobby Kellen Jimmie.
Billie and Belle Matas
,James and
Ensrleea; Puckett.
Joe
Henry
. Thorn. Hebert and Mallet Walston.
Willie and Ports Jackson. Peggie
and Delera Thenzen Witte Dell
. Cleaver. Joe - aced Dortha Mathis.
Webeeca,' Sadie. _and 'Earleene
Pritchett.
Katie
Lem
Mestere.
Those sending presents were .Wilma • Tisweatt. Mt. And Mrs. -Bows
"Thisveett. and Mr. and Mrs. Goeble
•..
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LESS ISM MUIR
To MUTT A 1139ilinvent
The. new la..39 Hotpoint Flee-.
tree Ranges are surprmingly low
in firistetest
- -and temity to oper. ate. The n-ew Select-A-Pleat
Cierverenables you to select exactly the heat tosuit thn Cooking
operation. Come in today. See
the new Hotpoint mild
...els:
SEUECT-A- HEAT
CALROD
*New S-Spese es.
lect-A-Heat Cal.
pff Wen..es yet: tnice of eseing heats
- Speed to
.1771 with

$1

Don

f

As flow

arfd mieilinsmisenoe
•Oortriersofitri.
enamel.

fats

Arai*

ing

**THE LOW COST

0-F SLECTRICITY FOR C0010110
•

Payments as Lost
56.00 per

fts Every Satu,rdi:y Night

--FREELDIUGUID & SON
- 'MURRAY SI
••

ICE CREAM
and MILK

Spinach Long Used in Salad
The young leaves of spinach were
used raw in salad in the days of
Queen Elizabeth.
Effects el Stengel Invasioa
The Mongol invasion in the Thirteenth century arrested the industsial, artistic' and literary development of Russia for 200 years.
Inventor at Canning
Nicholas Appert was the inventor
of canning. He applied his process
to milk and received an award of
12,000 francs from Napoleon.

The pre e of funerals
Is often a misleadinz
factor in '-election of a
iompetent funeral dire. ter. We in the .7.4ear, we have been established
here. have

Cider Popular in New England
Cider was so popular in the early
1700s in New England that it was
freely used by children even at
breakfast.

ano IT'S
GOOD FOR YOU

the Perfect Food.
Eat It Regularly

Mewing Character
Uncle Ab says that
man's
eesaracter carmen_ _ke Injured by
anyone but himself.- •

Sincerely,
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Moults Forties of Bill
e The puffin moults a portsso of its
egeente eath- year.

Brazil Larger Than V. IL
Brazil exceeds the size of contlegntal U. 5 , excluding Alaska, by
50,000 square rnllas
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Fall. Days, call for a special kind of nourishment—for
that is easila: digested, nutritious, and energy Wading. GOLDBLOOM Ice 'Cream has all.these qualities and
more .. It hali that smooth HO taste .that makes. it a
favorite -with everyone', And so easy to serve at horn('
in the dormitory, or eat ltt our favorite fountain where
you -see- the Goldbloont sign.
•

Insect. Species Increasing
Insect species are so vest in number that 8.500 new kinds are added
to scientific literal-are each year.

nie* freedom from concern about prices at a
Lime alien sack freeof is worth more than
anything else.
'What this iltealri to
you is simply this - Our
reputation for fair clearing and the same fais
ewirr to III 'whom He
serve tee y our prote(
lion that the IMINEVICE'S
you request ell' be
rendered with tlignit),
reverence and economy. We invite :vont
Inquiries at all times.

•

es-n-r •

ii

Or Down Town .. • . at Your Favorite Fountain

Pie-Eating Ogee Illegal
Pie-eating was once illegal In
Scotland. .'A parliamentary -donee.
in 1433 stated no oneunder the rank
of a baron shentd eat pie.
.

Important
Facts . . .

Telephone 7
Murray,
v, Ks,.

Greet You—in the Dormitory,. oil the Campus

Cow Breathes Bushels of Mr
Every hour a thousand-pound eoW
breathes in and out about 2,100
bushels or 3.600 cubic feet of ale.
This air weighs about '270 pounds.

Main Foods of Eskimos
Caribou meat, fish, seal treat polar bear meat, rabbits, birds and
eggs Are the mein foods of certain
groups of Eskimos.

ea:Tied A reputation for
making possible tow-

SeUllieWIT-nas bf
leen:nut treat ?

Battle Fought After Peace Treaty
The Battle of New Orleans was
foueht after the treaty of peace in
the War of 1812 was signed, yet it is
considered this country's second
most important military event.
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Recreation Program of WPA
Is Mostly Rural, Says Goodman

Pine Bluff Defeats
Hazel in Warne
Affair, 11-3 and 5-1

RELIGION TO BE
PREDOMINANT IN
NATION'S SCHOOLS

In Denver,Msgr, Hugh L. McMenamin went a step further and
advocated the outright adoption
of compulsory religioue education
in the public schools .pf Colorado
Monsignor Mcalenamin took as
his model the Minnesota
law,
under which public school principals are required to dismiss their
pupils at regular intervals during
school hours for religious instruction by some organized religious
body.
On the campus of Williams College at Williamstown, Mass., beginning August V. the National
Conference
of
Christians
and
Jere will open its third Institute
of Human Relations. Here, too,
the demand for more rellgieus education in the public schools will
be discussed thoroughly. Special
panels already have been assigned
to experts in the field.
In Birmingham last week.- a
more militant note was injected
into Methodist temperance activity with the announcement that
Methodists who, had fought the
cause of temperance in pre-prohibition days—editors, - lecturers,
pastors and laymen—will be rallied once more by the Board of
Temperance
of the
Methodist
Church in a nation-wide temperance drive.
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ENGLAND LIBERALIZES STAND
Lennox Declares
I
ON CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS . New.Plymouth Is
On
isplay Here
LONDON — A
revelutionery Chairman announced that the tri-

The recreation program of the Of these 57 or 91 per cent are defchange in treatment of conscien- bunal thought it proper for the
After being denied the chance to
Work Projects Administration in initely rural. Nearly 80 per cent
tious objectors today. compared young man to be placed on the
Kentucky Is predominantly rural of the persons employed on rec- participate in the WPA League
L. W. Lennox, proprietor of the
with the time of the World War, register of conscientious objectors Murray
in its application and more than reation projects are located in race recently, the Pine Bluffmen
Motor
Company. anwhen symbolical white feathers, on condition he remained at the nounced today. the first showing
rose to their peak Sunday to top96 per cent of its projects are these small and
medium-sized ple the
New
York
Chamber
of
social
ostracsism, and even prison work he was already engaged in,, in Murray of the new 1940 Plystrong Hazel outfit at
operated in communities which communities.
Cities etif larger
sentences
harried the scorned namely, manufacture of street mouth, a car which Lennox says
Commerce Places Rehave no recreation programs of population have fewer individual Crossland Sunday in a double"conchy."
has been shown by the lamps.
their own, George H. Goodman, projects, the report shows, but header affair by scores of 11-3 and
carries out the slogan of the comLigion First
first official hearing in Britain of
administrator, said today on the employ a greater number of per- 5-1.
pany, "hotter than a firecracker."
Hearings to Be Public
the cases of those who refuse to
In the first encounter Pine Bluff
basis of a recently completed sur- sons per project.
The new car is now on display
Hearings
before
the
tribunals
MANY
STATES ALREADY
fight.
used Kingins and Lyons for batvey of the program.
at the Murray Motor Company
are
normally
In 91 per cent of the communi- teries and
to
be
held
in
pubOnly
about 4,000 young men
Sponsor's contributions for rec- ties
Hazel's battery was PERMIT INSTRUCTION
and Lennox is inviting all people
represented, the report con- composed of
out of 300.000 man of conscription lic, although the chairman has to come'down and see it.
reation projects amounted to 27.3 tinues,
Dunn and Wilson.
There
the power in special cases to exWPA provides the only The Bluff
age
have
taken
advantage
per cent of the total cost of the
of
the
collected
11 hits and
have- been remarkable changes in
The 'demand that the public
source of organized public recre- Hazel
right to register as conscientious clude both press and public. Ap- the new model, according to Lenconnected for 3 safe blows. school system of America
recreation program during the ation
provide
activity..
objectors. Their cases are heard plicants may be represented by nox.
Dunn struckout 8 Bluffers and
quarter ending June 30, Mr. Goodwith considerably
•
Contributions
by sponsors to Kittens whiffed 7. Dunn issued its studente
by 15 tribunals thhoughout Eng- a barrister. solicitor, Trade Union
man added. This is the highest
The showing of the new car is
land, Scotland, and Wales. North- representative, relative, or perpercentage since the beginning of recreation projects has shown a 3 walks and Kingins 1, Williams more religious education than they
concurrent with the first anniern Ireland and Eire are exempt sonal friend.
throughout the for Pine Bluff was high man of are at ptesent exposed to, is rapthe Program in 1935. Total cost steady increase
The Peace Pledge ineon. how- versary of Mr. Lennox's entrance
fibre conscription.
of the WPA recreation program life of the program and reached a tim day by smashing out 3 hits out idly becoming a. major issue 'not
In England and Wales County ever, advised that applicants in into the business field in Murray.
only among the religious-minded
during the quarter was $153042, peak of 27.3 per cent at the close of 5 trips to the plate.
Court judges preside over the tri- normal circumstances should state He came here a year ago last
In the nightcap game Kingins but in the secular field as well.
the
Administrator
said.
The of the last fiscal quarter, it is
bunals, and sheriffs or •scheriff- their own case in their own way, week and opened the Murray
sponsors provided $41.806 of this shown. State boards of eduaii- hiiiled 2 innings and was followed
As an outstanding example of
substitutes in Scotland. One mem- for funation of the tribunal is not Motor Company.
amount. All but three per cent non and departments of welfare by Boyce Curry, with Lyons doing the
The new De Sota was given a.
latter a Special Committee on
ber is a trade union representa- to decide the rightness of an apof the Federal funds went into are principal sponsors of recrea- the receiving for the Bluffers. Giptive,. Appeals to, higher tribunals plicant's views but whether he preview in St. Louis to the dealers
wages for the persons employed tion projects on a state-wide son and Wilson were the Hazel Economical and Efficient EducaWednesday
of this week, and the,
tion of the Chamber of Commerce
basis, it is stated, While more than batteries.
are allowed against the findings. honestly holda those views.
on the program.
announcement of when the flew
of the State of New York de200 school boards, boards of counof
these
local
tribunals.
Of
the
The
rest
the
Bluffmen
.cif_
hit
objectors,
safely
9
times
The report was made to Mr. ty commissioners, civic
clared last week that, the United
The first tribunal was held at seven were registered on condition car can be seen here will be given
Goodman by Miss Elizabeth Full- ent-teacher organizationsclubs" par- while Hazel was knocking out 6
and sim- fair blows. Gipson struck out 1 States cannot possibly
Birminsham.esbig industrial cen- they remained at their present in due time.
Maintain a
erton, in charge of professional ilar groups cooperate
in individ- Eldridgemen and Kingins nicked 5 proper educational
ter of the ?attends, and it is said employment; six were registered
and service projects.
system unless
ual projects.
that there will be some consider- ...for Ministry of Labor training;
in 2 innings and B. Curry sent 9 that system is based on true re-The Wasik recreation program
able delay before similar proceed-'three for non-combatant work; was described by the Rev. Dr.
Under the WPA recreaeon pro- batters from the plate in the re- ligious principles.
has been largely a pioneering enings are held in other divisions.
gram trained leaders and super- maining innings.
and one was registered uncondi- Sidney Berry, to an assembly of
deavor," Miss. Fullerton
"In spite of the fact that some .
stated,
THAT PLACE SO DEAR
the Congregational Union of Engtionally.
In the games thus far played. hesitate to
"We have found that in approxi- visors, 05 per cent of whom come
include
religion
in
an
Gain
Moral
Support
He said that the Free
Five of the objectors said they land.
--mutely 96 per cent of the com- from local relief rolls, are assigned Pine Bluff has won 9-8, 11-3, and educational program,," said the I'll tell you of a place so dear.
First evidence of a sympathetic were employed in armament work Church- representatives told the
munities in Which we operate to conduct many forms of recrea- 50 over Hazel, while the Charlton- committee. "we place it first."
A place I love so well,
atmosphere in the small Birming- but did not object to that. The Premier, that if, by any slackness
there had never been any prev- tional activity in public parks, men defeated the Bluffers once by
Charging mat the cnurch and I haven't been there but a few ham courtroom was the presencc tribunal put
them on the •register of organization, the position of
ious public 'provisions for super- playgrounds, community centers a score of 3-2.
years,
home
too frequently fail to give
of representatives of the Peace provided they stayed at their' pres- conscientious objecters was not
and schools. Principal forms of
Pine Bluff will meet Hardin at
vised recreation."
love
I
it
tongue
can
children
than
more
adequate
fully respected rfn the organizations
religious trainPledge Union, the No Conscription ent work.
activity, in addition to supervised Hardin Saturday and Hardin retell.
"In addition to this, we have play, include .day scamps for chile turns .the.
ing, the committee pointed out,
.set up_lo deal with them. the Free
League, the Society of. Friends,
,
game
Sunday
at
the
-been able to .show -the fee- Ability dren. ethletica contests, musical Bluff.
•
Caterrehes would be on
To Bar Victimizing
and the Fellownhip of ReconciliaIn this series of play Pine in no uncertain terms, that the
fire...
Its door is open for every one
and desirability of organized rec- and entertainment groups and Bluff
In the • House of Commons retion, holding kind of watching
has won 2 games and Hardin "great lack in our homes and in
our national life is the lack .of Who wishes to come in,
reation programs in small towns handicraft activities. All such pro- has
briefs for the conscientious objec- cently a Socialist member, Mr. R.
been victorious in 1 tilt.
For little chfldren so very small tors.
true, simple religion."
and rural communities. The con- jects .ase initieted by the local or
•
W.-Sorenson, drew attention to the
cept of organized' recreation air state governmental bodies sponsorOnly a week or two ago Dr. And grown up men and women.
A further feeling that the :8 case. of a conscientious objector
being limited to children's play- ing them.
Alexander
Meiklejohn,
onetime
objectors waiting to state their said to have lost his job because
•
grounds in crowded cities has been
president of Amherst College. took So early in the morning
convictions would be given a of his pacifist convictions and to
overcome.
Public officials and.
J. Baxter Napier, representative, the educational system of the The children so aresh and clean, square deal was engendered by -the have been refused unemployment
•
community leaders have come to.
of Lions International, has an- United States to task for neglect- That dear old, place is standing
knowledge that they, had received benefit.
-recognize the need for recreational
nounced a meeting for all men ing religious education. Modern Ready for the bell to ring.
free travel vouchers' to attend if
Lebert Jones .114
of
On
Farm
the
The matter was investigated and
opportunities. for all the people
education, • said
he has contacted during the past American
Dr.
they lived more than six miles it seems evident froth a
Nerthuett
Miles
of Lynn Grove :
statement
regardless of economic status or
Meiklejohn.
bell
The
rings
clear,
so
and
loud
is
a
"political
instituweek as members for the Murray
away, also subsistence allowancee by Mr. Neville- Chamberlain. the
where they live. It is a necessary
Lions Club. The meeting will be tion" which no longer has any It sounds for miles and miles
varying from one shilling to four Prime Minister, to Free Church
complement to a civilization which
held at 7:30 p. m. tonight at the vital connection with that institu- It brings sorrow to some faces.
shillings and sixpence. Moreover, leaders that every effort will be
hiet oebled its budget of leisure
National Hotel. Further details of tion 'which created it--the church. But for most of them it's smiles. any objector missing his last train made to prevent
victimizing of obin less than a quarter of a cenPrizes for Best Animals
the forming of the club ivill be in
home might draw five shillings jectors,' including those who re• Maine Permits Instruction
tury".
The teacher says, "Now get in line for a night's expense.
next week's paper.
fuse
to
perform any type of NaAnd
march
very
in
neat."
Thirty
lodges
of
the
The report snows that WPA recIndepenThe tribunal consisted of Judge
Barley is being introduced into
.'
dent Order of Odd Fellows re- She lotks at every one and smiles E. H. leengson, Prof. J. G. -Smith, tional Service. •
reational projects are operated in Webster county sfor extensive use
A meeting between Mr. ChamHitchcock Originator of
cently sponsored a bilt in the And says, "Now you --may tak Vice-Principal
63 counties throughout the state. for the first time.:
Birmingham berlain and- six teeeeeeetatives of
your
seat."
Legislature
requiring
Chair Bearing His Name Delaware
Ureeersity; , Mr. G. T. Lee, a the Free Churches on the question ••••=m•awo..mi••••• .•=1.0.1a....mo....m•••••••••••MI
district school boards to discover
former Town Clerk; Councillor E.
. In 1818, Lampert Hitchcock. a na- the
religious affiliations of stu- We try to study, very very hard Purser, and Mr. A. H. Gibbard, a
•••••• •••41=
,
^
tive of Cheshire, Conn., settled near dents and to
provide for their dis- Or try-.and make the teacher think Trade Union official.
the little, town of Winsted arid es- missal one day each
SO
week for
tablished a Cabinet and chair fac- four hours in order' that
til a question Is
.A Sample Case
they It's alright
tory there which soon became the might attend religious instruction
asked
The first case was that of a
leading industry of the town. His in - the churches of their choice.
And then it's "I
t know."
young man who -objected on , reIn the State of Mame a law rebusiness prospered from the first
ligious grounds. .He was reprend pass sented by Mr.
and by 1821 a small settlement cently was passed permitting prin- At four o'clock we stan
John Carter, EdiUNMOUNTED
GOOD FOODS—PRICED RIGHT
grew up around his factory which cipals and teachers to dismiss This means every one is fre
tor of the Chrisfadelphian Magaschool an hour But still I think of that plac
was calleld Hitchcockville, relates children from
zine. Asked if the young man
Choice of Tun Proofs
Alice R. Rollins in the Loa Angeles earher on certain days so they That is so dear to me. •
as prepared to go to a non-cornmay
go
to
their
respective
Times., se—
bitaet labor group. Mr. Carter
churchei and receive religious in- Outland School is the place
answered, "Not under a military
At flrat Hitchcock made only chair struction. The pupils will
•
receive Tye told you of so dear,
authority's"
parts and these were shipped in school credits for their study.
So come over and visit us
judgeaatnen
The
explained
that
'
large quantities to Charleston, S.
At the Buffalo convention of the Because you are welcome here.
—Written by, Louise Boyd the labor groula consisted of speC., and other places in the South. National C-anference of Social
Cash at Time of Sitting
cial
camps
asi
conscieneet
for
Work,
• Dr. Arthur L. Swift of
After a few years he gave up the
•
business of making and shipping Union Theological Seminary, New COLDWATER SCHOOL NEWS tious objectors and uilder the conMore Than One Head On Picture 25c Extra
trol of the Ministry
Labor.
York,
declared that, the exclusion
chair parts and devoted himself
Boys sent to the camps. hesasecid,
Retouch (!urge of 25c On All Except Small Children
to the making `of complete chairs of religion from the publiceschools
fourth
week
is
of
This
the
would not in any sense be un
implies that religion plays no imwhich he sold in great quantities.
portant part in the education of schooL The grades are taking the military, but their work would
Lambert Hitchcock was in all a child.
tests and getting ready for grade consist of improving the camp
sites, and agricultural work.
probability the originator of the
Opposite Post Office
"The exclusion by law of re- cards.
Mr. Carter said he would agree
sturdy, distinct type of chair which igion from our public schools is
There was a nice crowd at the
•••••111/.1.1...•••••••14M1...•...
bears his name. Tbis form of chair, tantamount to its denial of any cream supper Saturday night and to the young man going to such a 4p•••••••=414mm
camp. but after a retirement the
however, was produced in quantities real part in the education of the everyone reported a nice time.
The lairksey girls play the Coldby hundreds of other chairmakers masses of American boys and
girls." said Dr. Swift.
water girls- at Coldwater Wednesduring the first half of the 1800s.
And the church. quite natural- day at 2 o'clock.
On the chairs previously made by ly, has
some important things to
The Coldwater boys will meet
Phone 92-J
North 4th St.
Hitchcock, across the back of the say about the lack
of religious the Faxon boys on the Faxon
seat on the narrow strip was always education in our schools.
diamond Friday afternoon.
placed the stencil of the maker. "L.
In Washington, clergymen of
The Jewel Denson family will
Hitchcock, Hitchcockville, Conn.. the Protestant. Catholic and Jew- present a concert at the Coldwater
Warranted," usually all in one line. ish faiths adopted a resolution high school Saturaay. September
Lambert Hitchcock was one of the 'to enlist the co-operation of pa- 16, at 8 p. m. Everyone invited.
first to turn out rocking chairs as a triotic, civic and religious organi- This family is heard regularly
zations in providing more ade- over
station WREC Memphis and
factory product, although they had quate
STORAGE CLOSET
arrangements for the moral
is sponsored by James D. Vaughn
been made much earlier than his and
religioui training of the chilThe Mothers' Club will hold its
factory produced them.
Visit the Most Popular Spot
dren and youth of all faiths." The
One feature that contributed to the resolution well adopted at a confer- second meeting Wednesday. SepOff the Campus With
tember
20.
popularity of these chairs was the ence of the American Institution
Students and Faculty
decoration. Added to that is their of Moral and Religious Training.
GET IN THE SWING!
Hull Not To Visit
teneral fitness for a type of furnishMinnesota Law Is Example
PARIS—Secretary of State Coring. The chairs were first painted a
dell
expressed his regrets in
Hull
The National Catholic Education
deep red, then black with slight
grainless. The red coat sometimes Asesociation, at its thirty-sixth an- a 2-page letter this week to ofnual convention. enthusiastically ficials that he would be unable to
showed through, especially on the approved
a resolution ,which de- attend the Nancy Hall Jubilee Sepwooden
seats.
stencilStriping
and
A Complete Service of
clared that a lack of religion in tember 27-28-29.
MANY DELICIOUS FLAVORS IN THE
ing
rat-were then applied. •
the educational system has deDrink s, Sandwiches,
prived American democracy of
OLD-FASHIONED HOMEMADE STYLE
Hubbard Shreve, Taylor county.
Lunches and Dinners
"the only power that can eventu- produced 2.550 pounds of pork in
ally
sustain
and
preserve
it."
165 days from a litter of 13 pigs.
Mind Your P's and Q's
•
I.
.1

•
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COLT SHOW

Lions to Meet

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
it 'Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

1

- Saturday, Sept. 23
LEBERT JONES

SPECIAL

A SANDWICH OR A MEAL•
To Please Every Taste

ONE 8x12 PHOTOGRAPH

•

WELCOME

$1.00

Only

Every Student or Faculty Member-Old or New
•

POST OFFICE CAFE

Offer Good Only Through October 7, 39

.00

Love's Studio

Weko- e Back

NEW BEIGE

Students---Pczulty

Liao- MINUET

COLLEGIATE INN
GREETS YOU

Before and After the Show,,,,,,
Drop Into

Phelps Ice -tream Parlor

Thoroughbred
Headquarters

The College Crowd is Always to be Found at the
COLLEGIATE_ We Invite You to Drop In
at Any Time for a Visit With Us.

COLLEGIATE INN
"Where Friends Meet"
LLOYD ALLBRITTEN, Prop..

.
• 41k

)se

stafil

aitantesst.

DAY & NITE CAFE
East Main Street

•
Service 24 Hours Every Day
•
The St9dent;i1V4141 Find it Very Economical to Eat
Here—And Get Good-Food—Well Cooked
-

At All Times

Numbered Pints, Quarts
When we say "Mind your P's
and 0'1." we mean we must be
careful—especially of what we say.
But in former days it wasn't used
that way._ It had another meaning,
says a correspondent in Pearson's
London Weekly.
The generally accepted expleetanon of the phrase is that it came
from the inn-keeper of olden days
who displayed his customer's accounts on a slate. For pint he entered "P" and for quart "Q." Naturally, a heavy drinker would very
soon have a succession of "P's" or
"Q's" (or both) to his "credit";
and the landlord's warning - would
very probably be "Mind your
P's and Q's."
Another explanation attributed to ft
this phrase is that it originated In
the composing room of the printing
,'office. In the small letters of type,
known as lower case, the "p" anal
"q" scan very easily...0e mistaken
for each other; and in the alayi before machinery—when hand-setting
was the only method in use among
printers, there was a real danger
that the wrong letter would be inserted. -Hence the overseer's -cautionary ."Min al your P's and Q's."

•

Knott' county farmers growing
hybrid corn expect some of the
beat yields in_ years.

When You Are Downtown Drop ln For
a Coke — Sandwich — or a Meal

A liraft horse and mule exhibition and pulling contest attracted
attention at the annual horse show
in_ Montgomery county.
.
Inc Robertson -county.' western
ewes sheared 59 per 'cent more
wool thah natiye ewes.

Maafgalgtr

* •-•atraarlias

is

Where All the Dates Drop In For a Coke

HUTCHENS'
BARBECUE

IT CAN'T

BE BEAT

Just completed—a structure
enclosing a new furnace,
with facilities for making
the barbecue ou like even
better than it has ever been.
STUDENTS WE WELCOME YOU TO

MADE TO SELL

We're bad You're In Murray
•
Use That Good Gulf Gasoline and
Gulf Pride Oils
t

ron 52.79

• Wry

THE BEAUTIFUL

1940 Plymouth
NOW ON DISPLAY

lerge-sise 5' fall, 24"
wide. 20" deep.
• Molds up to 24 garments.
• Strong, carved wood-rein.
forced front.
• Beautiful lacquer finish.
• Dint resistant corners.
• C•dar•red color interior.
• Top door lowers— bottom
door raises (for storing
shoes. bla•liets, etc.).
• Eguipp•d with refillable
UTILORATOR containing
"atilt:midi" crystals.
4

•
.EXPERT TIRE REPAIRING
•
IT'S THE EXTRA SERVICE WE
k
GIVE,THAT BRINGS
YOU-BACK

The- NEW beautiful BEIGi
finish harmonizes with the color
scheme of any room — order
your MINUET WARDROBle
now at a low price that means
beauty and thrift for your home.

•

CRASS
FURNITURE CO.

MURRAY MOTOR CO.

•

NEVA WATERS & SONS
STATION
GULF.
SERVICE

• Phone

482

Sixth and Main, Murray, Ky.

Teleyshone 38
--Joe

a

$11198

J. W.HUTCHENS'BARBECUE SHOP
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Welcome Students
mad Faculty

_
FIRST TIME
AT THIS
LOW PRICE

—
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THE

\Jul-ras. were guests of relatives
..,•I e Sunday.
Miss Stella Lawson of Nashville
visited here over the week-end
R. J. Hill is yisiting in WestPort
Mr and Mrs, L. ,N. Stockciale . W W Cole of Murray was a
and little daughter Billy are leav- Purs ear visitor. Sunday.
ing this week for Long Beach.
William Maddox of Louisville
Calif where Mr. Stockdale is as- was here this week-end.
signed to duty as C.P.O. on USSS
Mr and Mrs D. S. Walters and
Tennessee. They recently return- son haye returned to Memphis.
ed from the Canal tone and have They were accompanied by Mrs.
been guests .of Mrs. Stockdale's Coe Paschall for a few days' visit
parents. •Mr.' and Mrs. W. S.
Mrs. G. R. Larry -of .Dexter was
Weatherly.
a week-end - guest of Wee daughter.
A barn .of tobacco on the farm Mrs. G. W McConnell, and Mr.
of Wayhe Atdams was destroyed Mc:Connell.
by fire at 3'a. m. Thursday.. The
Mies Erin Flippo of Murray is
tea was._113.;
•Ur.ng -prucess.
-viastejig- here.
Mrs Genie Lasater shopped in
Mrs. N E. Douglass was nostess
at a "pot luck" luncheon Thurs- Murray Saturday.
Miss Verna . Littleton attended
day. ladies of Puryear Church of
Christ bCfng guests.
Eighteen church in Hang, Sunday.
Mrs. W. T. Hays. her two grandwere present. The living rooms
were. get with • luncheon .tab es ' ten. Thmmie Joyce min Dowith
yellow and blue covers. bie Karolyn Hays. and Mr and
Vases and baskets of flowers were Mrs Jack Griffith visited Mr and
Used in decoration: Mrs.. Doug- Mrs, Dewey Williams in Murray
lass was assisted by her—sister. this 'week.
Mrs. Jack Griffith.
7.
-Mr. and Mrs. George Patterson
have
returned to
Chattanooga
where they are teaching.
'Mrs W. E Morgan is visiting
her daughter and family in Rhea
Springs.
Mr and Mrs Nolan Alexander_
and Mrs. W. IL Morris went - to • A report from New York City
'Benton Sunday. Mrs. Morris going today said that Miss •Lillian
for medical treatment. • _ •.
Murray Stale College EngDallas Adams went ,to Reelfoot lish instructor, who has been
Lake Saturday.
summering • in Europe. arrived in
Mr: arid Mrs J: Ad. Debbie& New York from England on the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Adams and steagier -Isle de France. the last
R. F Littleton went. to Mayfield liner to leave Great Britain heSunday. • .
fore war was formally declared
Mrs Hugh .Clark of Kartsgs,----"The ship was packed to overCity. Mo., visited her aunt.- Mrs. flowing" Miss Hollowell said.
Ete_EL-Lifeleton, and Me:- Littleton. "and 'came- -with darterfed- 15OrT-"
last week.
holes for fear of submarines."
C. M. Freeman was in Benton
Miss • Hollowell will • return to
•and. Hardin on business this week. Murray the latter part of the week
Miss.Corinne Craw-feed is . viSit- after visiting relatives in Westhie in Memphis.
•
port. Tenn.
Mr and M7-S Dewey Williams.
•
Mary. Viieenia of It pays So read our CLASSIFIEDS.
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OUR FELLOW DRIVERS**.

PURVEAR
NEWS

By Muellei

Back to Murray and the College!
Students you'll find vie have an up In date shop for your
barber needs. The best service for both boy4 and girls. We
spechilire in latest haircuts for ladies'
At alL nines e. have ondty Chiee'repe-ilefseed barber:" and
on Saturdays we have v ith us V. B. Gardner.

Wilkinson's Sanitary •Barber Shop
See Our

Shcp—East Main Street—Try Our Work

FACULTY-STUDENTS
WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL
•
We Are Ready to Serve You as Always With the
Best in Staple and Fancy Groceries, Fresh
Vegetables and Meats

COLE'S GROCERY
1210 West Main Street

Phone 366

1

PASCHALL'S
"Diy Cleaners
Conveniently Located Close to College
Main Street

'Phone

87

Ready to Give -You High Class, Dependable'. Dry Cleaning Service
As Always

MAY
)
30ERVE YOU?

ELCO

tray...sea Safety Service

"What a guy! He stops me to ask

what time it is, and because my
beakes don't hold he gives me•tidied"

Bucha ilan- News-

Faxon High School
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ti,
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Dale & Stubblefield

Edid Holt is suffering from a fail.1 This is the „beginning of our
.ree'eived
morning, fourth week of 'school and we
Monday
While climbing a ladder in Did truly believe we 'have a successwagon shed he bumped his head ful school year before us:
and got over-balanced.- and falkng
The fifteen members of the
backwards off the ladder. Doctors senior class have .organized in an
report he is not seribusly injured. _effort to make this school year
Miss Nobie Sue Nance visited in te-P of the -Most- ntofitable years
school lestpry.
the home of her uncle. R. B. MorAs a
ris, and family Monday night.
. first se p toward ,he attainment
Smith spent 0f l•K' g •31. officers were elected
Mrs. Charlfeen
Thursday until • Saturday• by thy class this week. They are:
from
with Mrs. Genie Brown of Pur- Paul Williams, president,. Keith
Rees. vise-president; Dorothy Nelle
year
Miss Ovine Robinson was a week McDaniel, Seeretary; Ernestine
.-ind guest of her sister. Mrs. Boyd Ahart: Rudy Barnett. sergeant-at-C'altoway.Calloway - and arms; James Outland, official reporter; Mr. Jones. sporiser.,
.
daughter, •
Plans -are being made for a ComLittle Miss '
Frances Larue Callomunity Day program which will
way is RI with scarlet fever.
-Miss Avis Huh spent last week be held Oc•ober 6. The climax of
with- her sister 'and brother-in-law. the day will be an old fashioned
Mr. and - Mrs. Corte/ Newport and fiddlers contest that is scheduled
for the evening. 'Watch our col&tighter of Puryear.
. s
Sam Webb was a Thursday night umn for more detailed .informaguest of Carl and Wayne- Wilson. tion about this day and come to
Sam plans to leave for Florida enjuy the day with us.
the last of the "week. Athletics
••
, •
Mrs. Boyd Calloway and Clarice
Our softball team de:eated Lynrr
Gamlin visited Friday. with Mrs. Grove last Friday by -a score of
Nellie - -Robinson --and - daughter 20-2. Thomas Carraway
and LesDrue Nell:
til Elkins were the outstanding
Miss Rubene Taylor visited the batters, Carraway knocking two .
week end with Mr and Mrs. Mar- 11ume
e).s
runs and Elkins one. Pitch.:
vin •Tayt-dr and children.
for Faxon were Elvin Thump-Mrs.
Cnnerati.dati.ens to Mr. and
sonand Elwodd Phelps. The FaxHarold Ray. who were united in on boys will play Coldwater Frimarriage September 2. Mrs. Ray day. the 15th. on the home ground
hi fore her marriage was Myrtle
Lee ;Lamb: daughter of Mr. and
Use of home-made rations enMrs. It Lamb of Blood River, Mr:
Ray. is the son of Mrs. Joh Owens abler! (his A. Kalb. Mason county.
to put puttee in the laying house
of Ptu-year.
Mr.- and Mrs. Herman Hutson at a cost of 9 cents each.
visited
Mr. and
Mrs. Armster Rhodes and children Saturday
night.
Mm Earl and --W. H. Wilson
eisited over the week-end with
:heir parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bun
Wilson- and children.
-
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BIG SCHOOL SUPPLY SALE
NOW GOING ON
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. $7.95 DELIVERS ... A YEAR TO PAY
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NOTICE-

-Calloway CountY
Court

In the Matter of Limiting the
Speed and Gross Weight if Motor
Trucks. Trailers. and Semi-Trailers Operating -on the Roads of
In spring, frosts push the fence And in Calloway County. Kenposts from the heaving _ground. tucky. in Keeping' With Section
And tumble rocks from the stone 1 2739g of Carroll's- Kent-mks- Slats
walls.. We fix- them_ in.
utes, 1936 Edition. .
We pound in the unsteady posts.
replace the. stones. • 'After considering the roads of
And-- stretch hew wire wherethe CailowaY: Countg. K
cky. the
old- has bcpken.
••
ri ges aiid—culverts th reoh. the
design oi said roadrincluding the
Drought has seared the summer bridges and culverts thereon, the
- pasture. The cows seek
state of repair cif the and roads.
The more succulent grass'andthe bridges and cUIverls, the deterleaves of low . btlshes
ioration thereof, and the climatic
On the other side; they strain the conditions existing in this county.
fence.„, the .posts weaken again. and the Court being -euffietently
---e-s - - ---- e e • - s •
advised doth order and - directs. ..
is August. The liflls are rich
THAT NO motor truck, trailer,
in -golden rod, and msadows .
and or semi-trailer ' shall be-tmeAre,white with the- wild, carrot reed on any county--eriad, bridge
grown since the summer harvest, arTtricr 'culvert in Calloway CoenA. second, ceop- the thin hills yield ty, Kitntucky. between September
after etimothy ie cut.
-...
18, 1939. and June 1. 1991. *et a
I_ was. here .4esterday.,-it--seeins, rate of - speed exceeding 20_ miles
- Wherlerohins. _Pulled_ Worms per hour.
.
Front-idle qpril-:soakcd earth. and
THAT NO Motor truck. trailer.
. .
- foi-spArroWs sane.
ad or semi trailer shall be operas the" ledge where the Witch rated, on any county toad, bridge
heart grows.
and or culvert- in Calloway Coun- '- Thai" was yesterday;
ty. Kentucky. between September
That was spring with her he.petieee 18.-- -F939.-•-and June te 1940, whiter
and wood :anemone.:." -- . Mr- a. gross .weigfif saieighl 'of
Tl-ils is toy: swallows gather oh 'truck'and load. .combinecli. of over
power lines-.
pounds.
High. ever the flats:.
fl
bluejays - 411 1 1°"
That any
oundperson.
rson. `c6
rations.- Di
- fronyeth,e7peeture leidesie.
l'IIvidual
nct
violating The pros-Wefts'
For summer and her hills 'of gold''
this order will be punished 'as
are sweeping into fall. ----!provided by law.
e_. .
:
,
•
Laneine Chri-eman
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loan bock and Lazy 5..I I,

LARGE COMFORTABLE DOUBLE BED

1940 PLYMOUTH

VS

BUS STATION.LUNCH.
Drop In After the Show
.A.

Where Friends Meet and Eat

fo 901 coal of ofdor.

THIS LABEL
IS YOUR
PROTECTION

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET for only $79.50 •_SOfa-Bed • Lazy-Rest Chair • Large Ottoman
Just think of it. 3 beautiful pieces including
a Kroehler Sofa-Bed and Lazy.
Rest chair for only $19.50. The Sofa-Bed
opens quickly and easily to a large
double hed, and there's a big storage space
for bedding. The Lazy-Rest is a
wonderful companion chair. All pieces are
skillfully tailored in rich Covering
fabrics.
•

Liberal Trade-in
OPEN
'EVENINGS BY

NOW ON DISPLAY

—

Easy Terms

APPOINTMENT—PHONE 161

HODES-JARFORD

•

Th'esire

,sos.fo any pose., you desert
rft $a solid comfort. NothIng

Y0.1

• cilacsoati Skvic..rre ,qolT
,4410ese•si
• 0404ce -at qi•se .93ecivtc.4ive qa-I•44.ct
• ealat a•td .2.eich la Ope4c.i.e
• 2,4,x44.444,44 9oote.14p4i•ty eoss,als4chan

THE BEAUTIFUL

You'll Enjoy a Sandwich or a
Meal at the

MURRAY MOTOR CO.

Satisfied Customers Built.Our Stores

ere. e

ONLY 19 MILES FROM MURRAY OVER NEW BLACKTOP

• -

ROAD
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The Students and Faculty of Murray
State Coltege Have Made This Their
Downtown Headquarters

iorPo

STUDENTS
FACULTY

Opposite New Varsity

•

FIXING FENCE IN AUGUST

MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
Both Faculty and Students Will Find

1212 West

it
P.

For 17 Years

Selected Poem

Welcome _Back To

fore the flock, in separate selffeeders.
8. Select a laying mash which
you intend to use throughout the
winter, to avoid a change during
the fall and winter.
9. Keep ground limestone or
oystershell before the flock.
10. The remaining old hens, except the later moulters. should be
sold.

North Lynn Grove

Miss Hollowell. Is Safe as French Ship
Docks in New ork

We Welcome the' College Students

home at Henson. Ky. They have of this week.
Howard Rogers of Memphis refetb
aer
t the
uor
e ttre
bee
bedisiide
ur ssoiB
heroef fmr
ports liking college there
The Lynn Grove senior class
The people of North Lynn Grove
New Plant Bed Sites
recently received their new 1939
are delighted with their new elecExperience in Kentucky and
rings.—Old Maid.
class
tric lights. *ome one said they
Tennessee last year and in the
their
all
dark
the
been
had
iri
southeastern states for several
EDD R. PEAT DIES
life up until now and didn't knew
years has clearly demonstrated
it.
R. Peay, editor of a newsEdd
that blue mold appears „first in
Lube Cooper is very 111 at this paper in New Kensington. Pa., and
plant beds used the previous year.
time.
a brother to Mrs. H. B. Taylor,
end spreads from them to neighMrs. Leon Chambers is .recover- Murray, died after a prolonged illboring beds. Kentucky and Tenbroken
ing after suffering with a
ness at his home September 1, it
nessee are out of the line of pre'arm.
was made known here this week.
vailing winds from the Carolinas
KathPeay was known by many
beinge
W
ar
Yes. Golden locks. I think this
so that only once in several years
are we in danger of getting blue is the warmest weather we have erine Morris is recovering after in this county, having made acquaintances here when he visited
ill.
had this summer.
mold from the Southeast.
Carman Roggen and son. Barber, during Bible institutes and at other
Consequently if growers in both
Mr. kind Mrs. James Fain and,
worked in bean hay Wednesday times.
Kentuefty and Tennessee oan be little son, Bobbie Ray, are s
persuaded to select new plant bed happy in their new home. They
sites, this fall and winter for use recently moved to the Luck Burt
next `spring there should be little place west of Lynn Grove,
to fear from blue mold until the
Roy Sheridan of this commun-setting---season is well advanced. ity is ill at this writing.
The authorities in Tennessee and
Mr. and Mrs. • Truman Young
Kentucky have agreed to a joint were among those who attended
program "of blue Thold • control the funeral services of Bause Story
through urging the use of new at Goshen. Our sympathy is explant bed saes for 1940.
tended ha the bereaved.
.
If farmers will use the foregoing
We are glad to report that the
information this fall' and winter attendance of Salem Sunday
it will greatly assist in cornbatiag school is improving rapidly. Sunthis disease in the cheapest and days lesson was from the 30th
most effective way.
chapter in 2nd Chronicles.
Mrs. Tosco Paschall was in town
Ten September Jobs For
last Saturday evening.
Old Maid wants to take space
Poqltrymen
Calloway courily Extension Ser-, here to send "Aunt" Nora Johnson
hello.
ell e offers to poultryraisers the
Fred Paschall and Misses Ella
fellowing pointers for September:
"THE CORNER DRUGSTORE"
1. Make repairs to the layir.g and Vador Paschall motored to
house. Stop leaks, replace broken town Saturday evening.
Your Regal! Store
-Mrs. Anna Jones and Miss iDell.fe
glass and cover openings which
Enoch had the pleasure' Of hearpermit drafts.
•
ing from their nephew, Vester
2. Give laying house a thorough
Todd. of Memphis. He is attending
cleaning; then cover floor with
- straw, hay, shavings or other college there.
Most all farmers. have finished
suitable litter.
•
3. Proyide one nest for each cutting' tobacco.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Swann atfour hens. Hay is good nesting
•
tended church at Oak Grove Sunmaterial.
--- •
-4 ialekward
pullets 'are
net day.
Our sympathy is extended to
profitable winter layers; sell them
—COME IN
"Aunt.
" Jennie Jones and family
now.
5. Look over the pullets to see in their recent bereavment.
.Everything You Need Except Textbook's,—
if they 'have lice; if so, treat the • This community feels' they lost
a very hear friend and neighboe
Fountain Service—Kodak Headquarters
1
@ Confine the pullets to the lay- in the passing of "Uncle Frank
Shaeffer Fountain Pens and
ing house and sow a cover crop on Rogers. "Uncle" Frank lived a life
the land around the hoyee.
Waterman's Fountain Pens
to be long remembered.
7. Keep a good laying mash,
Mr. and Mrs. Luck Burt and son. el
oats and whole yellow corn be- Randel, have returned to their
*COUNTY AGENT NOTES

KENTUCKY
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PHONE 247, PLEASE

Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkins Observe
Golden Wedding Anniversary Sunday
• Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkinf at
their home, 1 mile east of Alum
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary
Sunday.
Mr. and
Mrs. Hopkins were married Septernber 11, 1889,- and have lived
all their lives within three miles
of where they were born. Mr.
Hopkins Is 72 years "'old and is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Elias Hopkins. Mrs. Hopkins is
69 years old and is the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
David Barnett.
They are enjoying very good health and are
snit very active for their age.
They never seem happier than
when their children and their
families come home for a visit
or to celebrate birthdays or other
Birthday--Dinner Honors
Paschalls

anniversaries. All five of their
children with their families .were
present fur the ofoccasion, each
bringing baskets
delicious pies.
cakes, salads, and other good
things to add to the platters of
home cured ham and fried chicken prepared in the home.
Those present for the occasion
Were Mr. and Mrs. Earl Woodall
of Almo Route 1, Mr. and Mrs.
Hercy Hopkins and Miss Jewell of
Almo, Mr. and Mrs. Fonso Hop.
kins and two children, Thomas Lee
and Leah Dell, of Murray; Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Linn and two chitdren. Johnnie Ray and Aneta Kay
of Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins are the
parents Of six children, one son
having died at an early age. .
Mrs. Outland Entertain, Club

Mrs. Everett Ward Outland was
afternoon
to
and Mrs. Jean Paschall hostess Saturday
were honored with a birthday din- members of her bridge club. Mrs.
ner at their home Sunday. Neigh- Burgess Parker, Jr., received the
bors and-relatives gathered at. the prize for high score.
home_ at noon. A btg dinner was
The hostess served a party plate
spread.-.
at the conclusion of the game.
• • • • •
Those present included Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Adams and son, Billy Service Club WOW Meets
Roy, and Shirley Ann; Mr. and
Tuesday Evening
Mrs. Lon AdamS- and daughter,
The Jessie Houston Service Club
Fredia Dell; Mr. and, Mrs. Noel
-Rebertson and son, Gene Terry; of the Woodmen Circle met TuesLyda- Fay and Ralph Stobertson, day evening With Mrs. Jessie
Mrs. Lottie Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs. Houston for a business session.
Cloyce
Baucum
and
children, The organization was completed
Sudie Nell. Bailey Jo, James for federation with the National
Circle
Harold. and Patricia Ann; Mr. and Federation of Woodmen
Mrs. J. L. Beane and sons. Roy Service Clubs.
Mrs. 'Mike Farmer was elected
s'
and Guy; George Laycock, D. Taylor and Sam Bonnell, Mr. and to fill the vacancy of the viceMrs. Willis Manning _ and son, presidency.
Plans were made for -the regWayne Douglass; Huntley Manof the
ning, Mat Manning. Mr. and Mrs. ular meeting of Grove 128
held ThursRufus Beane and family, James. Woodmen Circle to be
14, at
7., Lindsey. Truman and B.; Mr, and day evening, Septembeaa
the B. and P. W.
Mrs. Clyde Beaman and family. 7:30 o'clock at
Ina Sue and Jewel Edward; Ray- Club room.
A social hour was enjoyed and
mond Budl Beane, Dumas Prince,
about
to
served
Geraldine Campbell, Robert Frins- refreshments
members. .
ley, Harold Stewart. Mr. and Mrs. 'fifteen
• • • • •
Hoyt Jackson and daughter, JuaClub Meets With Mrs. Ryan
nita Jackson; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
'Jackson and daughter, Hilda Gray.
Wednesday afternoon
The
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Bazzell bridge club met yesterday afterand daughter; Dorothy Frances; noon with Mrs. Nat Ryan at her
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Thompson and home on Poplar street. Guests
daughter, Pauline; Mr. and Mrs. included members and two visitPaul ' Garland and children. Ruth Ols, Mts. John W. Frost of Louisand Bobby; Mrs. Frank Garland. viHe and Mrs. Marvil
Carlene'Hill, Rex Parker. Mr. and
Mrs: Hal Houston was awarded
. Mrs. Hubert Ray and daughters, the high score-prize.
Beauton and Manon; Mr. tand Mrs.
\
The hostess served a delightful
' Preston Adams and Walter Cook, salad plate.
Martha Sue Hughes. Harry Lee
- Hughes, Juston Hughes. Bill Ful- Wall-Jones Marriage Vows
n, Joe Vaughn, Harmon Butler,
Are Read
Carmon Butler.
.„ i
Coming as a pleasant surprise to
e bountiful dinner was inileed enjoyed, but the group was their many friends was the martome at saddened by the illness riage of Miss Carter Lee Wall
of Mr. aschall. The honoree re- and Raphael Jones which took
place Tuesday morning. September
ceived m ty nice gifts.
Kodakin
games, and converse- 12. in Benton.
Mrs. Ophie Paschall was the
tionsweie fe tures of -the occasion.
•
only attendant.
The bride is the daughter :of
P-TA Holds Fi t Meeting
Dowdy Wall pf Puryear, and has
Of Year
recently made her home in MurThe P-TA held t
first meeting ✓ y Where she has held a posiof the year Wedn
y afternoon tion at Top Hat Inn.
at the high school w
Mrs. Joe
Mr. Jones is the son of Mr. and
Baker, chairman. presi ng.
Mrs. T. R. Jones of Murray and is
,.. Miss Lela Cam execu ve com- employed at the postoffice in this
mittee secretary- read the
inutes city.
of the committee meeting
inch
Ite. and his bride will make
was held on September 11 a the their home in Murray.
• • •••
home of Mrs. Baker. Mrs. George
Hart ,was named chairman s:Ntst Tobacco Crew Is Honored
:Home'Room mothers, and it w
On Saturday night Mr. and Mrs.
recommended by the executive
0. Page entertained at their
—Committee that the .15--'11A serve
e with an ice cream and lemthe banquet for' the BTU conven- h
ona e supper for a tobacco cuttion in October.
'crew
and their families.
ting
Mrs. 0. C. Wells gave the secThe iKorees were Mr. and Mrs.
retary's report. Chairmen of the
standing
committee
were
an- Jim Jo s and daughters. Ceflogne
flounced 'as follows: program, Mrs. and Win ie; Mr. and Mrs. Ben
A. 'D. Butterworth; membership, Cotham and sons. Harry and,Pres-,
B. Moser; finance, Mrs. Rob- ton; Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cude, Mr.
ert Smith; publicity, Miss Lula and Mrs., Bap Carter, Mr. and
Clayton Beale; publications, Mrs. Mrs. Herman Cude and children,
Graves Hendon; hospitaity, Mrs. Verline and Heirman Earl; Pleas
• Robert A. Jones: historian, Mrs. Cude. Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Page.
Visitors of the evening were
Bun Crawford.
After a short devotional period Mr. and Mrs. Deward Warren of
Mayfield
Mr. and Mrs. Verlon
. led by Mrs. 0. C. Wells, the
chairman presented W. J. Cap- House of Mayfield, Jimmie Mansuperintendent
of city ning of Nashville. Ernest Jones of
linger,
schools, who discussed. "The Co- Sedalia and Ted Webb of Lynn
Grove.
operation of Home and School."
The meeting adjourned to enjoy
a brief Social period during which Rev. Eura Mathis Honored
With Shower
refreshments were served by the
'hospitality committee.
The Rev. Eura Mathis. former
pastor of Liberty Presbyterian
Church ,was honored Sunday with
a miscellaneous shower at the conclusion of the. service.
Gifts presented Mr. Mathis by
the congregation were tokens of
appreciation for his work during
the past five years. The group
expressed hope that its loss in
his leaving Liberty Church would
be his gain and it wished for him
much happiness.
Accurately and Carefully
Mr. Mathis has accepted a call
to a Presbyterian church in PaduCompounded of Purest
cah for fulltime work and also
Drugs _

I

•

for
hind
; a
ne,
re

Prescriptions

- Announcing

MRS. JOE RYAN
TEACHER OF PIANO
Studio 603 Main Street

Phone 517 for Appointment

.Y

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO BEGINNERS

a position as teacher in a Paducah Mr. sad Mrs. Clayton Riley Are
school.
Honored With Shower
Many lovely and useful gifts
A
miscellareeous shower was
were presented the honoree
Those registering were as fol- given for Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Riley by Mrs. Lena McBee, Mrs
lows:
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Wells, Mrs. Virginia Smith, and Mrs_ Audie
Ada McDaniel, Mr. and Mrs. Riley at the home of Mrs. Smith
Brown Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Oran Thursday evening at 7:30 -o'clock.
Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thomp- They received many nice and
son. Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Morris, useful gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Bodie Cathey, Mrs.
Cake and lemonade was served
Otie Colson, Mr. and Mrs. Golden to the following guests' Mr. and
Ragsdale, Mr. and Mrs. Clay Wells,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lee, Mrs.
Minnie Bogard, _Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Will Barnett, Mr. and Mn, Jess Barnett.
Mr. and Mrs. George Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Falwell, Mrs. Lois
Holland, Mr. and
Mrs. Tremors
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Rafe Willoughby, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Colson,
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Pennington,
Mr. and Mrs. Harve Boyd, Mr.
and Mrs. Garde Smith. Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Morris, Mrs. Annie Falwell, Mr. and Mrs,. Arnie Williams. Mr. and Mrs. - Henry Hopkins, Mrs. Conn Jones, Mr. and
Mts. Clyde Phelps, Mr. and Mrs.
Jess Hillman, Willie Tatum, Har-•
ley
Wilhelm,
Radford
Wells,
Misses Emma Dean Smith. Martha Evelyn Morris, Jane Hopkins.
Armetai Hillman, Helen Ragsdale,
Fredna Wells, Bertha Wells, Dorthee Wells, Frankie Nell Falwell,.
Laura Alice Ragsdate, Sue Thompson, -Ethel Ike, Glenda Morris,
and Mildred Barnett, and Ben
Hopkins, Ronald Thompson, Abert
Colson, Larue , Colson, Graves
Ward Morris, Albert Ragsdale, W.
C. Ragsdale, Rudy Barnett, Lyman
Colson.
Those contributing to the shower
though
unable to be present
were Mr. and Mrs—Huston Cook,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Morris.
The Reverend Mr. Moore of Paducah accompanied Bro. Mathis'
for Saturday, and Sunda): services.
They were* guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin Morris Saturday night and
visited Mr. and. Mrs. Arnie Williams, Sunday.

Mrs. Ernie Ward and children.
Virginia and Billy Guile, Mr. and
Mrs. Novie Riley, Mr. and Mrs.
Fay _Baldwin and children,. W. If.,
Clifton. Jimmy Ray, Linda Sue and
Mary, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Riley,
Mrs. Ruth Smith and children,
Dorothy and Adron, -Mrs. Maggie
Goff, Mr. and Mrs. Burl Youngblood, Mr_ and Mrs. Parker Reed
and daughter, June, Mr. and -Mrs.
Albert Grugett and Oildren, Wal-

^s

ter. Hattie Mae and Carl. Mrs.[Mrs. Ddd -Gregory, Mrs. Forest 1McCuiston, Mrs. Haut Riley of
Opal Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hargrove, Mrs. Lola Mae Johnson, Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Opal ArHurt, Mr..and Mrs. Bud McBee Mrs, Lola Wilford, Mrs. Carlene nett.
and children, Goya Mae, Leon and Fisk. Mrs. Mary Bean, Mrs. Pitt
Bobby, Mrs. Lexie Lathrain and Byrd, Mrs. Ethel Williams, Mrs. Tbe Kirksey Mothers Club
daughter, Earline, Miss Ida Bald- Gratus Riley, Geneva Curd, 011is
Holds Monthly Meeting
win, Mr. and' Mrs. Herbert Riley Youngblood, Louise Lyon, Mrs.
end children, _H. B, and Charles, Flora Smith. Mrs. Lill Riley, Mrs.
The Kirksey Motheis Clut held
Mr. and Mrs. _Lowell Smith and Ettie Edwards, Mrs. W. H. Baldree, its regular month!) meeting Sepchildren, Donnie and Shelby, Mr. Winnie Wyatt. Ruth Fulton, Mrs. tember 6 with fifteen present, and
and Mrs. Clayton Riley.
Lola Bean, Mrs. Henretta .Overby,
Those sending presents werr Mrs. Ocie Mae Gore, Mrs. Rupert
Society Cantinued on Page., 6

SKIRTS
10 to 16-Years
Zippered sides, gored or
pleated for swing.

2.98
SWEATERS
Twin or single sweaters
in new fall shades, and
lovely yarns.

Social Calendar I
Junior Rayon
• SLIPS

Thursday. September 14
Grove 126 of the
Woodmen
Circle will meet at 7:30 p. m. in
the B. and P. W. Club roOm.

Tailored or comisole•tops in white and
tearate.

Monday. September 18
The Monday bridge club will
meet with Mrs. B. F. Scherffius.

1.00 to 1.49

Tuesday, September.19
The circles of the Alice Waters
Missionary Society will meet at
three o'clock,as follows:
The Baker circle at the home of
Mrs. A. D. Butte:worth.
The Dale rircle with Mrs. B. 0.
Langston.
The Putnam circle with. Mrs.
Jack Beale, Jr.. with Mrs. Jim
Dulaney assisting.

Lorraine Panties
Size 4 to 14 Years.
Tearose

SARAH DE SAIX DRESSES
Spun Rayon Shirt Waist Style
Sizes 10 to 16 Years.

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will - hold
the first meeting of the year at
7:30 p. m. at the home of Mrs.
E. B. Howton in the Broach
Apartments on North 18th St.

3.98
KATE GICEENAWAY FROCKS
Sizes 3 to 14 Years.

The Music Club will- meet at
7:30 p. m. with Mrs. G. B. Scott
at her home on Main Street.
Wednesday. September 20
There' will be an important
meeting of the UDC at three
o'clock at the home of Mrs. W. P.
Roberts. All Members are urged
to be present.
Thursday, September 21
The Hume Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
the opening meeting at
three
o'clock at the home of Mrs. J. D.
Sexton with Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins. Mrs. A. L. Rliodes and Mrs.
E. B. Ludwick assisting hostesses.
—•
The -members o; the Murray
Woman's Club and their families
will have a picnic at 5:30 p. m,
at the home of Mr. sird- Mrs. N
P. Hutson. In case of rain the
picnic will be held in the High
School gymnasium.'

1.98

Sends Y

ECk TO WOOL
.You'll like going back to school wizen you
know you'll win praiseful glances from all
_ yOur _classmates, for the smartness of, the
-(takes yoTiVe'bought here. -The skirts and'
sFeeers, jumper dresses and-reefer
washable frocks and date dresses you want,
all ans,wer''present. to your call for fashion.

Ilk: 'it;00.
-N7

Woman's Club To Open Year
With Picnic
The Murray Woman's Club will
open the club year with' a "get
together" picnic On Thursday afternoon, September 21, at fir-thirty
o'clock in the garden at'the home
of Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Hutson.
Clever entertainment is being
iilanned by a committee composed
of Mrs. F. E. Crawford, Mrs. A.
fnlraficey, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield; Jr.. Miss Ola Brock, Miss
Cappie Beale and Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft.
Members are asked to bring a
distarded article for a white elephant sale. So wrap a glass of
jelly, a book, the shoes that are
too small, etc., in a fancy package and enter into the fun. All
Articles are to be auctioned for
five cents to one dollar.
Families of members are included. Come and bring a picnic lunch.
In case of rain the picnic will
be held in the High School gymnasium.
Lynn Grove Young People's
Organization to Meet Sunday
The Lynn Grove Young People
will meet at 7:00 O'clock Sunday
evening, September
having as
the theme of the program, "Man
and His Brother." Many interesting remarks will be made concerning this topic; We extend the
invitation to all young people
Prelude: hymn, "Lift up Our
1-11Arts"; prayer, Barbaranelle
Harris; Scripture, Donald Crawford, Lev: 19:9-18; leaders' introd uc tio n, 'Josephine "Crawford;
hymn, "Ancient of Days"; talk,
Early Tribal Life of, the Jesus.
Tennie Rogers: talk. Development
of ankind, Odine Swann; instrumental duet. Isaac Ford and Bobby
Singleton; benediction.
•

PHOENIX SOCKS
29c and 35c
3 Pairs 1.00

.4

•

COATS—They'll Love!
HANDBAGS .

Sizes 8 to 16 Years.

"Big .Sister," "Little Sister,"
and Shirley Temple styles — in
leathers and plaid fabric cornbinations, top and shoulder
'strops. Dandy school motes.

C

11,1111111141101110111161011.1101111111111110111

12.-95 to 25.00

1..0D
•

Every smart style—Princess, Swaggers. belted models, in corgeous
new materibls.

Use Our Lay.A-Way• Plan!

SCHOOL HATS
Scotties -- Off-the-Face
and
Berets in Browns, ' Plaid s,
Navies, Greens and Wines

95 to 3•95

SCHOOL FOOTWEAR
New Alligator Dutch toe oxford
--retszaalitile calf, wina tippd
----Block Alligator ml.rd guard
rihj..for high , school curr.-3•95
culurn.

to 4•95

.
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scores were won by Mrs. R. • R Irvin Cobb Club To
Meloan and Mrs. Mayme Ryan
Hop Fall Meeting
Hughes.
The fall social meeting of the
Only members were present.
lIrvin Cobb Book Club will be
held on
Wednesday afternoon.
September 27, at three o'clock at
Christian Church Missionary
the
home
of
Mrs. Robert A. Jones,
Soolety Continued frees Page 5
' Society Holds Regular Meeting 1006 Mani St. The date has been
elected new officers for .1he year
to
Wednesday
since
The Missionary Society of the changed
They are: president; Mrs. J V.
First Christian Church held the there is no fifth Thursday. the
Stark: vice-president. Mrs. Pain regular
meeting Tuesday after- usual meeting date, in this month
Paschall; -secretary. Mrs. Paul noon at the home of Mrs. H.
B. - it is hoped that a large number
Cunningham; treasure r„Mrs. Bailey who was assisted in enter- will be present and that dues will
be paid promptly so that new
Ralph Ray; chairman of program taming by Mrs. W. B. Moser.
committee, Mrs. Homer G. RadThe business session was pre- books may be ordered for readford; chairman of social commit- sided over by Mrs. A. V. Havens ing during the winter months.
tee, Mrs. John Cunningham: rec- and Miss Reubie Wear was the
reation program. Mrs. Roy Janes. program
leader.
Mrs.
Annie Mrs. Watkins Is CLieb Hostess
Program for October,4 is as foL.- Wear led the devotional exercises.
Their roll call, favorite flower:
Mrs Lena Watkins was hostess
The program. the subject of.
song, prayer, reading, Willodean which
was • -The, _ Worldwide Thursday afternoon to the Stitch
Pace;, barp solo. James Hargis. Church." was, presented as a radio and Chatter Club at her home on
picture talks, Mrs, Tom Swift: broadcast with the speakers •seat- North 12th St.
threshold years. Miss Nellie Froth ed around a table centered with
Informal entertainment was furJones and 'Mrs. Eunice Carson.
a world globe. Mrs. H. B. Bailey nished and a dainty party plate
• • • • •
played the part of' he announcer. was served at the conclusion of
Mrs E. J. Beale was the mode- the afternoon.
Bridge Club Meets Tuesday
Only members were present..
rator, and others taking 'part were
••• • •
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.. Mrs. A. V. Havens. Mrs. J. H.
was hostess Tuesday mIrrning at Coleman and Mrs. 0. B. Boone.
Mattis Belle Hayes Circle Has
her home to members of her
A social haul followed during
Picnic,
bridge club.
, which refreshments .were served
The Mattie Belle,. Hayes Circle
Prizes for high and second high to the sixteen members present.

Cannon Towel ...to every woman who attends the EASY

WASHER

and IRONER Demonstration and irons her towel on
the NEW EASY IRONER!

Special Factory Demonstration o
NEW 1939

of the Alice Waters Missionary
Society enjoyed a picnic MOnday
evening with Mrs' Ed Frank Kirk
and Mrs. J.- B. Wilson as hostesses.
A delightful picnic supper was
served at the Luther Jackson picnic grounds.
There were about twenty present with the following visitors:
Mrs. P. E. Thomas, Miss Lala Cain,
Nancy Wear. Skibpy Jennings, and
Frances Lee Farmer.
-• • • • •

Diuguid. Claire Fenton, Elizabeth
Rhea Finney; Marjorie Fooshee,
Joanne Fulton, Martha Lou Guier,
Eleanor Hire, Martha Bell Hood,
Virginia Jones, Mary Frances McElrath, Louise Putnam, Marion
Sharborough, Frances Sledd. Marion Treon. Helen Hire, Betty Jane
Forgy and the hostess.
• • • • •
Max Horace Churchill Celebrates
Birthday

Max Horace Churchill "celebrated
his seventh birthday- last ThursdaS,
with a party at the home of his
Mr. and
Mrs.
Max
The Woman's Missionary Society 'parents,
of the Sugar Creek Baptist church Churchill. The guests were served
met Wednesday at 1 o'clock and fruit juices on arrival and then
held its September Royal Service went to the theatre where they
saw "Andy Hardy Gets Spring
program.
They returned to the
The devotional was given by Fever."
Miss Luna Elkins. The program Churchill home where refreshments
including
the
birthday cake beautiwas: song. "Thaw Out the -.Life
Line": prayer by Mrs. Ella. Gar- fully embossed in pink and white
land. 'thOse taking part on the and holding seven burning candles,
program were Missztuna Elkins. were served.
The honoree received many loveMrs. Ella Garland: Mrs. Vera Adams, Hilda Maepin, Ima Folwelt, ly gifts from his little friends.
Those- present were Peggy TurEura Burton,- Pattie Roberts, ON
_McClure. Vera Folwell, Ira Mor- ner, Mary Ann Underwood. Betty
ris. Others who were present were Carol Cotharn. Betty Jean ThurMrs?'Elra Sumler. Mrs. Lucy •Tutt. mond, Janice and Kay. Weatherly,
, Wear. Mary, Frances WillMrs. Kittie Vance, Mrs. Bessie Nene)
iams, Clegg Austin, Buddy ValenWells.
tine, 0. B. Boone, Jr.. Carl Everett
Shroat, William Smith, Will Ed
Mac DoweILMusic Club
Stokes, James Mason Churchill,
Meets Saturday
James Louis Kelly and Max Horace
The Mac Dowell Music Club Churchill.
met Saturday afternoon with Miss
Lillian Watters at 'the home of Eusellan Class Elects
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius. After a • New Officers
business session the following program was presented:
Members oP the Euzelian S. S.
"Sunrise"—De Leone, Marjorie 0elass of the Firet Baptist Church
Fooshee.
met Monday evening at the home
Musical Current Events, Martha of Mrs. Jack Kennedy. The busiBell Hood.
ness session was presided over by
"Ronde Brllliante"—Von Weber. Mrs. Graves Siedd and Mrs. Ronald
Eleanor Hire.
Churchill led the devotional exerDuet. "The Nutcracker Suite"— cises. A Bible quiz was particiTschaikowsky, Louise Putnam and pated in by all Inliesent.
Miss Watters.
The following officers were electRefreshments were served by ed for the ensuing year: Mrs. Rob
the hostess at the conclusion of the ed for the ensuing year: Mrs. Robprogram.
ert Jones, president; Mrs. Charles
Those present were Imogene Mercer. Mrs. Laurine Doran and
'Bailey. Martha Churchill, Barbara Mrs. Ralph Churchill. vice-presiWIHU Society Of
Gives Program

saw

Creek

dents; and Miss Estelle Houston, Mrs. Bishop Entertains
ham at Hazel Wednesday in an
secretary and treasurer.
For Mrs. Frost
all day session. Thirty were pres.
During the social hour the hostent, with visitors from Murray
Mrs. C. A. Bishop was hostess and Hazel. A pot luck luncheon
ess served a party plate to about
at
bridge Thursday afternoon in was served at noon.
sixteen members and two visitors.
• • • • •
compliment to her daughter, Mrs.
John
W. Frost ef Louisville.
Methodist Children Enjoy Picnic
At the conclusion of the game P-TA Committee Meets
September 11
The Primary Department of the prizes were awarded Mrs. E. S.
First Methodist Church had a very Diuguid, Jr., for high score . and
executive committee of the
The
afterMrs.
delightful picnic Tuesday
Jack Kennedy, second high.
noon at the home of Mrs. N. P.
A delightful party plate was Murray Parent-Teacher AssociaHutson in her lovely garden.
served to Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Joe T. tion met September 11 at 4 o'clock
Games, songs and stories were en- Lovett, 'Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. in the home of Mrs.' Joe Baker,
joyed after which the picnic lunch Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Mrs. Will president. Ten members of the
was spread. Assisting Mrs. Hut- H. Whitnell, Mrs. Preston Ordway, committee were present to discuss
son with the entertaining were Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. Roy plans for the year's woyk.
A delightful social hour followMrs. Wells Overbey and
Miss Stewart, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr.,
Kathleen Patterson.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Nat ed the business meeting.
Pupils and visitors present were Ryan, Mrs. H. I. Sledd, Mrs. T. H.
Barbara Ashcraft, Nancy Sam- Stokes and Miss Suzanne Snook.
PIE SUPPER AT VANCLEAVE
mons, Danny Neal, Nancy Wear,
Patricia Broach, glary Sue LaFolThere will be a pie supper at
tette, William Smith, Thomas Lee Arts And Crafts Club Meets
Vancleave ' schoolhouse Saturday
With Mrs, Denham Of Hasel
Hopkins, Tom and Pat Sykes, Betnight, September 23, it was anty Lou Beach, Betty Ann Smith,
The Arts and Crafts Club held nounced today by Guy Lovins,
Sally Ann Lancaster, Sadie Nell
its meeting with Mrs. J. W. Den- school instructor.
and Mary Euell McClure, Phil
Crawford, Jerry Cain, Joe Cable, •
John Paul Butterworth, Jacqueline Sharborough, Sara Lee SamWelcome Studentl; to
mons, Charles and Harold Tolley,
Jimmy Clapp. Anna Mary and
Frances Washarn, Betty Sue Hutson, Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Ashour hair arrangements are
craft, Mrs. Wells Overbey, Miss
Kathleen Patterson, and Mrs. N. P.
as new as a Campus
Hutson.

•

Murray State
Date

Spinster's Club Has Hayride
•
Members of the Spinster's club
were hostesses at an old fashioned
hayride Thursday evening, the ultimate destination of which was
George Hart's farm on the Hazel
highway where a delightful picnic
supper was served.
Those present were Miss Marilyn
Mason, Charles Montgomery, Miss
Isabel Waldrop, Bill Slay:den Miss
Jane Seay, Ralph Love, Miss Jane
Veal, Porter Martin, Miss Patricia
Mason, Charles Luther Robertson,
Miss Anne Howell Richmond, Jack
Haines, Miss Eleanor Gatlin. Jith
Ed Diuguid. Miss LaNell Stress.
Bill Burkhalter, Miss Mary Frances Johnson and Boody Russell.

- The new hair styles are
here . . . excitingly different and charming! Get one
now . . . be prepared for
Croquig- all your campus activities.
Complete
nole Waves . . . In•
cl uding Luxurious
Call 288
Shampoo and Trim.
For Appointment
MURRAY BEAUTY

SHOP

HAL LONG, Prop.

I'm Headed for BROOK'S for everything 1 need!
•

Easy Washers

'

Today and Friday, Sept. 144546

D'onit dribble away yqur funds on just
"any" new Fall clothes! Speed to Brook's
and see the fashions that are the 'bit of
smart New, York! Suavely moulded
frocks! Smart Black! Fur costume suits!
Richly furred coats—new, new matching
accessories! All destined for big succeas
—these fashions are quality-right and
price-right here. Come see—come sAVe!

•

1 6-LB. ELECTRIC IRON
1 BOX 40 CLOTHESPINS
SUIT BLOUSES

20 BOXES OXYDOL
1 50-FOOT CLOTHESLINE
__
Iv •
•

AND A,
lirGit

EST

OXYDOL

or"'•

FALL SUITS
"Soft" jacket suits—pet
New Y or k fashions!'
Tweeds, plaid.% solids,
New, new styles.
Misses,
$16.95 up
women ... 1

NEW FALL BLACKS
•

EASY WASHER
$7950 ALL $ M950
FOR v
VALUE

Fall's newest dressy
and tailored blouses!
Shirred, draped, long_sleeved types.
Satins,
"li—ttP
crepes. .... St

Deamittic new 'blacks with sleek
bodies, peplums, bustle bows,
shirrings — wind-swept skirts!
Sparkling t rims on failles,
crepes, matelasses.
$7.95
Misses, women

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT AND
AS LITTLE AS
$1.00 Per Week
WILL BUY THIS WASHER!

Richly FURRED COATS

JACKETS

Most important fitted, swagger
styles! With fur plastrons, boleros, tuxedos—big' fur collars:
Persian, 'blended mink, skunk,
citracul—others.
$39.95
Misses, women
•

Demonstration
by Miss
Esther Evans

Wool plaid and striped •
jackets —
stars!:
Fitted cardigan, rever- —
styles. Black
$r.95 •
rich solids ...
J
Matching Skirts, $2.95 MATCHED SUEDES

2:30 to 5:00 P. M. Daily

FASHION-HIT HATS

High fashion—low price!
Rich suede bags—matching
suede gloves! Black, rich
solidit.'4 Wide
choice
ea. $1.95

Provocative new hats with "bustle-backs," bloused crowns, tiny
brims! Postilion and coachman
hats, profile berets! New hats
for every occasion!

COME—See how easy it is to do
your ironing this modern way.
Try it yourself and get a CANNON TOWEL FREE!

Dobbs and Stetson Hats for Your
Tailored Costume, $5 up
For Complete Details and Free'Demonstration
.

in

'

your home—Call

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.

•

1)

BROOK'S SHOPPE
123 Broadway

.Mayfield, Kentucky.,

South Side Court Square, Murray, Ky.

PHONE 56

•

.
I

•

I
••

•

•
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•
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•
•

•
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_
Addie

Crouch were room mates in school
J. H. Farris left -Tuesday moths- Lida Beaman and Mrs.
about 20 years ago and had not ing bar Memphis where he will Miller.
Galloway County's Only
J B. Brown has moved from,
seen each other since that time. visit relatives and attend the fair,
Triplett Set Other Than
Misses Marilyn Mason and Jane 109 North 6th street and is reaW
They got in touch with each other
last aummer while Mrs. Crouch Veal were guests Sunday after- living at 308 North 4th streete Thompsons Are Lads Below
That every woman is a potential would cEoose for their shoes_
was attending the state legion con- noon at a tea given by Miss.FranMiss
.
Catherine
of
Sinansoh
gtytirvreattir arthe-balTgrrirReisanw• how--they' -should-IRV
vention. They hope to see each ces Pryor aCher-herne in Mayfield. Clarksville,- Tenn
.
., is visiting in
Shoe Store, which today announces whether the heels should be high
other more often in the future.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Wolfson. the home of J. B. Brown.
a novel shoe-designing competi- or low . . . and if the toes are to
Mrs. Hall Hood returned Sun- Nancy Dolly Wolfson, Mr. and
Charlas Downey..-Leitchfield, a
Mrs. W. G. Swann and Marion Mrs. Leonard Walker and Mr.
tion.
and day from a short visit in Ring- Mrs. A. F. Yancey and Betty former Murray ,CC enrollee now
be round, square or pointd.
Beard spent the week-end in
Charlie Hale enjoyed a fish gold, La.. where she visited her Yancey
A 500 wardrobe ensemble, of
. The idea, sponsored by the Air
returned last week from wth the camp& Leitchfield, -spent
Memphis.
try at Pine Bluff Thursday eve- mother, Mrs. Thomas, and atStep division of the Brown Shoe the winner's own selection, will
the weekepd visiting Miss Pauline
a vacation trip to Mexico.
Mrs. A. D. Russell and Miss
Company of St. Louis, gives every be the first prize. with an altertended
marriage • of
the
her
Miss' Betty Thornton has re- Poyner and Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Mary Evelyn Russell of Dover.
Mrs. William Hoppe is visiting
woman an Opportunity to create a nate grand prize of a $500 all-exOliver turned to her home in Murray Smiths'
Tenn., have moved to Murray and at the home of her parents, Mr. nephe w, Dr. George
new shoe, style. based on the pense trip to Bermuda for a oneThomas, Jr., and Miss Agnes after a trip through Arizona. New ,,Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Fulton rehave taken an apartment at the and Mrs. W. H. Lemons on South Crosby.
theory that an ideal "dream shoe" week stay. One hundred five other
tinned this week from a trip t..
Mexico and Colorado.
home of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Ash- Twelfth street. She was called
lurks in the back of every femin- prize., including five MO wardMrs. Joe Walker left Wednesday
Mrs. J. R. Oury ,is the guest. of the New York's World Fair an
ctbft. Miss Russell will enter Mur- suddenly to Carbondale, Ill., from for Santa Monica. Calif.,
robe ensembles are also offered
ine mind.
to join her stater. Mrs. Jerry Porter, in a tour of the Eastern Seaboard
ray State College. Dr. A. F. Rus- Webster, Wis., where she and Mr. Mr. Walker
Hates.
and make her home.
In its announcement of the com- irk this national -competition.
sell of Nashville is'ipending this Hoppe were. visiting Mr. Hoppe's Mr. Walker has been in Santa Memphis. On Saturday Mrs. Olney;
Announcement of the Air Step
Pattie Barnett, Paducah,
petition, the Brown Shoe Comweek with his mother and sister. parents at their lake resort home Monica for several weeks and with otter members of her family, was-a
Shoe
Competition was
Design
weekend guest of her brothpany
states
that
since
vSill
American
ger'
to
to
Clarksville
attend
Miss Vita Raush of Dubuque, to attend the funeral of Mrs. Ern- holds a position with the Pacific
er, Alton Barnett. and Mrs. Barwomen are responsible for the made in Life magazine, Septemmarriage
the
of
Jerry
Jr..
Porter,
Iowa, arrived Wednesdey for a est Stafford, sister of Mr. Lemons. Brick and Tile Company.
variety and elegance of women's ber 11th issue.
and Miss Arnelifi Smith which will nett on Sbuth 8th' street.
few days' visit with Miss Jane
Last week-end W. H. Lemons
Rebus, Parker, son of Mrs. Laura_
Mrs. Lee Burchett is-visiting Mr.
fashions, they should have someix.
an
social
tit
event
interesting
Melugin. Miss Raush is enrunte and family and daughter, Mrs. Parker of the East Side, left this
MRS.
WINS
and Mrs. J. 0. Bedwell of Dething to say in the expression and
to Baton Rouge. La., to resume Wilma Hoppe, motored to Harris- week ter Bowling Green where he that date:- Mrs. Oury will return troit. She gttended the Michigan
Sunday's Memphis Commercial
formulation of styles. ,
her studies at Louisiana State Uni- burg. Eldorado and Raleigh, Ill, will become a student in the Bow- to Iktorray the first of *the week, State Fair, visited in Canada. saw
Appeal
carried
in
the
rotogravure
Entrants in the contest will be
versity where she and Miss Me- where they visited with Mr. and ling Green Business Univrsity. iiccoSpanied lay. Mrs. James P. the Greenfield Village which was
provided with free 'Bketch Book section, along with other prize
,Lbftin. Ft. Meyers. Fla.
lugin were roommates last year.
built
by
Henry
Mrs. C. L. Martin, parents of hire lie has ,pnly recently returned
Ford,
savS
how
Entry Blanks, containing simple Winners a snapshot by Mrs. John
Miss Marilyn Mason . will leave
Hillard Jackson of Miami, Fla., Lemons, also in the home of Mr. from Detroit.
„they build Plymouth cars, and
outlines of the foot. These entry M. Rowlett of Murray which won
September 18 for Northwestern
saw the zoo and other interesting
G. A. Murphey, who hal 'been
left yesterday after a week's visit and Mrs. B. F. Lemons, parents
blanks are now
obtainable in first prize in class C in the ComUniversity
'he
where
in
Chicago
places.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. of M. Lemons of this city. On spending several days in Florida,
Adams Shoe Store. .Entrants may mercial Appeal amateur snapshot
this
year.
continue
studies
will
her
A. ▪
Jackson.
Sunday they drove to Belleville, returned Wednesday, to be regdy Miss Mason graduated at Gulf.
design any type of shoe theyiewish contest. The picture was one of
M. and Mrs. Will'Miller Spark. filling in the outline arid- de- trees, giving an excellent shadow
by way of Mt. Vernon, Du- to begin his duties as a commerce Park College. Gulfport, Miss., in
instructor
State
at
tdurray
Cola
man and little son. Matt, have re- Quoin and Pickneyville to visit
Calloway county had only one tail to suit themselves. Suggestions effect. The winners in the ComJune.
lege
when
fall
semester
the
turned to their home in Sanford. Mr. and Mrs. Hoyte Lemons and
set of triplets beforo the Wilk of are given to make the contest mercial Appeal contest war be
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Beale have
Teas after a visit with her parents, little daughter, Carol Ellen. Mr. opens. Monday.
two girls and a boy to Mrs. Sam easy, and women -will at last have entered in the $10.000 newlpaper
from
returned
Cleveland,
where
O.,
C. 0. „Beech, proprietor of the
Mr. and .Mrs. Charlie Graham. and and Mrs. Lemons were at the home
opportunity
to decide for national snapshot contest at WashThompson. who ,died Tuesday. the
they visited relatives and attended
other relatives.
of Mrs. Lemons' parents, Mr. and Square Deal Merlset on West Main the air show.
They are, left to tight, John A., themselves just what material they ington.
Music aptitude tests are taking
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Hubbs and Mrs. Clarence Fugate. Hoyt Lem- Street, has been spending a week's
There will be a pie supper at place today at Murray high school James B., and Joseph C. Shekell,
Sunny Hobbs of Paducah were ons and wife and baby left Belle- ye-cation in St. Louis.
Chestnut Grove school on Satur- under the supervision of band suns of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shek- •-•
Lassiter
Nathan
and
Mrs.
Mr.
guests last Thursday of Mr. and ville Monday morning for Lincoln.
ell, farmers. of Pine Bluff. They
day evening, September 16.
director Charles Farmer, Jr.. for
Mrs. Charlie Hale.
Nebr.. where they will make •their and daughter, Martha Nell, and
Mrs. Rainey T. Wells and Stunt the purpose of selecting new band were born in Paris., Tenn, 13
Sunreturned
Futrell,
M.
L.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Thompson home the coming school year and
'years ago, on November 26, 1924.
Wells of Omaha, Neb., arrived to- members.
and Joe Pat Thompson. Mr. and where Mr. Lemons ceipects to day from a week's vacation., trip
to Sarasota, Fla.. where -they visit- day to join Arr. Wells for a visit
Farmer
expects
many
students
complete his work on his Doctor's
ed Bethshares Lassiter and'fam- with Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett. to qualify for musical training, he
Degree
.
, He anticipates having this
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ordway said just before the tests began.
ily.
degree in June of next year. • aa
Prof. and Mrs. W. H. Fox and and Mr.'and Mrs. Eugene Hughes
Mrs. William Hoppe will leave daughters. Billy Sag and „Roberta. spent Tuesday and Wednesday He announced a musical instrument display will be held at the
shortly kar Pineville, Ky., to join have returned
The senior thiiis is sponsoring
from a month's va- with Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore high school Tuesday night at 7
her husband. Mr. Hoppe will di- cation trip to several points- in
We feature prompt service at all times and
Beale in Memphis.
o'c.leock. and each student in- an ice cream supper. Saturday
rect band and orchestra in that Indiana. Mr. Fox spent some time
y,pu will find our Laundry prices very reasonable.'
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow and tested in band will be allowed night, September 23. for the benecity the coming year. Mr. Hoppe in extensive fishing in northern daughters.
fit of the school. Every one =come
and Modena. to play.
We have a service to fit the needs of all faculty
3tist.reeently receilsed his master's Indiana lakes and reports good have been Carlene
.
.
visiting relatives here
Arrangements, he said, have been and enjoyait.
members, _students, and everyone, and all gardegree in music at the American luck.
in Murray for thepast week. They made with the Carl Fischer inThe- juniors class together viith
ments are returned pure, clean, ad white 'after
Conservatory of Music in Chicago. _Miss Lucille pollard has gone expect to return to their home in strumental rentalconipany where- its sponsor, Mr. Parker, enjoyed
Mrs. L. E. Graham of Amarillo. to Waterloo, Ala.. where she has Kansas. City, Mo., Wednesday.
we wash them in rain soft water.'
by parecas who wish to ascertain
weiner roast Tuesday night
Tex.. and Mr. and Mrs. Noah a position as instructor in the ConThe Misses Mary Elizabeth and the abilities of their 'children at Wells Clubhouse near Hymon.
. .
Meade and children of .Vernon, solidated School. teaching physical Rebecca and Ben Thurmond have may do do without the expense of Everyone reported a nice time.
• We ..are glad to welcome' back th.e students
Tex., have returned to their. home education, typing, and bookkeep- returned from visiting their grand- buying an instrument.
The senior class and Mrs. Willand faculty to Murray State. '
after a visit' with Mr. and Mrs. ing. She retus.s1 from the New parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Holiams motored to Pine Bluff WedHomer Farmer of this county and York World's- Talr last Seturday comb at Salem. Ill. They have
EDGE HILL HONOR ROLL
nesday afternoon for an ,afternoon
• IP
J. E. Harris and sons of Mayfield. night and she and her father and been gone five weeks.
WELL EQUIPPED
Their
Students making A's and B's for of fun and frolic and a fish sup•e,
Mrs. Charlie • Rogers, formerly mother, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Pol- fattier, Cecil Thurmond, returned this month ,at Edge Hill school are per that night. _
Complete Line of Parts and Miss'
Men's
Shirts,
each
10c
Mayme Waterfield. and son. lard, left. _Sunday morning, for last Thursday from Memphis where le follows;
,Our ball games last Friday afterGenuine R.C.A. Radio
Charles, Jr., of Eldorado, Ark.. Waterloo. Mr. and Mrs. Pollard he spent three weeks in the vetFirst grade. Joan Guthrie. Mil- noon with Hazel were a great suc•
visited FS B. Crouch and family, retUrned..here Monday night. Mr. erans hospital there.
Tubes
dred Tyler; second grade, Barber cess. The scores were, boys' team.
Talmage Jones of Murray visited Lemons, Wanda Sue Colley, Anna Concord 7, Hazel, 6; girls game.
'G. R. Crouch and wife and Mr. and Mrs. Pollard and son, Billy,
and,.. Mrs. M. 0. Crouch of Lynn will leave Friday for Somerset Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Holcomb of Faye Lemons; third grade, Evon Concord 6. Hazel 5.
Our softball team" will go to
Grove the pasta week. Mrs. Rogers and Harrodsburg, /Cy., for a three Salem, Ill., fur a week, returning Tyler: fourth grade. Dean Humdays' vistt with relatives.
last week end.
,
phries; sixth grade, Faye Todd, Kirksey Friday afteenoon for a
is a niece of M. 0. Crouch.
Mrs. Dan Hart and Mrs. Mike
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Stanford. Wesley Lemons; eighth
grade, game. We asp hoping to win.
Phone 303
1214 W. Main. St.
Mr. and Mrs...., Hobart Watson
Fernier have returned from St. of Salem. Ill_ are the parents of Euple Lemons. Kathleen .Tyler,
and daughter,- Billie Lee, of HopUp Stairs at
Louis where they spent three days an eight pound, 12 ounce baby William Franklin Keel.
It pays to read our CLASSIFIEDS.
_a
kinsville were visitors in the home viewing .the new fall style* and
Holland-Haft's
girl, Lula Mae, born last Saturof Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch making purchases for their store
day, September 9. Mrs. Stanford
Saturday night.
11111:111"aatillEiligliparesin
here, in preparation, for fall busi- was Miss Frances Holcomb of MurFor SerViCe
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch had an ness.
ray before her marriage.
111114amess:mmainimaimessuum.
unexpected visitor this summer—
John S. Neal. publisheaaof the
Miss Elizabeth -Walker left WedMrs. T. R. Hosick of Winston- Ledger & Times. and Mrs. Neal neaday far Valdosta. Ga.. where
Salem, N. C Mrs. Hosick and Mrs. returned last Friday night from sib , has accepted a position in
a
.
:ass
Natchez Trace Park. Tenn.. where th.t primary department of the
0.0
they had spent a week in a vaca- Dasher Bible school.
1111
tion and fishing trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Watson and
D. Dir. Freeland and Sis_l_e_r,
Billie Lee, Hoykinsville.
1=
M
11
.
02
71.1.1"11IM
•
Annie Freeland spent!IscW—w
11
ty
1•
.
1":
1111
2
at the old home place. Erealand's over the week-end.
Store, visiting brothers and sisters.
Mrs. Oswald West left Saturday
D. M. Freeland visited in Mur- for her home in Donna, Tex.. after
These typewriters have every essential ray Sunday calling on many - old a 4-weeks' visit with her father,
feature to do a real typing job. Any acquaintances and attended his old A. K. Crawford. near Lynn Grove
101
The Rev. J. E. Skinner. Jacksph.
model will give you many years of faith- Sunday school class at the First
Christian church.
Tenn., filled the pulpit at the First
ful service.
Hunter Love and R. A. Myers Baptist church Sunday in the abattended the Southeastern Missouri sence of the Rev. Sam P. Martin.
Priced from $29.75 up
photographers' convention at pastor, who is conducting a revival
Charleston, last Monday. Approxi- meeting at Dawson Springs. Mr.
mately 50 attended.
Skinner, it has been announced
I'hchiltIren can ore it fie their hitetteutek —Fattier etto
it fie he, p•••.,na And -after le.otrs- bts.Intiaa
Miss Anne Howell Richmond here, has acceptedsa pastorate for
rterroteietliitti e
tee. be wears, •bei
will leave September 17 for Lex- halftime work at Elm Grove.
need) taken care of, with Rertaerre.
ington where she will enter the
David Boaz, young Baptist minUniversity of Kentucky.
ister. supplied for the Rev. Car,Miss Jane Hamilton left last roll Hubbard in both morning and
It. •I.handFir. I ottielt Typo
week-end for her home in Jasper, evening services at the Memorial
I
••Irtle..1 In.trte-iten
Ala.. after spending the summer, Baptist church Sunday. Mr. HubItt.4.1rt. 5.to aettial
le•setia, exert ter, 11with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Proctor. bard is conducting a revival near
lit.trrtem• anti tha•
She
was accompanied to Jasper -Marion, and from there will an
•,11119.I,, bell. tett
leAre tt, I t pe
by Mr. and Mrs. Proctor who spent to Louisville to enroll as a student
•
Gene
in
anal
OFFICE SUPPLIES
the week-end 'with relatives.
in the Southern Baptist Theological
err 41 rttellty.
505 West Main street
Phone 'zi)
Bunny Holland has returned ter Seminary. Mr.' Boaz will go to
his borne in Omaha, 'Neb.. after Nashville to continue divinity
• a visit with Mrs. Mamie Randolph studies this *reek.
and other relatives.
Quincy Adams of Chicago land
MN
Jimmie Bailey
has returned Mr. and Mrs. Exie Adams and
111111MINUMNIMMENIII
emonumm.
from. Sawensborci where he spent sons of Fostoria, 0., have returnee
ilommonsamom
home after spending 'theirvacation
several days with friends.
041114M41 I 111E100
Daniel Boone of Owensboro with Mr. and Mr*. Burgess Parker
spent last week-end with relatives and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Beaman anti
in Murray.
MIIIIIIIM=101111MMINE
UOIP111111.1111111EIMIN
Mrs. Hugh Houston and Mrs. Hal the former's niece. Miss Helen
•48.1610116.1.14.16161
••111110NOVIMBEISIO
'Houston spent several days last Beaman, of Beaumont. Tex.. ar8•111 161
essnownsairs
'rive& Saturday morning to spend
week in Louisville.
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. the week-end with friends and relVernon
Stubblefield. Jr.. Mrs. atives. here. They will return home
,Woodfin Hutson and Mrs. Nat Monday. The forrner's uncle, Ben
Ryan. motored to Memphis last Fri- Rhea. will accompany them home
day.
where he will visit his sisters. Mrs.

'NATION'S "DREAM SHOE"
TO BE PICKED AT ADAMS
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Farmer to SOTThor
Music Examinations
Today at School

New Concord High
School News
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RADIO SERVICE

SPECIALISTS In "
Personal Laundry Service

MURRAY LAUNDRY
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Radio Service Co.

•

Phone 23
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WELCOME

MUM

GraharaStore ofl the
13ig
The
"

Students and Faculty
To the Seventeenth Year of This
•
Outstanding College
•
The facilities of this office of experienced.insurance agents. are 'available to
you without obligation.

We write practically all forms of Fire.
Ca'sualty and Bonding Protection -in the
old established stock insurance companies,.including full covetage AutOmObile
Protection and Accident and Health Insurance.

•

GRAVES HENDON'S

TEXACO SERVICE
STATION
-Corner N. 4th and Walnut

Welcomes Every Student and Faculty
Member _Back to Murray
You Know Your Books—.-But When It Comes To
Cars, That's Where Our Service Shines

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Bonding
Casualty
:
Telephone 331

I ire

First

"It

Make

Texaco and Havoline
Motor Oils
Firestone Tires
Wheels Aligned

Firechief

and Skychioft

Gasolines
Battery Service
Service

Brake

• 14,0SI

Gatlin Building

Floor

DO.'

Phone 82

s-oLts

Guaranteed Lubrication Service By Factory Chart

a Difference Who
Writes Your Insurance"

DRIVE IN—LET'S GET.ACQUAINTED

.4
f
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Beale Constructs
Business Edifice

'Sow; Festival to
Be Held Sunday At
Mt. Hebron Church
1
of

Tremon Beale, a leading Murray I
Leon Cooper. 27. farmer
business man, is erecting a new
near Wiswell in this county.
Magneas building on East Ma in
looked twice when he went out
Sweet.
into his -10-aore aornfield on a
-1fte building wilt - be a solid
recent Saturday morning.
laidek modern building. 65 feet
He thought he saw a man
wattle by 115 feet deep and
with a long gray beard hiding
between the A B Beale store aiTff J.ip the
row. It was a freak
the Super-Service station of the
corn stalk, with ears growing
Jadtson - Purchase Oil Company. from the tasoel and with
long
It will be one story. but so conthick silks hanging down
stIneted that other stories can be
There were 30 well-developaaltd later.
ed ears, about the size of ears
will be two large business
of popeorn, growing in the tas•
according to present plans.
sel. The cluster of corn in the
oat room 40 feet wide.by 115 feet,
tassel Measured 15 inches long,
and the other -22 feet by 115. Mr. whiskers
all. In addition.
filmic hopes to have the building there wasand
a normal, full-sized
completed by January L. It will
ear grOwing in a normal posihave. a concrete floor., and will
tion.
be .practicollly fireproof. The tenCooper has 10 acres of corn
ants . for the n-Ow building have
in the plot and believes he'll
not been abneaunced.
make more than 40, bushels to
the acre.

*

5-4

:rberk

Hutchens Adds New
Room to Barbecue Shop

Almo High School

J. W, Hutchens, owenr and manager of Hutchens' barbecue shop.
announced today completion of a
new unit to his establishment."
-The 'addition is. a Ifyx10 foot
structure housing a modern furLS and barbecuing- vat, with e
caRticIty of from- two to five nor-1121111 volumes.
.

The Calloway county singing
convention will be held Sunday
at Mt.-,-Hebrces Methodist -church
it was announced today lay Dave
Parka president of the otitis organization. The location is near Backusburg. and the singing will begin
at 10 o'clock. with the Rev. A. C.
Evans. church pastor, in charge
Of the devotional.
Featured on the program of
singers will be the Jewel Denson
family, radio
performers. The
family will be heard in a concert
the Cistdwater Junior high
school Saturday night at 8 o'clock

•

Pure Cane
10 lbs.

58

4 lb. Carton
Pure ...

LARD

FLOUR

45

Acro
24 lbs.

FLOUR

80
`

C. Lake
24 lbs.

16
10

Dry Pound

Rose Dale
PINEAPPLE
No, 1 Cans

8

Dale
PINEAPPLE Rose No. 2 Cans
Pink,

1-3c
13

an

12

Tall Can

PridNeoof2Ilclirsinois

CO
CH

RN

10

American!oun
EESE
Pound

21c

Franco A.
SPAGHETTI Canfed
PIMENTOS
RICE

4 °z

8
5

Can

Whole
e
5 lbs.

Corn, Country gentleman
3 cans
25c
Cherries, sour pitted,
can
10c
Soap, large lellow,
3 bars
. 10c
Mustard, full qt. .
_LOc
Fig Bars, Extra Good
Quality, 2 lbs.
25"
Flour, all prices from 65c up
Coffee, Extra Good,

21

No. 5
2ta
Cnadnard 3 for
CORN

25
No 2

BLACK EYE PEAS

COF
SY

Can
C

8

1-3c

Maxwelf,
I oH000duse

FEE

25c

25c

Ho
snepyooFnldasv or

RUP

Minu,
2Iibts.so rich is whips,
3 cans
' 10,
New Sorghumi -qt. 20c,
Gallon
80c
Salmon, tall pink, can 15c
Seryice Lamp Frosted
Light Globes, all size
Watt
- • 15(
Vinegar, gal, glass jug 23c
We Try to Keep at
Times a Coniplete Line of
Freqh Vegetables.

35c
Lb.

CRACKER

SODA

12

Arm & Hammer
3 for

10

. cbson
58 Jouzm
HOMINY

10

CORN FLAKES
soAp

BoxMiller's

7 Giant
Yellow Bars

5

MEAT DEPARTMENT
Rudy Has It
Sausage, lb.
•
15c
Fresh Pork Liver, lb.
15c i
2 lbs.
25c
Pork Chops, lb. .
25c
Salt Butts, lb ...
11c
Sugar Cue-ea Butts, lb. 13c
4 lb. carton Pure Lard 47c
Sliced Bacon, no rind,.
no waste, lb.
25c
Pork Steak, 'Ile
20c
Churngold Vegetable Margarine with bowl, lb. 20c
Cloverbloom American
Cheese, lb.
25c
Highest Market Price PO
For Eggs

24`

Sipliocuedo
BACON

20
Bproio
nn
g Pa

LARD

11

4

POISON FLY PAPER
HUSKIES 2 Packages

aoin

We join with Mr. Sam Thompson in expressing our deep gratitude to the people of Murray and
adjuning communities who administered to us and our dear one.
Mrs. Sam Thompson. during 'and
after the -time-of-her -travail and
her ensuing death: Your sympathy was gratefully received and
your kindnesses were welcomed
with appreciation.
Hershel Womack. father of
Mrs. Thorripson. and the entire family

Three Sc
Pkgs. 1 Oc
15

Salmon Stile
MACKEREL

25c

VIENNA SAUSAGE

2 for 15
'

SATURDAY
North 4th Street

Royal Typewriter
Late model with basket shift,
closed-top: and guaranteed one
year. Perfect condition.

•

$57.50 TERMS

Kirk A. Pool
This is the first of a series ol six outstanding diagram plays by leading college
coaches from Grandam! Rice's neu Cities Sereice Football Guide.

no.

responding dates for the past 3
The Civil Aeronautics Authority lyears7
Wednesday permitted Braniff AirIn 1936 the mean temperature
ways, Inc. and Chicago and Southfor the month of September was
ern Airlines. Inc:. -to amend their
89.7: for 1937. 81; for 1938, 83 and
applications for authority to opefor the 13 recorded days of this
rate a passenger line
between month the
mercury holds a mean
Houston. „,,Tex.,
and
MeMphis. of,96.
.
Tenn. by providing for continuMedn readings. for the first 13
aner-of the line 'to Louisville, Ky..
The 'Memphis-Louisville' route days of September are as follows:
92
would include stops at Paducah. September 1
98
September 2
Ky.. and Evansville. Ind.
91
September 3
92
BAPTIST SERVICES CONTINUE Se ptember 4
96
September 5
- Elders .T. 0. McMillan and J. C September 6
Outland. evangelistic' Baptist min- September 7
ioters. are. eimdocting. a series of September. 8 ...
services "each evening at 7 o'clock September 9.
1o1969841
at 3rd and Ash streets in the open September 10
94
air. The meeting besart Sunday September 11 _
97
-iber 12
-weAc an Twill-Eon Siaterr
night óT
101
September 13
tinue for several more days.
Today's reading at 12 m. was
It Pays to Read tat ctammena
101.
_

°flee Supplies
505 W. Main

Phone 20

FOR THISE WHO WANT SAWDUST-.I have some on hand.
Tutu
can write or call 143-W. C.
R. Broach, Murray, Ky.
lc
FOR RENT-Large- Business House
on South 3rd St. Close in. Suitable for Garage and 'Salesroom
or other business. Available now.
Apply Holland-Hart Drug Co. lp

APARTMENT FOR RENT-at 410
North 4th St.. or see J. Wilson FOR RENT--One five-room house
Smith at Basement Barbershop. lc on Coldwater highway one mile
FOR SALE-Nice 6-room
brick from Five Pointo. Garage and
Mrs. David Thompson,
house. sleeping porch ,solid base- garden.
S14c
ment; paved street. South 6th St. Phone 3005.
5 Rooms Downstairs With
A. L. Rhodes. real estate.
lc FOR ANT-4-room furnished apt.;
. Bath, Basement, SteamFOR SALE-1 Med General Elec.. electrically equipped; all private.
Heated
tric Refrigerator, 411„ foot size. Two block's from square.
Elm
T.
St.,
L.
Smith,
p
307
New
Practically
House
Sacrifice
Price., 1- Mayflower
• ,o tic
Electric Refrigerator $17.50; 1 204.
Good Terms, Possession at Once
Serve! Electrolux, 5 ft., late STREAMLi::=7. 1239 WRECKER
model; less than la price. E. S. SERVICE.
New equipment. 24Diuguid dz Son.
1,c
hour. fast. dependable Wrecker
Phone 249
WANTED
AT
ONCE-General Service. Charges reasonable. Day

A NICE HOME
On Sewn 6th Street

A. L. RHODES

OGER

7

JHURS., FRI., SAT.

Swann's Grocery

See Us For School Supplies

Murray Food
Market

Sa

SALMON

In Gratitude

FOR RENT-2 or-3-rooma -unfurn- FOR RENT
Furnished Sleeping
ished. Bath. See A. G. Walton. room. Private entrance, modern
7 Vine St., or phone, 189-W..lp conveniences. See Eugene Tarry,
tfc
Jr.. 104 So. 12th St.
ROt;AS FOR RENT-602 - Pine St..
ApartRENT-Furnished
unfurnished. See Noble Knight FOR
at above address.
lp ments. Steam heat. Electrical-.
ly equipped.' Mrs. J. D. Rowlett,
WANTED--Lady or man to call 711 West Main. Phone 157-W. tfc
on local customers, with new fall
FOR RENT-Two or possibly three
line. Equipment furnished. Ref- private rooms. See Mrs. Nutia
erences required.
Write Real Maddox, 208 South Ninth St. tic
Silk Hosiery Mills, Marion, Ill. lp
FOR SALE- 376 acres level farm
COLT SHOW-At my farm tki good houses, barns and fence.,
miles east of Hazel, Ky., Route 2. Half mite from gravel highway
State Line Road. At 2 o'clock, county high school and church.
fith Saturday. September 30. We Eight miles north-east of Clinwill offer $3000 in cash prizes ton, Hickman County, Ky. Write •
for best and 2nd best, mule colts. or see, L. H. Barclay and Son,
S21c
Everybody has a special invita- Arlington, KY.
tion --Raincrow".
Mrs. Arthur
CONCERN
MAY
IT
WHOM
TO
Michaux
Wad
father 1.
John
from this day
Mooney..
.Sept. 28p Be it known that
forth and since August 28. the
on which I was appointed.
FOR "RENT-3-room
apartment, day
the duly commissioned
first floor, furnished or unfurn- that I am.
representative and administrator
ished, with private entrance and
of-the estate of Mrs. D. M. Butbath. Close in. Most convenientterworth. deceased. Anyone havly located. Mrs. 11; 2, Went, 200
ing claims against the estate c4,
North 5th. St. '
S14c
Mrs. Butterworth Preient' them
to me within 30 days or be'forFOR,, SALE-Good seed wheat and
barred from collecting` same.
ever
barley,. Germination and Purity
tests on both, good. See or call This 31st day of Augtist, 1939.
SItio
E. G. Neale.
S14p J. 0. Robinson .

at LOVE'S

Faultless Starch, Sc per pkg.
It pays to read our CLASSIFIEDS.
Purchtse
OE Hot Pad With Irk
French's Mustard. Free Mustard
10e
Spoon
CornyFlakes. Bowl,Free, 3 for 25e
18c
Matches. 6 boxes
Vanilla Wafers. lb. ibag
14e
Thompson's malted Milk. schoolBag Free
$0c
Uncertain market conditions Prunes. lb. 40-50 slze
lSc
make it impossible to guar- Val `Ilia Peaches, large can
15c
antee prices against decline Marshmallows, cellophane bag
Or raise, but we Will strive Pound
15c
to maintain at_all tithes' the Coffee, Old Ky. Pea
3 lb.
lowest possible prices, qual- Bar
39e
ity considered:
Break-O-Mo
20c
Coffee __um. 13e, 2 tuns for 25e
Sugar, 10 lbs, cloth ...- 60e Sal
1$13eiterel. can
Sugar, 100 lbs. Pure
10c
inegar, big mouth glass -jug,
$6.1
Cane
Gallon
Crackers, 2 lbs. Glenco
23'
15c See Us for Tin and Glassware.
Soda
Peanut Butter
... 25c Harness Needs and Hardware
15c Have You 'Visited Our Meat Deboxes
Corn Flak
lb. bag
25c partment? You Will Be Plea..ed
Onions
With Our meat Products
•
es, 6 boxes
17c
23c
lad Dressing, qt.

15

Eastern Smoked
BACON
Pound
MEAT

,

T

55c

Country
Pound

BACON

3_Photos
10c

by
Leo R. Moyer
Hotta Football Coach

Graves 4-H Team
Judges Best At - Airlines Get Okeh- • I
The Weather
Kentucky Fair On Plan'to Stop in j
Temperatures for this month to
Paducah on Flights date
hold high cards over cor-

UTOTEEM
SUGAR

TEXAS CHRISTIAN

County Agent J. T. Cochran reported Tuesday that out of all
play diagrammed above was end block in the opposing right
"E
counties having more than 2.000
used in our Sugar Bowl- gaine tackle. The right guard draws out
farina to check according to Or
against Carnegie Tech. Tech knew of line and blocks the opposing right
.
4dgricultural Conservation P r iiour mot vulnerable split, so they end out of the play. The other blockgram. Ca I Io wa v
had their ends rushing hard on all jug assignments are clearly shown,
and
Marshall
forward pass' plays.
counties are the only ones which
. I recommend the
of this play
, In this unbalanced forhation to only after you hare used a number
have completed the checking.
the
eight
the
left
This county has 3.033 farms in
*tackle is shifted. of -passes and _when the opposing
The ball is passed to the No 1 back ; vials are charging-hard and fast. Ita
the program and Marshall has 2,whu.takes about two steps back andl4neeess depends entirely on the play
287.
He said 99 per c-ent of the farm otiose. a sheoel pass to No. 3 lock. I of the opposing ends "and that best
The No. 3 back follows the right l ean be determined after the game
supervisors
reports have
been
ta:V.,.• and the No. 2 leaek, who lead, has berg In progress fur stifle time.
completed and 80 per cent of all
the play. No. 4 back and the left I
farm summaries are complete here.

We began our fourth week 'of
school Monday With a fair attendance.
We are plannihg a Community
Day to be held October 4. 'She
Jay-Jess Puppeteers will present a
show entitled. i"Snow White and
the • Seven . Dwarfs.- on Wednes1111111.11111111111111111111111 day night, Octobet-4. . A small admssion fee will be charged.
defeated
softball
teams
Our
Kirksey's teams last Friday. Our
team
the
visiting
boys
defeated
BOGGESS .
by a score of 6-3 The Altno girls
won over the Kirksey girls by a
score of 25-12.
Highest Market Prices Paid The county health nurse came
Tuesday a and gave the various
For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool kinds of vaccinations to 123 ,pupils. The Graves county 4-H Club
The seniors are planning to dairy cattle judging team won
We Sell All Kinds of Feed order their class rings this week. first honors -Wednesday " at the
Kentucky State Fair.'according to
Phone 441-13th and W. Maul
For the 15th consecutive year, a an Associated' Press dispatch from
beef cattle day was „held in Union Louisville received-last night, •
/Members of the team are James
county.
iind Robert Sawyer and Lydia
Sutherland. The Caldwell county
team finished third in this contest
and the Marshall county ,,, team
sotth.

PRODUCE

CRASSIIF.1 1E13
&Mann§

TOUCH-DOWN TACTICS

at

Cochran Says
Calloway is First
To Finish Checks

housework,. practical nursing, care phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
of old people or children by com- Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
petent middle-aged lady. No en- and Service.
ti
cumbrance. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Good ref.
Call for or
write
Mrs. J. Daley, Route 3 WANTED-Piano. Must be In good
Buchanan, Tenn.
lc condition and reasonable. See
Stites at 1308 Main.

4.

BEARDED MAN TURNS OUT
TO BE FREAK STALK OF
CORN FOR LEON COOPER

Overby Food Market

PHONE 85

FREE DELIVERY

24-Phones-25
Have you tried the nev. juices?
Bruce's individual cans. 4 os oz.
can Orange. Grapefruit or
Tomato. undiluted. Sc. 6 for 25c
51.00
'
Case 24
A Pot Rag tree witlyWO Sc
10e
Faultless Starch, 4.1c
4 lb. carton ,Plffe Lard __
95c
8 lb. Bueltet Pure Lard
55c
24 ,..1tK Red Bird Flour
48 lbs. Mack's Best hs•nice
$L45
Towel bag
25c
2 tall, cans Salmon
2.5e
3 large cans Pork &Beans
Gallon can ('berries'50c
. 10c
1 qt. Jar Marco Mustard
1 qt. Jar Wonderfluff Salad
25c
Dressing .
25c
1 qt. Jar Peanut Butter
'5c
Nice Red Apples, doz.
10c box Raisins
he
be box Blue Supersuth and -1 Octagon Toilet Soap
1111e
P4C. Soap and Oxydol
14 lbs. Pure Cane Sugar
DRESSED FRYERS, BOILED
HAM, and OTHER COLD
MEATS-BEST BEEF

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
Pound

CALIFORNIA TOKAY

20.-oz. Twisted
Ry
ieennaloa2ve:.1 5c 24 oz. Sandwich 3
1176
V
BREAD
24 oz. homestyle 'vs 25c
oz.
Clock

CHERRIES

-Red
Pitted

•

•

O •

3

mts
n
t. s
ehnisa
lao
'in
ngs,
13 2
ions, Paul Jones. rt
4
0v1::d:u:

5 lb.

Kroger's
C. Club

PANCAKE

Kroger's No. 2' Canl5c
C. Club No. 1 CanlOc

Plain or Kosher

Dill

PICKLES Giant

AvoBa
nrdand
Ie 2 No. 2'- Cans 27c

29c
19c

O

Box

Large

RINSO

20 oz. Box 5c

Sta3
nd1a4rdoz.Pa
bc
okt 25
CATSUP
C. Club, 14 oz. 10c

oz.
Jar

Sack 19c

FLOUR

PEACHES

101

,
89

Plus State Tax

Plus State Tax

Large Box

XYDOL

19c

Kroger's C. Club APPLE
Tall Cans

25`

AlIgN 2
S
Fah

Be

nta iiPk§iSS

t

Large
Box

19c

SAUCE
HEINZ
KROGER

2

No 2 Cane

15c

co
Soups, 2 pt. cans 25c
c. Pick. 24 oz jar 19c

Ginger Ali. Lemon, Orange Root

TWINKLE

DE

'DRINKS

SRT 4

BACK TO SCHOOL
We Meet and Beat All Competition On
The Best Quality
•
Fresh and

Government Inspected

Cured

Packages

15c

Prince Albert or Velvet

GRAPEFRUIT"Nicpas 29c

TOBACCO

Chuck Cuts
VEAL

15f
19c
Cut Jowls

10'
POUND

BULK PORK SAUSAGE

•
Staple and Fancy Groceries
.
a
•
Quality

SLICED
BACON

Pound

19
'

Canned Goods

GET OUR PRICES

PORK ROAST Pound 18
'

FOOD MARKET
FREE DELIVERY

Hickory Smoked
Whole or Half
BACON Slab
Lb. 17
'12c
Pound
CHEESE

10"

Large 5-Dozen Size
HEAD

TOLLEY & CARSON

15`

COTTAGE

Paying 22c In Trade for Eggs

PHONE. 37.-

Pound

MEAT

Vegetables and Fruits

Finest

Pound

CHEESE
Square

SALT

1 Oc

Pouna

FULL CREAM
LONGHORN
DRY

Pock" Tin

ROAST

Meats

•

Fill
ocuerr,24Woer
"
s. bia
o.t. etc• 25e
Plus Bot. Deposit

Kroger's C. Club

LETTUCE

c

ABBAGE

!lead

5c

10 lb. Bag
Pound

ONIONS

23
'

California

344 Size
ORANGES.

Each

I
.

••

25c

No, 2
Cans

R2`1
,
eal:thosn

CIGARETTES

•

alba

White Cc
12 oz Iv

Luckies, Camels, Chesterfields, Old Golds,

Phone 12-Prompt Delivery

•

5"

_GRAPES

1`

CAULIFLOWER heaci 154

•

-

•
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1
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
, -COUNTY NEWS EVERT WEEK

Large Group of Grid Hopefuls Bill McRaven
Greet Coach's Eye Monday Stars With Rams

jaunt. He got off another 14-yard
dash after receiving a lateral.
Coach Dutch Clark of the Rams
claims the team has more offensive
strength than ever before. The team
will open against the Chicago Bears
September 15.
In the backfield along with McRaven are Gayean Smith, star at
Southwestern last year, and Parker
Hall, all-American last year from
Ole Miss. McRaven, weighing 185
pounds, is in the best condition he
has ever been after six weeks'
training.

VARSITY MEMBERS
TOTAL 37 FROSIF
NUMBER IS SIXTY off

Dairy Cattle Display and Dog Show
Premium Lists Co. Fair Are Given

S1

29 nn

a year to any address
11'0".•""• dither khan abase.

Volume CVII; No.37

Miss Mason To Be
Girls.. Scouts To
Kentucky Duchess
Hold 1st Meeting
_

Miss Marilyn 'Mason. the daughCairies Ball Five Times For Touchter of Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Mason,
down; Gaylon Smith is
I Tommy Wray, Gleason. Tenn.: Hal
Murray,
has been selected as the
Teammate
Saunders, Newman. III.: and CobDuchess of Kentucky in the _Texas
ble Lee.
Rose Festival at Tyler, Texas, OcBill McRaven, ace back for the
Joe Brown,all-Southern scholastic
tober 12, 13,44, it was announced
Murray Thoroughbreds last year,
center in 1935, will return .to the
here today.
has more than lived up to the repP squad at center, after a year's layiEach state in America is repre.
utation he earned at Murray last
Sophomoresbecausof an kirlinjugredtoneck.
sented by a Duchess.
year.
prove
Miss Mason, a junior at NorthPlaying with the Cleveland Rams
themselves adequate varsity maA good pasture season has pros western University in Chicago,
terial will be ends: Jack Haines, against an all-star group, the MurFundamentals and Basic South Bend, Ind.; Roger Fuller, ray Racehorse ran 55 yards in five duced rapid gains on beef cattle will take a plane to Texas for the
coronation. She _is a graduate of
Carrollton; tackles: Tom Johnson, attempts, one a 34 yard touchdown in Bath courdy.
Physical Culture Are
Gulf Park College in Gulfport,
Marion: Jerry Glover, Union City,
First Assignments a. Tenn.;
Miss.
Pete Weddle, Neptune, N.
J.; Champ Rushing, Golconda, BL
Cool weather Monday encouraged guards: Jack Bretton, Union City,
Murray gridiron enthusiasts as 36 Tenn: Bobby Carmen, Mayfield;
varsity men aid 60 freshmen re- Johnny
Buckles, Decatur, 1114
ported to Coaches Roy Stewart, backs: George Speth, Buffalo, N.
Jim Moore, John Miller, and Carl- Y.; Carl Ferrara, Neptune, N. J.;
isle Cutchin to begin football prac- James Nanney, Fulton, Steve LeThe Calloway County Fair committee announced today its comtice at Murray State.
vandoski, LaPorte, Ind.; Pete Koss
Three varsity men Monday had Moosup, Conn.; Andy Cogliano, plete premium list for its Jersey cattle show, and listed rules relative '
not shown up, but were expected Lynn, Mess... and Harold Gish, to owners of cattle entering their animals into the show. Although the
to report at any time They are Central City.
premium list for the dairy cattle department was available when the
Cabbie Lee, 210-pound pile-driving
Dummy -scrimmage, general con- other departmental premiums were printed last week, it was deemed
fullback from Catlettsburg; Johnny dawning calisthenics, and a reexpedient to withhold publication uqtil this week.
.
Buckles, Decatur. Ill.; and Edd hearsal of plays will constitute
The Calloway County Sportsman's Club is sponsoring a dog show
Chupa, Lorain, Ohio, the latter two much of the varsity's time. while
both guards.
Coach John Miller Monday put his at the fair, and its premium list is also included.
According to Coach Stewart. 21 freshmen through warm-up drills
lettermen. 16 sophomores, and 3 The first varsity-freshman scrim JERSEY CATTLE DEPARTMENT
transfers will comprise the Murray mage is scheduled for Wednesday
Geo, W. Harris, Lexington, Ky., Judge—Ray Treort, Supt.
squad. Ed Wagner. back, and Carl afternoon. .
steffin, end, are both transfers from
Calloway County Exhibitors Only
Murray's opening-game is against
Jordan College, and Ed Weiner, the Blue Raiders of Middle TenI. Entries must be made and cattle on exhibition by 11 a. m. Friday.
end, from Holmes Junior College. nessee in Murfreesboro on SepSeptember 29, 1939.
Lettermen who will be on the tember 29. The schedule is:
2. All pure bred cattle must be recorded or the fully completed
squad are, ends: Alt-Capt Ralph
September 29. Middle Tennessee
Love, Danville; Bill McMurray, at Murfreesboro, (night).
pedigree and transfer slips shown to the superintendent at Ime of
Buffalo. N. Y • Joe Baker GreenOctober 6, Morehead at Murray, entry. All ages will be reckoned as of February 1 and August-T.
field, Tenn: Bob Smith, Atlantic (night).
3. Bulls over year old must have ring in nose and superintendent
Highlands. N. J; tackles. Pete GuOctober 13, Conway, Ark., State
may require a bull staff used in ring..
dauskas, Georgetown, Ill; Herman at Cpway, (night)
Morris, Georgetown, Ill.; Julian
October 21. East Texas State at
4. Care will be exercised to protect all cattle but the Fair AssociaCraddock, Humboldt. Tenn.; Paducah, (night).
tion will not be responsible for any accident or damage.
guards: Captain Lacey Downey,
October 27, Union University at
5. Where no competition—Blue ribbon and second money.
Paducah; Lou Walters, Paducah, Union City, Tenn., (night).
and Edd Chupa. Lorain, Ohio.
6. 4-H Club Future Farmers will show together in .club classes
November 4, Howard at Murray,
Centers: James Johnson, Clay: (homecoming).
and may also enter open classes.
Joe Brown, Danville; Gene McNovember 11, Louisiana Normal
7. All 4-H Club members must present properly certified record
Garvey. Paducah. backs: G. C. at Murray.
-beek--at- time -of entry.
Beale. Amarillo, Tex.: Jake inman.
November 18, Transylvania at
Danville; Joe Spalding, Matthews. Murray.
8. Cattle cannot be removed until 4 p. m. Saturday, September
Mo.: -Francis LaBonte, Norwich.
November 25. Western at Bowl- 30, 1939.
Conn.; Sam Goodman, Carmi. Ill.: . ing Green.
9. Judging starts 9 a. m. Saturday, September 30.
10. Dehorned cattle will not be discriminated against.
Purebred Jersey Females—Open Classes
1. Under one year, 1st, $8.00. 2nd. $6.00, 3rd, $3.00, 4th, $2.00, 5th, $1.00.
2. Over one year and under 18 months, 1st, $8.00, 2nd, $6.00, 3rd.
$3.00, 4th, $2.00, 5th, $1.00.
3. Over 18 months and under 2 years, 1st, $8.00, 2nd, $6.00, 3rd, $3.00,
4th, $2.00, 5th, $1.00.
4. Over 2 years and under 3 -years, 1st, $8.00, 2nd, $6.00, 3rd. $3 00,
4th, $2.00, 5th, $1.00.
5. Over 3 years and under 4 years, 1st, $8.00, 2nd. $6.00, 3rd. $3.00.
4th, $2.00, 5th. $1.00.
6. Over 4 years, 1st, $8.00. 2nd, $6.00. 3rd, $3.00, 4th. $2.00, 5th, $1.00
7. Junior champion (Nos. 1-2-3), ribbon.
8. Senior champion (Nos. 4-5-8), ribbon.
9. Grand champion (Nos. 7 and 8). ribbon.
Pure Bred Jersey Bulls—Open Classes
10. Under one year, 1st. $6.00, 2nd, $5.00, 3rd, $3.00, 4th, $1.00.
11. Over one year and under 18 months, 1st, $6.00. 2nd, $5.00. 3rd,
$3.00, 4th, $1.00.
12. Over 18 months and under 2 years, 1st, $6.00, 2nd, $5.00, 3rd,
$3.00, 4th, $1.00.
13. Over 2 years and under 3 years, 1st, $6.00, 2nd, $5.00. 3rd, $3.00,
4th. $1.00.
14. Over 3 years-, 1st, $6.00, 2nd, $5.00. 3rd, $3.00. 4th, $1.00.
, 15. Junior champion (Nos. 10-11-12), ribbon.
16. Senior champion (Nos. 13-14), ribbon.
17. Grand champion (Nos„,15-16), ribbon.
Grade (Non Registered) Jersey Females
18, Under 18 months, 1st, $6.00, 2nd, $3.00. 3rd, $2.00, 4th, $1.00.
The new Amateur Shoe Design Competition, spon19. Over 18 months, 1st, WOO, 2nd. $3.00, 30, $2.00, 4th, $1.00.
sored by Air Step Shoes, gives you an opportunity
Pure Bred jersey Crab. Females
you've always Wanted; You've always hoped you
4-H Club and Future Farmers Only
could find that "Dream" shoe . .. somewhere .. .
20. Under one year, 1st, $6.00. 2nd, $5.00, 3rd, $3.00. 4th. $1.00.
sometime. Now you can design it yourself .. . and
21. Over one year and under 18 months, 1st, $6.00, 2nd, $5.00, 3rd,
win a valuable prize at the same time!
$3.00, 4th, $1.00.
2. Over 18 months and under 2 years, 1st, $6.00, 2nd, $5.00, 3rd,
Don't hesitate to enter this free competition be$3.00. 4th."31.00.
cause you feel your ideas may not be professional
23, Over 2 years and under 3 years. 1st, $6.00, 2nd. $5.00, 3rd, $3.00,
enough. Only amateurs like you may enter. Don't
4th, $1.00.
be afraid you can't draw . .. the free entry blank
24. Over 3 years, 1st, $6.00. 2nd. $5.00, 3rd, $3.00, 4th, $1.00.
provides foot outlines. This is your big chance to
25. Junior champion (20-21-22), ribbon.
try out your own ideas . . . and win your choice
26. Senior champion, (23-24), .ribbon.
of a complete new wardrobe for fall or a week's
_ _
27. Grand chimpion (25-26), ribbon.
trip to Bermuda free!
.•
•.
Pure Bred Jersey CI, Bulls
4-11 Club and Future Farmers Only
28. Under one year, 1st. $5.00, 2nd. $3.00. 3rd. $2.00.
29. Over one year, 1st, $5.00, 2nd, $3.00, 3rd, $2.00.
Get Free Sketch Entry
30. Grand champion (28-29), ribbon.
Blank at Our Store
Dog Show
A dog show, to be held in connection with the Calloway county
Today , . . Nothing to
fair Friday night, September 29, will be given under the auspices
Buy
the County Sportsman's Club. it was announdecl toddy by Hafford
'Parker, president.
('ome in and get your Sketch
Walter Boone, sportsman's club secretary. will be in charge of
Book entry blanks, hints on
entries, and will list dogs for showing through September 28. The
shoe designs, ideas on styles,
Blue ribbon winners of each class will compete for the best dog of
materials and trimmings sad
the show. The showing will include all dogs, setters, pointers, fox
all information you need to
hounds, coon hounds, or pets.
enter this competition. And
The premium list follows:
see the new Air Steps . .
for prize-winning ideas,
Entry fee 50c per dog. Anyone entering two dogs may enter threc•
"SUE," a new Airstep in
additional ,dogs free.
Black Suede with Elasticized
Saddle
Fox hounds: Best male or female, 1st prize. $2.00, 2nd' prize, $1 00
Best pup under 1 year old, male or female, $1.00. Best Peck -of five
$6
t
dogs, $3.00.
See Page 2 and 3 of the September 11 Issue of
Coon hounds: Best male or female, lit, $2.00, 2n4,- 81.00. Best. pair, 1st,
$2.00, 2nd, $1.00.
.
• '
Life—Get Your Copy at Your Drug Store Now ,
Bird dogs: Pointers:--'13est male_ or female, all ages, 1st, $2.00, 2nd,
$1.00. Best pup under 1 year old, 1st. $2.00, 2nd, $1.00, Setters—Best
male or female, all ages; 1st. $2.00. 2nd, $1.00. Best pup under 1 year old.
1st, $2.00, 2nd. $1.00
'Pet dogs: MI breeds aelde train sporting and work dog'. any sex
or age: 1st, $2.00, 2nd, $1.00.
The Blue Ribbon winners of each class compete for best dog of
the show. 1st, $2.00, 2nd, $1.00.
West Side Court Square
' See Walter Boone, secretary of Sportsmen's Club and, make your
1 entry now; entries clot September 28.
0
.0.

year ht Calloway
$1.00 a
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties,
a year elsewhere*
50 the State at Kentucky.
-

200 Lynn Grove Students
To Present Fall Festival

The girl scouts will hold "their
lirst meeting of the fall this afternoon at the College Health baldWith 200 students in participating
ing at 4 o'clock. They will meet roles, the first six grades of, the
weekly here on Thursday from Lynn Grove school will sponsor a
4 to 5:30 p. m. at the Health Build- Fall Festival ,at 8 o'clock Friday
ing according to Mrs: F. P. Inglis, night, September 22. on the high
captain.
school campus, it was announced
Girls must be 10 years of age_ today by Principal Huron Jeffrey.
The festival will begio at E
to join the troop, and the 'annual
dues are only 50 cents per year. '-o'clock. There will be no admission
The AAUW will act as sponsors charge. The campus will be lightect
for the troop, and will assist the Ice cream, eats and drinks, will
girl scouts in a creative art pro- be available.
gram.
The program will consist of a

processional of 200 students. Rutfi.
Tinsley, selected as queen of the
festival, will be crowned. Bella
Rhodes is maid of -honor, and attendants are Anna Faye Miller,
Marion Mice Wcalcman, Anna Jean
Boyd. and Martha Jo Fain. Flower
girls are Ina Fay Miller and Patty
Jean Morton.
First feature of the evening will
be an archery drill. followed by a
(See "200", Page Two)

We Major in You!

FREE!

New Felt Toppers .. . $1.95 up

It

'4)

MIX OR MATCH
Plaid Skirts . . . $1.95 to $5.95

$500 fall wardrobe

Bradley and Lample
Sweaters . . . $1.95 to $5.95

- for the best amateur
shoe design

Blouses

. $1 -- $1.95 -- $2.95

SACK40-COLLEGE

105 other prizes ... five $100 wardrobes
. . . 100 pairs of Air Step Shoes!
Nothing to buy!

ADAMS

And Back-To-Murray -High School With
the Right Clothes at the Right Prices
Complete Your Wardrobe Now!
Clothes to make you the best
dressed girl on—and off campus!
Lots of functional classics—and lots
of--excitingly NEW clothes to make
you a fashion-individualist! And
note our downright LOW prices!

Doris Dodson Dresses
$3.95 to $12.95
Nelly Don Dresses
$1.95 to $10.95
Style-Art Dresses
$10.95 to $16.95
LeVine Dresses
$14.95 to $39.50
Bloomfield Dresses
$14.95 to $29.50
Fitted, Flared Tweed
}reefers
Definitely a "must"! Well tailored
fitted, flared reefers with nipped in waists, broad shoulders.

$16.95
Redfern and Betty Rose Tailored and Furred Coats—Gotham Gold Stripe and Rollins' Run Proof Hosiery—Lingerie—Hansen
Gloves—Costume Jewelry

GLADYS SCOTT'S

BROWNImi SHOE STORE

East Side Court Square
•
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Once More a Wekome

Training School
to Have Ag Work

Some Early History

Agein it new school year begun at Murray State Coliag4
Consolidetioh of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway TIMM aod Tbe
Ey
Times-Hamlet, OctobereNt. 11128
"(gain F college administrative staft the qualities of which are
JOHN WRIGHT HOL8.41PPLI
seePublished by The Calloway Publudune Company. Inc.
oria to none begins the task of directing the minds of 1,000
ambitious
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Hampton Brooks is Smith -Hughes
youngsters along channels which will be helpful in shaping the deeInstructor; FFA Group to
Trample. Texas
R. R /gelatin and JOhn S. Neal
Sinlee'et
doer Haas and eit the -nigninunities In which they make
Publtsient
_ 'Be Orialtleed
John S. Neal
The followiog excerpts from letSetstor end Advertising
ters received indicate such an inSntered at the Posts:Anew Murray. Kentucky. as second class inail matter
A new and modernly equipped
It is an old fallacy that 'what men have always been they will terest in my commurucat
ions on
department of vocational agriculcontinue to be- WhewCandide asked Pangloas .11 men had always
bean early days in West Kentucky that
ture with Smith-Hughes trainins
I am constrained to 'keep on keepconceited, envtous. pragmatical, gluttonous. lascivious, scheming.
for students was inetaurated at
eft- ing um" As
J write almost exlainous. sinful. boastfuL murderous adulterers. imposters and a host
Murray Training School when
j
the
of clusively from memory and do not
I school opened Monday.
other descriptive adjective!., he expected the counter question of Pang- keep copies of things
written I
Prof. Hampton Brooks is the
loss asking if hawks had, always eaten chickens when they could find may repeat some things if such
Smith-Hughes instructor_
a thing should happen the reader
them
Such a department at the Trainwill please to blame the editor and
ing School is made postible, it was
Men's natures are principally the product of education Even the
not me. What is an editor for if
pointed
out by Principal Carmon
discsettsriiisal
most vicious tiger, a hereditary masterpiece of cruelty. softens under not to witch for such things and
Graham, by the Smith -Hughes Fedcut
the
tkem
out'
tempering
But
influence of education. It it so with man.
here are some
eral and State funds which pro_
Subscription Rates:seln First Congressional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties. Teen, 51.00 a year. Kentucky, $1 50. Elsewhere $200
If social and religious education is responsible only for ten Um of these excerpts minus the names
vide that any farm boy who has
of
their
authors.
Names
omitted
Advertising Rates and Information about C,gloway County market. murders, it is worthy. of
the facilities for carrying out a
the worlds acceptance But it is fur more because they were not written
lernisited upon application.
for
supervised farm .practice program
pliblitettielin and I have no moral
We reserve the right to reject any advertising. letters to the Editor. worthy.
will be eligible to take agriculture.
or legal right to. make them known,
Bringing about a catholicity - of-sytnpithiee. a union of mind
or Public N'oice items,"which in our opinion is MA for the best interest
"Not only du our rural boys need
and
Of our readers
From Tennessee: "Just keep on
training in farming," Graham desoul, the educational methods of today have invoked the respect
and with the old history I sure enjoy
clared. "but One of the -great dethe support of every person who has an appreciatnon for human reading
the letters in Ledger &
mands of today is for trained rural
welfare.
leridership."
From Murray: "Just finished
Education out produce both tigers and the crown of social gentile.
Such leadership training is- set
reeding your most interesting letforth in Future Farmers of AmeriDo you joke and laugh abtitit WA! Do you think its workers, a; It is deism:Kleist upon the methods aid_ If
Adolf Hitler Lid uot deeedge ter
Robert
Donal and Greer Gerson in 'Goodbye. Mr. Chips" Tuesday ca organizations, of which
the Ledger & Times.
. .
• rule, are not ot north account: that such work as they do SS hardly lined ternseff to a study of blood and
pracstee: he perhaps now might My wife's grandfather was coupty and WaanaatlaY at the V arsity.
tically all vocational - agriculture
Worth doing: that the whole system 'is a pretty sorry business. even if be content to lead a greater Germany
departments have a chapter. These
on the road to ,social greatnen school commissioner in 11172. 1873,
ft is more or lest necessary?
and Mt His reports list the foldepartments often render valuable
rather than on the crimson road-to jeopardy
"
As painted on the did/
FIRST BAPTIST
service to out-of-school young men
To teach a wholesome respect for the home and a sympathy fen lowing teachers: J. W. Holsapple. And seems to add its grace
' If you 'do. you an learn a lot eeearn a man who not,long ago felt
between 16 and 25 through partJ S. Waters. J. W. Gilbert. J. J.
For all to see who pass.
"• meter Much the same way and then when circumstances changed for and usiderstanding of other peoples and their relationships to environ- Goodwin, James Martin.
The pasto
n .vill preach morning time classes and to adult farmers
W. R.
and eveni
Subjects: A. M. through evening classes.
kim-as they might for any man-found out for himself within the WPA mental prog;ross is the ;deal achievement of any educational systoles. Wells, F. W. Allbritton. J. I, kIt makes the same old sound
"TODAY'S
LL TO PRAYER".
&la has been the policy of Murray State College. Broad in its, een. J. L. Baldwin. Miss' Salle
'that it was not at all what cheap jokes represent it as being.
When striking time appears.
M.
"WHERE DO WE GO
Bourland. W. B. Keys. C. H. StewFROM HERE:- This will be a
This rr.an. who' had had extensive managerial experience:beeame application of the 'term education. It has approached the finest meaning art: D. R Sledd. J. N. Williams. And as the bands go round
I think of other years_
of
the
etealogical
Bible
gibletsof this very important
and
prosaic
term
J.
-to
IL
teach.Miller. Hardin Irvan. T. P
WPA project su,peristtendent He expected.'as a• result of all that he
and ever recurring question.
Cook. -H. C. Hodges, M. W. ?derftu, it is with fitting pride in an institution for which we
On August 13 the death angel_
lad heard and more or less -tietkepted. that heewould have a bunch ia
Twits eighteen forty-seven have tin. D.
Baptismal service just preceding visited
W. Cook,
the home of Mrs. TrOty a
When father, mother wed
awnless iChafers on his hands. that 'be would find plenty of -trouble- the utmost confidence that we say to every student coming here else CutChiti. J. A. W. R. Dale, G. N
the evenieg sermon.
Note
the
Parker
..
•
and
Evans
a good
and took away her eldest
change in hours of service. from
nkers. that' he would be bound by a lot of ridettemn rules, that e-hat welcome you on behalf of he citizens of eallowry county to q.'f many others. • • • •• 1 reckon I When love's sweet leaven
son.
Carlos.
Brought blessings on their head., 8:00 to 7:30
she would be doing "mule leirdly_bewoffh-theettert riLesitssespeetete the most worthy colleges in America!
---•
___ -am getting to the State of wantb910 September._3,__-_-__.
--Church -School- at leete.with 'sepmg to be Pei-Wriest
I know I It makes me flunk Of when
1914.
He was a kind-hearted
'nen
..
arate rooms for every class where young man,
enjoy your letters and I am Fee
a good neishbor, and
Their first-born child appeared the Bible.study min be carried on
change unless you are in need of that most of the
This man knows better ndw. The reality was so different from
Ledger & Times
a devoted son. He ,never stayed
And how from there and then
,
a 'change of climate for yotir readers do."
without diltractions and disturbwhat he had anticipated that he was moved to write a letter to his
from home A night unless'
Our little lives they steered.
health's sake. If so, by all means
ance&
Faithful, competent gen- he knew that
From Arkansaa: ..'very time I
one of the other
aupenor. That superior was so much struck by the letter. that he passed
come to Florida Hundreds of the
eral, and departmental officers and
would
boys
'be there to see that.
see
your
name in the Murray It saw that first, born child
Kirkland. Texa Jfflicted have come andhave
teachers. There are - classes for
it on to the WPA Administrator 4or Alabama, and the latter, in turn
watt- paper I .am
all
well
was
with
mother.
tempted
to tell you
Sept 6. Pre Se7fully regained their health end
Lie still in grip of death.
i
all ages.
had it sent out to every protect superintendent in the state.
About throe yeacs ago his father,
how much my father thought of It • heard their cry, so wild.
The Murray Ledger & Times
pronged their lives.
. Training Union_ meets-. every Charlie Evans,
.
.
preceded him to
Re considered you one of
When babe no more had breath. Fienclay evening at 6:15. With
What thisposcoverer learned-- iseioe only -of 'vat' ue tic other super- bear Editor:
.
You may ask. -why the differ- you
his very best friends
Here it is fall of the year again. erise" It is the contrasting
Reading
specially arranged programs in the land, beyond. Carlos is surtrecrisients. and to people veto have prejudiced. ignorant conceptions ct
Wvived.by
his mother, three blatheathering tune: The year
has fence in the climate and genial your letters brings back the mem- It makes me also think
Mtge study covering the entire ers. Eddie.
the WPA The lesmon-iit his experience is worth passing on to, all sorts been a very bad year for farmers,
Paul and Pat; a sisory of many of his friends. some 'Of ,how the years go by
weather conditions
field of doctrine, missions,' even- ter. Mrs.
Audra
of
McCuiston. and a
whom
of people It is a lemon thin most people should have recalled to. them in West Texas
have
passed away."
We had areAnd. that Pm near the brink
.
church
life
and
work.
The
almost perpetual sunshine
little niece and nephew. Margery
From Oklahoma: -In your letwindy weather m the spring and
Where soon I too must lie: estry ones in a_ whale.
are Unions for all ages be- and Charles
and even temperature the 'gar -ter to the
to mourn his departplanting' was net completed until I
paper you spoke of
-J. W. Hollapgda
ginning, with the Stlky 'flour
around
Not
- This superintendent learned that the men under'him in *PA were August.
ure. - Not only. will they miss-'Car.
Tight land trops are sleet eine_exca flake of snow' be teaching school at different places.
Mid-week meeting' Wednesday kis but
ept
th
e
in
extrelhe
there is a also. a host of
I have come to the conclusion thst
not different from other men who had worked underthat
evening at 7.:00 o'slock. This other
they burned up: sande- Una crops are northern part next to the Georgia
relatives and :friends wh.)
you are the Prof. Holsapple
very late and in need of tale- If
. that
-seemed so ware to do the- right thing about:I-their jobs.
meeting to many is. the spiritual will do. the
line.
Therefore.
there
is
no
wind
sarme. •.
taught
a summer school at a -little
we have an early - frost there wiII
,
thermometer of the church, if it
and slush to contend. with or . her* place
We can't understand why Carlos
"
Faith in people is the loundateon i.E relief:Wm it is the founciation of be very little made.,
in Marshall county called
..
is, let us increase its. tettiper'aturc should
' changes take plate as they do in Olive.
fall asleep in the bloom of
If so I - attended
Several bides of cotton have an other
-democracy. it is imperative to the achievement of the supreme -values
'Continued frOm Page One)
your
by our presence and prayers. Im- life and
states which cause severe school
leave us as he did. But
already been ginned in Heideman
there. You probably re-,mediately following_ this meeting we do know
. end expersecese-s knieme to man
Colds
one
after
another
until
the
that all things work
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many is -more
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er
Lord.
lentils
- part of my philosophy lesson anis and then
superintendent still retained Ms faith in humankind His faith 'in and
The people of Murray and adjapageant MUSICALS includvolved. Ther. that is the seat
We know that his death is mere,.
.
The temperature starting point of many ailmentsand I seemed a little dull of compr:- ing -Lobby. Lou.- '.:The Little Milk cent communities are cordially inhis respect-for his workers helped to bring out the best,in his mere His
1- 1.„„„.ion. so you said I am
ly a separation. He goes his way
pamettial previous reeortic M follow, such as
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catarrh, sinus ail- to take
spirit has'helped to snake his project worthwhile. and the work pie into.
in his eountryi and we go ours irj
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thr" MOW 'The mercury reached ment, and rheumatism
See You." -*Fen Little Lollipme." the services whenever possible to our- land.
The
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throw a rock into the water so -Three Little
103 severe days early in Septeen- shine and 'pure
e salt air here is a
Fishes.- and -Frank- I do so.
knows
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Fall is here . . . Football is in
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You need Energy on the field,
in the stands, in the classroom,
and at study.

Headache, Bad Breath
May Be Your Wainirte

There's no Better- Food than
Milk because it is Nature's FoOd,

Drink Plenty of Milk for your
Health'
s Sake during. this fall
,
.•
and winter.

Safety First Comes From Drinking
Pasteurized Milk
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• Clyde Hicks, Clarence Hicks, John
MRS. HARRY L SLEDD, Editor
Garland, Art ha
Garland, Eura
PHONE 247, PLEASE
Garland, John Garland; and the
following chhdren: Betty, Johnnye, W. B. and Buddy Hicks, and
Neva Faye Garland.
Mr. and Mrs. Hicks left Monday
Mrs. Laurine McCuiston, negress.
for Golden Meadow, La., to visit
Mrs. Hicks' parents, Mr. and Mrs. was in jail here Monday charged
wilful murder -after she- wee
Ellis Goff.
•• •••
alleged to have stabbed her husband.
Dewey McCuiston, in a quarCopy for this page should be submitted not later than
Lydian Sunday School Clam
Tuesday
rel at their home Saturday night
Meets
afternoon each week.
The Lydian Sunday school class near midnight.
__Si
•
The weapon which brought death,
met at the home of their teacher,
according to City Judge Ehtan
Kitchen Shower Given for Mrs.
Johnnye, W. B. and Buddy, and Mrs. Ethel Lassiter, on Thursday
Irvan who was called immediately
Haneline Saturday
Mrs. W. W. Earl, grandmother of Mght, §eptember 7. at 7:30 o'clock.
Officers were elected for the upon discovery of the body, was
A shower in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Hicks. of Electra, Tex.,
with
a shortbladed pocket knife. He
coming year.
Mrs. Burie Haneline was given an lee cream supper
September
Each one carried a covered dish. said witnesses signed affidavits
Saturday in the home of Mr. and 8. Several other persons were
pressaying
the two were fighting at
Visitors were: Mrs. Henry ThornMrs. Edgar Cooper. A large crowd 6nt.
the time Mrs. McCuiston %jabbed
ton and Miss Betty Thornton.
gathered with many useful gifts
A ,round table disctisston of days
Members present were: Mrs. Mo- him. An examining trial les not
being given. Sandwiches, cakes
past was of much 'interest to all ela Smith,
Mrs. Ruth Underwood, been conducted.
and lemonade were served. Forty
present. Mr. Hicks, son of John Mrs. Louise
Buckingham, Mrs. Katie
were present. and 16 sent gifts.
It. Hicks, left Kentucky when he Bailey, Mrs. Laverne
Ryan, Mrs.
was 14 years old, and 18 years Sue Jetton, Mrs.
Lucille Kelly,
Ice Cream Party Honors
later contacted his father, and has Mrs. Winnie Love, Mrs.
Mary
Hicks Visitors
spent the last three summers va- Goodman, Mrs. Eula
Mae Doherty.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tarkington and
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hicks cationing with him.
Mrs. Margaret Currier, Mrs. Mable family. Mr. and Mrs. 13. Grooms
of Murray Route 8 entertained
Those present were Mesdames Rogers. Mrs. Veneta Sexton,
Mrs. and family were called this week
their house guests, Mr. and Mrs. Carrie Hicks. Irene Hicks,
Helen Elsie Parker, Mrs. Cleo Redden, to the bedside of their mother,
C. 0. Hicks and children, „Betty, Earl; Martha
Garland, Messrs.' Mrs. Ethel Lassiter, and Mrs. Lillie Mrs. Boyd Bedwell.
Mrs. BedFarris.
well was visiting her son. Tosco
.• • • •
Bedwell, and Mrs. Bedwell and
family of near Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Toy Duncan Celebrates
Miss Mae Hart is the new opeTwenty.Fifth Birthday
Friends and relatives met at the rator at the switch-board at Cottage
Grove, taking the place of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Toy Duncan
Sunday to celebrate Mrs. Duncan's Miss Golden Tarkington.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Orr
twenty-fifth birthday. Those presvisited Mr. and Mrs. Ruff Spann
ent were as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine, Sunday.'
Mr. -and Mrs Fred Orr visited
Mr. and Mrs. Rufe Doran, Mr. and
Mrs. Hansford Duncan, Mr. and Mr. and Mts. J. L. Orr and family
Monday
night.
Mrs. Bill Duncan, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jewel Key and daughter,
Gulie Bazzell, Mrs. Pearl Adams,
Mrs, Dorothy Mangram, Mrs. Nell Dorothy Love, Misses Pauline and
Lamb and son Billy; Mrs. Nola Wilma Paschall were Saturday
When High School and College Opens it is Time
Breedlove
daughter Evon; afternoon visitors of Mrs. Lucy
and
Mrs. Neve' Cathcart, Mrs. Hilda Key.
Mrs. Jewel Key and daughter,
Elliott, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis BazFor Everyone to
zell and daughter Julia Ann; Mr. Mrs. Jessie Paschall, visited Mr.
and Mrs. cecil Bazzell and son and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and famJerry SmiTY17 Mrs. Estelle Tay- ily Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr visited
lor, Mrs. Ina Mae Webb. Miss Kittie- Mangrum, Miss Maud Marine, Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall
and
family Sunday afternoon.
Harmon Marine, Mr. and Mrs. Toy
Mr.. and lArs. Eddie Fletcher
Duncan
daughter, Brenda
and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris FlechFaye.
At- the noon hour a delicious er Sunday,
lunch was spread on the lawn. . Mrs. Hollis Grooms. Mrs. Berna
The afternoon was, spent in con- Love TarkingtOn. and Mrs. Oyna
Orr visited Mrs. Lizzie Paschall
versation.
You can look your best this
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and and Mrs. Nannie Paschall Saturfall and economically too-Mrs. Jennings Turner and chil- day afternoon. .Orrian .Paschall was a dinner
dren, Billie, Loretta, and Jean
By sending us your last
Edwin, and Mr. and Mrs. Boyd guest of Mrs. Rebecca Paschall
year's
Carter and children,. Hazel, Ruthie, and family Monday.
Herbert Orr and Oman PasJimmie and Larrie.
•••••
chall hauled barn wood.. for Fred
Orr Monday afternoon.
J. W. Barrow is Honored With
Elrnee- Paschall bas hauled logs
Birthday Dinner
Sunday, riends and relatives to build a new house.
Glynn Orr has been suffering
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Barrow, in honor of with an Infected toe.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key had as
Mr. Barrow's 66th birthday. AO
dinner 'guests.
Sunday,
the noon hour three large tables their
"Uncle Jim" Hooper. Miss Emma
were put on the lawn and were
Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Kuyloaded with delicious food.
kendall, .Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
,Those that enjoyed the day were
Wicker and daughter, Mr. and
Mr. and. Mrs. J. W. Barrow, Mr. Mrs. Hubert
Hooper and children.
and Mrs. Joseph Thornton and Afternoon visitors
in the Key home
daughter, Jo Ann, Mr. and Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall
Herman Outland and, daughter, and son, Vernon Hugh, and Mr.
Sarah, Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Out- and Mrs. Rudolph Key and daughNOW
land and children. J. B.. ltlenoy, ter.—Happy Jack.
Oneda, Geneva and Sue. Mr. and
Mrs. Rudy McDougal . and son,
•
Billy. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Knight
and children. Noble, James, and
For QUALITY CLEANING
Misses Pearl, Corine and DoroDonna. Mr. and Mrs. Bufford
Barrow, Mr. and Mrs. Otho Cook, thy Jackson and Mrs. Mable Jackand children. Hobert. Jr.. and son spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mary Lou':' Mrs. Pearl Clark and Mrs. Bob Jackson and children.
Marshall Clayton and daughter,
daughter, Wanda Sue, Mr. and
Mrs. Johrtnie Barrow, Mr. and Dortha Jeane and Tommie Faye.
Mrs. Luther Compton and chil- visited Sunday evening with Mr.
dren, Myrtle. James, John L., Mr. and Mrs. Willie Clark.
Mrs. Connie Wilson and daughand Mrs. Tilman - Barrow, Miss
ters. Cecil and Edna Mae, visited
Elnora Barrow.
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. BusThose that came in the aterter Buie and children.
noon were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
.Mr. and Mrs. Chester Canady
Outland, Mr. and Mrs. Alutrs Out- and baby, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
land and daughter. Mary Martha, Boyd and children Visited -Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Outland and with Mr. and Mrs. George McFargranddaughter, Neva Gray.
land near Paris.
Mrs. Minnie Jackson and daughSouth Side Court Square
METHODIST CHURCE1 NOTES ter Pear. and Mrs. Alice Boyd .
were Friday evening guests' of
4
Lucille and Brenda Maye ClaySunday. September 17, 1939
ton.
—
The pastor will preach at the
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Buie and
morning
worship
hour, 10:50 children spent Saturday night with
o'clock, on "What My Church Mrs. Connie Wilson and family.
Membership Means to Me," and
Miss Pearl Jackson spent Monat the conclusion of the sermon day night with Lucile Clayton.
a class will be received into
church membership. We urge' all
Methodists who expect to make
Murray their home to identify
themselves with us.
At the evening worship hour.
7:30 o'clock. the pastor will preach
The Rev. C. N. Jolley. district
on "The Desire for Immediate ReMethodist
of
sults" or "The' Grace of Patience." superintenderit
We welcome to our Sunday churches will begin a revival meetSchool the Methodist students re- ing at the New Hope church Sim=
turning to college and if your de- day night, it was announced today
The Uni`ed States Government recommends and protects
nomination has no organization in by the Rev. E. H. Lax, pastor of
from exploitation tile curative waters of Hot Springs
Murray, you may be sure of a the Murray Circuit.
Notional Park, Arkansas. They ore used with amazPreaching services will begin at
good welcome at the Methodist
ing success in the treatment of neuritis, arthritis,
11 o'clock in the morning and at
church.
and similar ills that sap energy. The combinaMr. Filbeck has taught this class 7:30 in the evening.
tion of drinking the water, taking the baths,
Preaching services will be conof college students for some years
and enjoying the sports shot abound at
and always brings a good message. ducted at Lynn Grove Sunday
- Hot Springs is the way thousands take
The young people in their meet- morning at 11 o'clock by PaStor
to recover health and pep.
ews
ings at 8:45 have a fine social op- Lax.
A visiting pastor will. be in
portunity and the possibility of
charge
of
church
services
at Goshen
development in Christian service.
We welcome to our church those Sunday night at 7:30.
of other denominations who do
WOODLAWN SCHOOL
not have an organization in MurHONOR ROLL
ray and assure them that ,they
will hear nothing to give offence.
The honor roll for the second
Come and worship with us. We
hold out the hand of Christian month of school is as follows:
First grade: Eugene Garland. and
brotherhood to all.
J. Mack Jenkins. Pastor Sue Bray.
Third grade: Robert Allen, Earle
Wyatt, and L. D. Workman.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Fourth Grade: Billie Geurin.
Ruby
Fae Smotherman, Merle
A. V. Havens, Minister
Write For free
Sills, and Juanita Johnson.
Cisco-Move Booklet
Make your stay one of added enjoyment.
"Judge Not," will be the sermon
Sixtn grade: Neva Allen, Calvin
A SAEGER
Stop at the Eastman Hotel. This popular
subject of A. V. Havens, minister Hall, Robert Brandon, and Hubert,
Manager
hostelry is located at the head of Bath House
of the First Christian church, at Brandon.
Row in its own privet,* park. It offers quiet relaxathe morning worship service, next
•
tion:110 is colivenient to every activity and recreational
Sunday. The service will begin
Pulaski county farmers are seisefeature in Hot Springs. 500 Rooms- from 11.50
at 10:45 Sunday morning.
ing a mixture of crimson clover
The Sunday school, led by Sup- and Italian rye +grass as a cover
H GRADY MANNING, Pres SOUTHWEST HOTELS INC
erntendent R. L. Wade will meet Crop on tobacco land.
at 9:30 Sunday morning.
"Laughing at the Wrong Time,"
Discomfort
will be the sermon subject at the
Sunday night church service which
For quick relief
will be held at 7:30.
The Mid-Week meeting. will be from the misery
held Wednesday night at 7:30.
of colds, take 686
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FaTh
Modes
Featuring
Comfort
and Smart Styling

Featuring

BACK FULLNESS!
FRONT FULLNESS!
CIRCULAR SWING!.

A grand, new shoe selection
that is "one of the most complete and one of the finest
we've ever featured in such
a low, price category. Newly'
accepted colors . . . Kidskins, Suedes, and Calf-,
skins . . . Drapings, pleatings, shirrings . . . Plateau
types, modified Dutch boys,
balloon toes, slip-ons with
tailored effects . . . and
scores of other treatments
that sheath the foot In
beauty and comfort. See
them all today.

New Prices

All Styles

from British bootmakers comes rich, mellow, "aged"

ANTIQUE
FINISH

Figuratively speaking—the most flattering dresses
you have ever worn. Sleek bodiced, snug-waisted—
their skirts fall in rythmic folds. In Jersey, Satin,
Crepe, Black and Rich Solids. All sizes.

In
semi-brogue
and
full-brogue
fall treatmeNs.

$198 $298 $395

BOONE

CLEANER S

In shades of new
fall tans and
browns.

2.98

Revival Meeting
To Begin Sunday at
New Hope Church

Others $1.98

H

ere's a famous vegetable tannage that imparts an expensive
custom appearance to these smart calfskin shoes. You'll like
the mellow and "seasoned" tone . . . the -wratter repellent
pliability
ad the fidelity to original color after continuous
polishing and adverse weather. Sizes 6 to 11.

FOR HAPPINESS AND HEALTH

•

It PATI to 'read our CLASSIFIEDS.

Liquid -Tablets- Salve-Nose

Hats of Distinction

Boy's

ALL ,SUITS

GroWn-up models vvi h all the new style features
you _like ill Dad's suit! Plain and Fancy Worsteds
. . . Hardwoven materials that assure long wear
........•

• Distinctive Styling
•Distinctive Shapes
• Distinctive Colots • Distinctive Finishes

'V'V 9295
Dat
kii
rui
tSt
ore
s
6
$1.98, $2.98

Drops

•

••••.•••••••-•••••••••••••••

la_

•
16...11100"OMMIP,16616•411111116tat
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,
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"
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Reconditioned Genuine
Fur Felt Hats

98c

.•
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COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER /4,-TA39

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

thence• east seventy-six (76) poles
more or leas to a stone, the pointers are a Black Jack, Black Oak
and Post Oak; thence south one
hundred thirty-two (133) poles to
Thoaa on the licit ttat are beta stake in township line; thence
ter. Miss New Mitt* Who has
Calloway Circuit Coen
Calloway Circuit Court
west with said line. seventy-six
been ill for sOilletirpe, is better at
Calloway Moon Court
('alloosy Circuit Court
Herman Rosa Admr. of The Estate Guy Henderso
4761 poles more or less to the be-.
n. Admr.. of R. A. Hilda R. Jones Ward and Lennis Bank of Murray.
this writing. of IL F. Smith,
Iffesderson,
ginning, containing sixty-two (62)
Jesse Culver and Wis. Howard
Ward,
Plaintiff, acres
Plaintiff,
two ,(1) rods thirty-two (33)
Plaintiff.
Plaintiffs,
Vs. Judgment
Vs. Judgment
NEW YORK. Sept. 14-BUSI- had been through a sandstorm.") and Harold, visited litT. and Mrs.
'Vs. Judgment and Order of Sale
poles.
Vs, Judgment
John Culver and Ms. and Mrs.
Mr. R. B. Bean and Mrs. R. B.
NESS-First American reaction to He managed to get an orange,
Joe Gljbrt. I Al.„
-A. Me('utstow Et At.
but
On the wa415 of the west fork
Pearl R. Jones ('herry.
Bean,
the European war was-a concerted it was served in a velvet-lined box Aubrey Culver last week-end.
Defendasts
(if
Clark's
river;
Defendan
Mrs. Carlie Steele and son. Jack,
being
ts
the
east rush to spend money. Orders from
Defendant
By ofitue of - a judgment and
Defendants
and cost $1.50. Only shirts he were in Murray Wednesda
By virtue of a judgment and
By vrtue of a judgment and
y.
By virtue of a judgment and end of the S. E. Qr. of Sec. 34. T. all over the country poured into could buy were
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- order of sale
rough, gritty, as
of the Calloway Cir- order of sale of the Calloway Cir- order of sale
Mrs. Jesse Culver and Ray Steele
of the Calloway Cir- 3. R. 3 East; bounded as follows, Wall Street pushing stock prices synthetic as the sawdust
cuit Court. rendered at the August cuit Court.
bread.
rendered at the August cuit Court, rendered at the August cuit Court,
are quite ill.
rendered at the August viz: Beginning at the north boun- way up. Housewives besieged food
term thereof. 1939, in the above term' thereof.
On the other hand, for those
dary line of said Qr. seventy-five
1939, in the abo've term thereof. 1939. in the above term thereof,
SolOn Duncan was in Murray
1939. in the above
ease* for the purpose of payment cause for the
stores lugging home large quantities whq want to know how things
purpose of payment cause for the purpose of division cause for
475)
rods
from
Wednesday.
the N. W. corner of staples.
the purpose of payment
of debts, and costs herein expend- of $1300.00 with
Wheat, corn, cotton and may be for us if this country beof
interest
said
thereon,
section;
of
thence
Mrs. Carlie Steele and
property,
eaat to the
and costs herein ex- of $378.80. together with interest
Mrs.
ed Ishall proceed to offer for at the rate of 6,established corner; thence south to ot her agricultural commodities comes involved in the war, another Lydia M. Duncan helped Mrs. Theo,
,• per annum. pended. I shall proceed to offer thereon at
the rate of
WA at the court house door an from February 12. 1938.
per
joined
frantic
anupswing.
the
in
Buybook
just published ("What Will Smith can tomatoes
establish
the
ed
until
paid.
corner;
for
sale
thence
at
the
court
west
house
door
Monday.
Murray, Kentucky. to the high- and $395.00
num from the 24th day of August,
ing of stocks was based on a be- Happen and What to Qo When
with interest from June in Murray. Kentucky. to the highMr. and Mrs. Edmon Morris and
es( Wider at public auction. on 22, 1939, until
Itlirs until paid, and costs here- to the established corner; of E. lief that American industry will re- War Comes")
paid, and costs here- est bidder at public auction, on
is a very informative
M. Jones land; thence north with
Monday. the 25th day of Septem- in expended.
expended
in
I
shall
.
ceive a strong shot in the arm since document. Five experienced Amer- children spent Thoraday night
proceed to of- said line
I shall proceed to Monday. the 25th
to the beginning Conwith Mr. and Mrs. Howell Smith.
of September, 1939, at 1 o'clock or there- offer for
sale at the court houso ber, 1939. at 1 o'clock or there- fer for sale at the court house taining eighty-nine (69) acres and America's defense program is cer• ican newspapermen have set clown
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Duncan ertd
about tame being county coreirt door in Murray.
door in Murray. Kentucky, to the
tam n to be greatly intensified, which their concePtion of what will
Kentucky
fifteen
.
416)
to
hapthe
poles
more
about
children
'same
or
spent Saturday night And
being,
less.
J. would mean big governme
county court highest 1:44:Ider at public auction,
day), upon a credit of six months, highest bidder
nt orders pen to your property, your jOb, Sunday with
at public auetion. os day), upon a credit of six months.
P.
Scott
being
the
owner
of
Mr, and gra Clyde
the
the following described property, Monday. the
on
Monday.
the
25th
day
for
industry.
of
SepExcessive
buying
your
of
business and, finally, your Schroeder.
25th day of Septem- the following described property,
north half consisting of fortybeing and lying in Calloway Coun- ber, 1939,
at 1 o'clock. or there- being and lying in Calloway Coun- tember. 1939. at 1 o'clock or there- four (44) aces eighty-seven and foodstuffs occurred largely because life. D is a grim picture they
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Smith
ty, Kentucky, to-wit
about (same being county coutt
of recollectlbha of scarcities end portray, but nevertheless
about isame being county court ty. Kentucky.
a cap- were guests of Mr and Mrs. Clyde
to-wit:
Same being a trace of forty- day), upon a
day.. ups& a credit of six months, one-half (8741 poles more or less high prices that developed between able analysis
credit
of
of
probabilit
months,
six
For
the
ies.
purchase
price the purSchroeder Sunday.
The West one-half (SS) of the
. •
eight and one-half (481a) acres the following
described property, South-West Quarter of Section the following described property, chaser must execute bond with 1914 and 1918. This is the most
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Schroeder
and described as follows: Begin- being
being and lying in Calloway Counready explanation as there Is no
and lying in Calloway Coun- eighteen .18), Township
approved
securities
THINGS
,
TO
were
bearing
WATCH
guests
legal
of Mr. and Mrs. Ervie
FOR-In
two (2) ty, Kentucky, to-wit:
ning at the N. W. corner of the ty, Kentucky
. to-wit:
interest from the day of sale until actual shortage in any of these refrigerators of tomorrow, a com- Schroeder Sunday.
Range four (4) East. Containing
N. W Qr. of Sec. .35 T. IL R. 3.
Lying on the South West Cornecessities of life at present.
Beginning at . a .stone en the eighty 180)
partment for storing a week's suppaid, and having the force and
Mr. and Mrs. Rowell Smith and
acres, enore or less, ner of the North West Qr..
East thence South thirty. (30) de- Wadesbor
of
o Road at the corner lot same being and lying in
ply of quick-frozen foods . . . little Jtryee Ann and Shirley Sean
grees, East eighty-one 481) poles now
Calloway Sec. 25. T. 3. R. 3 East. beginning effect of a judgment. Bidders will
SUGAR-Of all foodstuffs, sugar
owned by Sam Waters run- County. Kentucky
be prepared to comply promptly
New process for lining steel pipes are spending today with Mrs, /la.
south to a stake. thence North ning thence
seven
• (7) rods and six and one. with these
was the major concern of housenearly
north
with
terms.-George S. 'Hirt,
with cement so they can carry ne Morris of - Dexter.
Deed to the above described fourth
eighty-free (85) degrees East ninewive who last week flocked to the
)VO/ feet East of the Master Commissioner,
said Waters line (pow C. P. Mc- land is on record
highly corrosive liquids . . . New
Leon Duncan spent Friday and
in the
ty-six QED poles to a stake. thence
stores to buy as a protection against
Ciiiston) to a stone in a gulley the Clerk -at the Callowayoffice of South West corner of said Qr.,
names
for Pullman cars in a re- Saturday night with his cousins,
North five i5) degrees West eightyCounty thence East nineteen (19) rods,
war Conditions and rising prices.
cent car-naming contest the com- Hutt and Edward Dunein
cfne 4811 , poles to a tOelt. theme near Post Oak tree, thence down Coat in Master Commissioner's ten and
Some stores, it is reported, had to
one-fourth (HM). feet,
said gulley nearly west to a stone Deed Book 5 at Page 38.
pany received' 780,808 suggestions
Mrs, Cavite Steele is Sick today
South eighty-five
851
degrees
post signs saying, "No More
thence North fifteen (15) rods,
.
A glass jar so imperehatil to from a scare she got yesterday
For the purchase price the pur- thence West
West rmety-six .96 poles to the in a gulley on J. C. Stubblefield's
Sugar." Others. which •last week
eight
-(
8)
rods
and
line:
thence
nearly south with chaser must execute bond with
beginning corner containing fortywere selling five pounds for 25 temperature changes that it can caused by her two sons getting lost
five (5) feet. thence South seven
eight and one-half ,48L2) acres said Stubblefield's line to a stone approved securities, bearing legal and one-half (711) rods,
cents, marked up the price to 30 be dipped into ice water while but were found safe and playing
thence
on
the
road
above
mentione
d;
interest, from the day of sale un- eleven
more or less.
and 35 cents a bag. Reassurance red hot without cracking-soon to with some other little boys.
411) rods and feet. thence
For the purchase price the pur- thence nearly west with said road til paid, and having the force and South to the beginning
-POP Eye
Was given to consumers, howiever, be announced . . National Donut
and conCalloway Circuit Court
chaser must execute bond with to the beginning._ containing two effect of a judIrmerit Bidders will taining one and one-fourt
by
one large grocery chain, who Week, beginning October 9; efh
tISO)
Genie Bedwell. AdmInistratrix of
fort
will
be
made
for
appr.oVed securities, bearing legal 421 acres more or. less. See Deed be prepared to comply promptly acres.
first
time
to
told newsmen that instructions had
J. J. Bedwell. deceased,
establish
this spelling, leaving prevents air expanding
interest from the day of sale ui- Book 64, Page 95. in the Office of with these terms.-George S. Hart.
been sent to all
Grantors title to the above deand the
Plaintiff, the company of the divisions of out the "ugh" . . . Heat insulated floeding of ink due
til paid, and having the force and the Clerk of the Calloway County Master Commissioner.
to the warmth
scribed land was obtained by deed
throukhout the fountain
Judgment
Vs.
pens-com
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
position
barrel
of
the
fingers
United
.
.
States
.
from B. C. Stokes and wife, John- Archie A. Itedwll
that the buying
One lot -off of the north side (45
Bedwe and Wife, Mrs. policy
be t.PrePored to MTnPlY PrmnPUY
of the company is to be
nie Stokes on Oct 19, 1921, as Archie A.Andersll
e ; Brent Bedwell strictly
with these terms -George S. Hart.[ft by 130 ft) of the following deadhered
to,
shown
that is: (1) No
by
deed
recorded
in Deed and Mrs. Brent Bedwell. Mrs.
scribed land: Commencing at a
Master Commissioner.
speculative purchases of any ComBook 46. page 203, in the office of Charlie Anderso
Hickory tree in W. M. Cook's field.
on and husband, modity are
to be made. (2) Buythe Clerk of the Calloway County Charlie
running nearly north with Dr. J.
n: Mrs. T. C. Rags- ing, as in
the past. must be on the
Court.
nFerDoicrk's
to as.ro;c
ik
dale and T. C. Ragsdale her husbasis
or merchandising needs of
A.50 the following described band.
opposite
cal
oenaere°e
rfthe company. .3) No retail sales
lands,
the
garden (belonging to the
Defendants were to be priced
Calloway Circuit Court
above the basis
Fifty-three
premises). thence East to a rock Clarence McDaniel, Admr..
acres more or
By virtue of a judgment and
of the less, it being lot
near the' corner of said garden. Estate of A. B. Lee,
number 3 in the order. of sale of the Calloway Cir- of the company's. normal profit . .
Deceased.
Meanwhile sugar Men insisted that
division 'c(f the lands-of J. C. Baz- cuit Court. rende
joining S. J. Waters' lot. thence
at the August available supplies at
refineries 'Ire
zell among his children, and be- term thereof,wit39,
East along the line between said
it9
in the above ample to meet requireme
Vs. Judgment
Calloway Circuit Court
nts.
ing a portion of the N. E Qr. of cause for the ptirpose
lot and garden to a rock at cor- Finis Lee, Et Al,
of payment was backed up by a Departme This
Louis Butler, et id, Mrs. Lends
nt of
Sec. 33 T. 3. R. 3 East,
ner thence north to a rock at
of $1185.38,
h interest thereon Agriculture statement
Defendan
t
Battler.
. The retail
Also: Sixty-three -.63) acres, it February 2. 1939. and costs
corner of said lot on street. thence
By virtue of a judgment and
here- shprtage occurred last week,
Plaintiff, East wjth the street to a rock at
it
order of sate of the Calloway Cir- being lot number 2 of the same in expended: I shall proceed to was explained,
Ve. Judgment
only because wholedivision except one-half its). acre offer for sale at the
corner joining T. J. Marberry lot
court house sale distributing channels
Anomie. Pace. Herbert Pace. Loa- and about twelve (12) feet from cuit Court, rendered at the August cut- diagonally off of the
were
North door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
tinie Saarland. Herbert Bourland, the N. v corner of stone house term thereof. 1939, in the above East Qr.' of said tract and
temporarily unable to cope with
a part highest bidder at public auction,
Troy Butler. Fio.v- Baths. Roy cin said lot. thence South about cause for the isimpose of division of the East side of the North
the suddenly increased demand.
Butler. Harmon Butler: Carmen two 42) feet back of stone house of properk. and, costs herein ex- Qr. of Sec. 33 T. 3. R.-3 East, East on Monday. the 25th day of Sepand tember, 1939, at 1 o'clock' or thereBattler. John Butler, Bonnie But- to the N. W. Corner of same. pended. I shall • proceed to offer the . la
FACTS AND FORECAST-Re.nds contained in the
ler. Gracie Lee Butler Nora Lee thence East with wall of brick of- for sale at the court house door above desariptions containin two about (same being county court vealing glimpse of the way things
g one day). upon a credit of six Months,
in Murray. Kentucky. to the highButler, Robert Neale Batter. James fice and to
really
are with the people of Gerhundred
sixteen
and ono-half the .following described property,
9 rock at corner on
Parker, Clarence Butler. Mary But- street running South. thence South est bidder at public auction. on 41181.i) acres more or
less except being and lying in Calloway Coun- many. oncensored, is found in the
ler. Helen Butler, Maltiline Parker, to a rock at corneo of Church lot. Monday. the 25th day of Septem- thirty-nine and one-half
just-publ
ished book by C. V R.
439.41 ty, Kentucky, towit:
ber. 1939. at 1 o'clock or 'there'Defendants thence back to the beginning corThompson. noted English writer
acres off of the north side of the
about
Being
Isame
part
a
being
of
the
county
south
east
ceurt
By virtue' of a judgment and ner at a Hickory tree in the W.
who is U. S. correspondent for the
above description which has here- quarter of section
U. T. 3. R 3
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- M. Cook field, containing three 43) nay). upon a credit of six .months. tofore been sold to B.
C. Stokes East; then beginning sixty-three London Daily Express, "I Lost My
cuit Court. renderd at the Auglist acres more or less. See Deed the following described property. and making the total arhount
English
Accent." He tells of his
mat- (63) rods west of the S. E. corner
being-and tying in Calloway Counterm thereof.. 1939. in the' above Book 48. Page 162.
visit to Munich
veyed in the two ,above descrip of the above named,
ty. Kentucky. to-wit:
quarter and 1938 pact. No at the time of the
cause fur the purpose of division
Beginning at the S. W. corner
tions
butter was served
seventy-seven .77) acres running thence north to the creek;
The west half of the south east
of property, and costs. herein ex- of Q. A. McCui.ston Igtos.lhen
in the hotel dining room. The
c!
, Qr. of Sec. 12, T. 3. R. 5 E., con- more or less.
thence
west
with
said
creek
to
a
pended. I shall proceed to offer south twenty-five 4252 feet, thence
Grantors right to convey said branch known as the line between bread was synthetic ("After eatfor sale at the court house door in Ed one hundred sixty-eight .168. taining eighty 480) acres, more or land is shieszn by deed
from F. D. the H. 51, 'Langston land and C. ing a sandwich I felt as though I
Murray. Kentucky. to the • highest feet, to the road. thence north less.
Deed to said land is on recoed in Blaney and wife. Elizabeth Finney,
Jones land; thence south with
bidder at public auction. on Mos- eleven 11) feet to the church lot.
dated August 2nd. 1904, and re- the branch to a rock
:miser; term thereof, 1939, in the above
ley. the 25th day of September. thence west thirty and one-half the Office of Clerk of the Calle- corded ifs deed book 24.
page
465.
way
County
Thence
west to the west line of cause for the purpose of division
Court.
in
Deed
Book
1939. at.. 1 o'clock or thereabout (30%) feet, thence north eight 484
in the office 'of the Clerk of the the S. W. Qr. of S. 11. T.
3. R. 3. of property, and costs herein ex!Sable being county court day). feet, thence west one hundred' 8, Page 82.
For the purchase price the pur- Calloway County Court.
;
E.; in C. C. Ky.; Thence south to pended, I shall proceed to offer
upon.' if credit of sue months, the `thirty-seven T137i feet to the beAlso:
Another
tract described the corner of L. A. Jones twenty- for sale at the court house door
chaser must execute bond with
following described property. bine ginning corner, located in the
as
follows:
One
house
and
lot in six 426) acres to the south west in Murray, Kentucky, to the highand lying in Calloway County. towp of New Concord. Ky. See approved securities, bearing legal the town of Kirksey,
ond lying in corner of said Qr thence east to est bidder at public auction, on
interest from the day of sale unKentiteke. to-wit: Deed Book C, Page 175.
,,,, o 4
til paid, and having the force and the North East .Qr.. of Sec. 26. T. the begiiming containing eighty- Monday. the 25th day of SeptemLying and being in Calloway
One lot or parcel of land situ- effect of
5
:
ilititoetkirle('
a judgment. Bidders will 3. R. 3. East, bounded as follows. five f951 acres more or less. Also ber. 1939. at 1 o'clock or theretcdit.t.'
county. Ky.. known and designat- ated in Mew Concord out of the
be prepared to comply promptly Beginning at the N. E. Corner of another tract in the north half about (same being county court
€,,,'"
ed as a part of the North East Southeast forrier-Of lot No. 6 as
a
half acre lot deeded to S. A. of the N. E Qr. of S. 14. T.
with, these terms.-George S. Hart,
3. R. day), upon a credit of six months,
ou441.4
Qr. of. Sec. 29 T 3 R 4 East, bound- showy in `deed from M. E. MariA
TIVkii"
Jones by J. C. Sanders. thence 3. E.; beginning at'the N. W.
Master Commissioner.
cor- the following described, property.
ed as follows: Beginning at-a berry and others to A. G. Smith
svet.;:•,7
West ten (10) rods. thence North ner and running eget about fifty- being and lying in Calloway Coun1
1 tIZ1
point in the Sec. line of said N. known as the Stilley and Wesson
sixteen (16) rods. thence East ten eight (58) rods; thence south
about ty, Kentucky, to-wit:
E. Qr, fifty-two and one-half .52 Shop lot described as follows: Be.10) rods. thence South o sixteen forty-four 444) rods;
Fifty (50) acres of land off of
thence west
se) poles South of the N. E. Cor- ginning at the S.
corner of lot
416) rods to the beginning and to the west line of the Qr.
thence the ,north side of a sixty-nine (61).
ner of said Qr.; thence West No. 6 as shown above. thence
containing one (1) acre.
north to beginning containing six- acre tract of the west side of the
seventy-six
476)
poles
thence- West sixty (60, feet to corner
Grantors rights to .convey said teen 416) acres more or less.
For west half of the northwest quarter
South- fifty-two and one-half 452 post of a wire fence, thence N.
land is shown by deed from Q chain of title see deed book
65, of Section 18 Township 1, range
r polars, thence East seventy-six thirty' 40, feet with said fence:
T. Guier and wife Lola Guier. page 271 in, C. C. C. C. office.
3 cast (in Calloway County),_ 4761 poles to the section line; thence East sixty ..180) -feet to the
• Calieuay Circled 'Court
dated Aug. 18. 1921. and recorded 'For the purchase price the
Also, Ten 4101 acres out of the
purthence North fifty-two and one- New Concord and Mouth Sandy Mrs. Lillie E. Miller, Administra- in Deed Book 46, page
239,
in
the
chaser must execute bond with northeast corner of the southeast
hale =meal t poles to the eetwirett i Road. thence' South with said road trix of William Miller.
Deceased, office of the Clerk of the Callo- approved Securities, bearing legal quarter of Section 12 Township 1,
cornet, containing twenty-five(25 to the beginning. See Deed Book Et Al,
way County Court. •
interest from the day of sale un- range 2 east. Beginning at the
acres snore or less. J. A Butler 64. Page
For the purchase price the pur- til paid. and having the force
Plaintiff.
'
and northeast corner of said quarter:
For the purchase price the purobtained title to the above land
Vs, Judgment
chaser must execute bond with effect of a judgment. Bidders
will thence west about six (6) rods to
by deed from
K. Jones on chaser muss execute bond with Geraldine Miller, Et Al.
approved securities, bearing legal be prepared to comply promptly the State Road: thence with the
approved securities, bearing legal
Sept 17, 1902. and the- he
Defendants interest from the day of sale un- with these terms.-George
S. Hart, meanderings of the State Road to
',named herelli -by Otheritence from interest from the ..day of sale unBy virtue of a judgment and til paid, and having the force and Master
the south line of said quarter;
Commissioner,
til paid. and having the force and order of sale of the Calloway Cir- effect of a judgment
A.
. Bidders will
thence east to the . county line;
_ effect of a judgment. Bidders will cuit Court, rendered at the August be prepared
P'or the- purchase price the
to comply _promptly
thence north following the county
chast
44,. milio execute bond with be prepared' to comply promptly term thereof, 1939. in the above with these terms.-George S. Hart.
line,to the beginning, ( in Graves
approved securities, bearing legal with' these terms.-George Hart_ cause for the purpose of payment Master Commissioner.
County).
interest from the day • of sale tin- Master Commissioner.
Of debt and division of property.
Said two tracts to be offered
and costs herein expended. I shall
til paid. WI having tire' force and'
separately, each as a whole, and
effect of a lodgment. Bidders will
proceed to offer for sale at the
-PIC SUPPER
to then offer the said two tracts
court house door in Murray: Kenbe prepared "*v, comPly promptly
together.
with these terMe-George S. Hart.
There will be a pie supper at tucky, to the highest bidder at
Calloway Circuit Court
For the purchase price the purMas
Conahissi
ter
Kirk's Ridge School Saturday. night. public auction, on Monday. the
Oner.
.
Cleatotts Jackson, Et Al,
chaser must execute bond with
September .16. every one is invited. 25th day of September, 1939. at 1
Plaintiffs, approved stcurities 'bearing legal
o'clock or thereaffaut (same being
Approximately 100 .horr.es will
Vs. Judgment
.
interest from the day of sale uncounty court - day). upon a credit
be reached by The ruts). electrifo
Calloway Circuit Court
NOW is the Time to Repair your
Remus Jackson, Et Al,
Lees county pastures are the'best of
til paid, and having the force and
home'
for fall and
six months, the following de- Herman Scott, single, T. M. Scott,
cation program u, Franklin coon- in some
Defendan
effect
ts
winter-YOU'LL Save by Keepin
of a judgment. Bidders will
years. reports'. County scribed property,
g cold out and
being and lying and Irene Scott and his wife. Virty.
By virtue of a judgment and be- prepared to comply promptly
Agent T. H. Jones Heat in.
in Calloway County, Kentucky. ginia Pea and A. V. Pea,
her hus- order of sale of the -Calioway Cir- with these terms.-George S. Hart,
to-wit:
band,
cuit Court. rendered at %e August Master Commissioner.
'One' hundred- (100) feet off of
Plaintiffs
A defective roof doesn't merely
the North side of lot No. 20,• in the
let water leak
Vs, Judgment
through-it alloWs cold to enter
E. B. Irvan addition its the town Deena Scott, jgidow.
too .. . and heat
San Diego,
of Murray. plate to same recorded Calif.: Dorthy Scott
to escape as well.
in deed book 29: Page 3. in Coun- and her husband, HarryWallinsord
Wallingty Clerk's office, said lot running ford. San Diego,
Calif.; Oven
East and West three hundred fifty- Scott Hedge and
As a result, yOur roof is an importa
nt factor in
husband
/lye and two-thirds (355 2-3) feet. Hedge. San Diego,
fuel costs-Play safe by letting
Calif.; Katheus t heck it now
Deed to Said 'property is record- rine 0. Scott. age
20
years,
and
Los
give you an estimate on a New
ed in the office of the Clerk of Angeles. Calif.:
Johns-ManLolyd E. Scott. Jr.,
ville roof.
the Calloway County Court in age 17 years,
Los Angeles, Calif..
.
Deed Book 60. page 224.
Thotnas Scott. age 9 years, Los
For the purchase price the pur- Angeles, Calif,
Also you will find a Johns
chaser Must execute bond with
-Manville Rock-Wool
Defendant
Insulation job for your home a
approved securities, bearing legal
By virtue of a judgment and
great fuel saver,
interest from the day of sale un- order
as well as making your home
cooler. You will be
til Paid. and having the force and cuit of sale of the Calloway CirCourt, rendered at the August
surprised how moderately your
effect of a judgment. Bidders will term
home can be inthereof. 1939. in the above
sulated.
be prepared to comply promptly
With these terms.-George .S. Hart,. cause for the purpose of division
of property. and costs herein exMasterCommissioner.
pended. I shall 'proceed to offer'
Phone_ 72=-Now . . . Ask for Jack,
Emcee...cid traveler, to St Lou,,
Sam Boyd
for sale at the court -house door
Neely, Humphreys Key, or Dave Hopkin
lune solved thee hotel problems
TVA Worker Shot
in Murray, Kentucky. to -the highsGILBER'f'SVILLE, Ky W. A est
Ihe Aste.c.ra prcoades•locabos
"
...
Our
Estimators-At Your Service
bidder at public auctiOn. on
Harnmontree, Benton, a TVA work- Monday
cote4seeat to se poires of memo
the 25th day of Septemer, was shot in.-the „hip about 3
cad to J toosoonaboo.."Cl realber. 1939, at 1 o'clock or thereo'clock Sunday morning by Ben- about
ly line occosonsodelkoss Pc441
(same being county tourt • 4.
ton Watchman Neal Owens after dayo
the do sot imolor iiay sacrifice
upon a credit of Six months.
he resisted arrest at the hands of the
oi comfort or seneseAlesys Isle
following described property,
Owens
on
charge
of helps
food st the Americo.
. being and lyitig in Calloway Coun1.
ty„ Mentucky.•to•Wit:
Being a part of the west half of
ROOM WITH BATH 450
ckunCs
the south east quarter of section
had Mc/mi.:sr:1 cOnstapifOry 34
OTHER
T. 3. R. 3. East:. Bounded as
awful
SEVENTH SIMI AND
gas bleating. _headaches and bah nakts.
MST CONVENIENT SPOT IN
VIUTT-IWEST FITTELS
Adlerika
te:heays helped right away. Su'A'.
follows.
MARKET ROULEVARD
Beginning at the south
eat sausa ge Lana is's, pie,
MA /V.TN7
• PeA Sp.mos hesenci Psek Seasavis
anythi
I waist. west -Corner of said quarter at a
MOTEL MARION,'' 1.141• aree.k.Argessas
HARRY H Cregit.L MGR.
..,,
Incorporated
-take; in the township line; thence
VIC404401/WO 4-14-1.11.
burg. an.14isePa.
porth-with, the west line of said
GARAGE AND
Just
North
,
of the Water -To:wer
NITEL frOlTRISMTAL.
as CRy. Iihstsur •
PAMING IA001Lt.
queries section one hundred thir. .
.ta0a,0. 0.,
Dale St Stubbletteid
Goan v
W. A. MANNING, Mgr.
ty-two (132i Poles to a stake
4
oz.

Behind the Scenes in
American Business

Gordon Ridge
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Mrs. Cyrus Curd, editors of "South
Reporter", allow them a page in
the newspaper. Like our colored
folks many of them are well eduMrs. Alice Hale of Murray spent
like my granddaughter, Mrs. cated. Never have
Mr . and Mrs. Obie Paschall.
I been guilty
the week -end with her cousin,
i‘,.te Adams. I had rather NOT of writin_g
liello to all!
Mr. and Mrs. Puron Coats. Jim
disrespectfully of BAY- M. Pea of Coldwater.
hear any more -about the-War
Hope everyone is feeling •fine. Wilkerson, and Howard and Harreliton.
Mrs. Pea has been in declining The weather
'FOSS the deep, blue sea. 'Vanity
down this way is still old Stone, were Sunday guests of
They (1) inquired of me "when
health for the past five years.
alio vexation of spirit.
dry
but lots cooler. There is no Mr. and Mrs. Delnius Paschall.
will we have rain" I said, "the
To Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Chris- sickness to
report
this time and
Miss Thompaon's regular radio new moon September 13-Wednes'Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker,
tenberry of Royal Oak, Mich.,
we are certainty glad of this fact. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Hooper, Mr.
bioadcaster of St. Louis station, in day and Friday (sooner or later)".
there was born on September the
The tobacco crop is about all and Mrs. Rudolph Key,
to give Ritter a blessing out, was You have got to beArriore thar.sat. Mr. and
seventh an eight pound baby `girl. cut
and cotton picking is now get- Mrs. F.Imer Paschall, "Uncle Jim"
cut .off the air very suddenly. isfied or double • your money
whom they named Penny Ann ting
underway. You can also now Hooper and daughter, Miss Emma
back.
What a paradox, my deah!
Mr. Christeriberry is a native of smell the
sweet odor of "lasses" Hooper. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy KuyI was in front of Johnson-Fain
Joe
Johnson
this county.
cooking
and new mown hay sends kendall were Sunday guests of
and Claude Appliance Co. when Sheriff Ira
Mrs. Lillian Cook Parker. wife its fragrance
every where. After Mr. and Mrs. -Jack Key.
Pox stuck his head out of a winof the late Tom Parker of Eliza- all there
Farmer, just dow
is a lot to be thankful
Rupert Orr is on the sick list at
and said, "Come here, Eagle."
bethtown,
Ky.,
been
has
visiting
for.
of Mur- Su- k- proceeded into hie office,
thisrw
for the past two weeks with her
G, E. and Solon Bucy were in
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Paschall
ray, suffered the with a broad smile on my once
sister: Mrs. Will Sledd, and her from Nashville
last week and La- were Sunday afternoon guests of
loss of their to- beautiful (?) countenance. Then
brother. Walter Cook. It was Mrs. verne and
Lurlirie
Mr.
accompanied
and Mrs. Rupert Orr.
bacco barns full Ira introduced me to my "double".
Parker's first visit do-Calloway in them to
Nashville and remained
Mary Catherine Morris was a
-3200 sticks of Bill Sip Williams, a very solemn
21 years. She was _ one of our over
the
week-end.
Sunday
dinner guest of Mr. and
fine
individual,
long and lanky with
tohaoeo-'Tine teachers for many years,
There are several folks from this Mrs. Arlis Byars.
by fire. Two snow white mustache.
Just as
and a host of her friends will be neighborhood
Mr. and Mrs. Talbert Story, atwho have gone to
ether barng much like me as two 20-dollar
disappointed to learn she has been Missouri
to pick cotton.
Hope tended the singing Sunday afterhave burned. gold pieces. "The bunch" had
here and they didn't get to see they make
lots
noon.
of dollars for the
(eP
north and south great fun at our expense. Once
her.
way prices are going up it can be
west of Coldwater last- Saturday. Mrs. Bea Melugin mistook me for
Orene Orr assisted her father,
On September ,the fourth. Mrs. used o. k.
Jimmie
Orr,
And the end is not yet.
in
suckering
tobacco
Mr. Will Halt. Say, Bill Sip. I
Louise Cavelli of Chicago and myMrs. Loyal Bucy and son. Cres- Monday.
A large congregation assembled esteem you highly. I enjoyed the
self spent the' day with Mr. and ton, spent
last week in Paducah
Deck Story is assisting his son,
at Union Cream last Sunday, Heard episode supremely.- Yourne truly.
Mrs. W. H. Finite's( and family of with Mrs.
Bucy's sister, Mrs. Car- Talbert Story, in cutting tobacco
Eld. Garvin Curd speak on "The Will Hale-Bill-Sip-"Eagle"
Murray.
net'
Thomas.
this week.-Humming
Kingdom of God and the Name of
In our chilhood Uncle Hiram was
R. R. Roberts is buying all the
Jesus .Christ."
Acts a:12. Matt.
our ideal of manhood, to us he ern- hogs
But the bad
he can find.
16:18. Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Broach
bodied every thing that was fine,
part of it is that I sold mine KIRK'S RIDGE SCHOOL NEWS
'di Houston Were arnunk those oresgrand and noble, and now after
$.10.g0 too soon.)
cat
Bro. Curd will preach at
Yum! Yum!
45 years, to us, Uncle Hiram still
By Enple Colson
Emmitt Herndon said he was
Almo 4th Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
Last Saturday night that spirit
embodies every thing that is fine, ready to
We are starting on the third
go to work again after
and 7:30 p. m. Please be on time. was in the air. Everyone had a
Leo ('arillo offers a protecting arm to Steffi Duna, although she grand and noble. For Through
all suffering- with an infected hand month of school. We are all workThe State Highway trucks de- good appetite and a good attitude would prefer the same serViee from Tim Holt tried). It's a scene from these years our. admiration for him
ing hard to get on the honor roll.
for three weeks
'tired a million pounds of gravel at our pie supper. Every . thing "The Girl and the Gambler," and Miss Duna and
has
increased.
What
wonderful
a
Holt later learn that
Oh, yesl we went to Hazel last We got two more of our books
the Morgan gravel pit at the was auccesetul and everyone en- repulsing
life
for
to
a
man
live.
His
has
Sunday and played ball and ac- this week, language and science.
('arrillo, who plays a dangerous outlaw, is toying a ith dynaColdwater iron bridge, to the joyed the evening. The cake walk,
been and is, a life of inspiration cording to a sports writer's
Those absent this week are:
state,rin Grove highway near Her- the -largest feet and the delicious mite. The trio is featured in this RKO Radio drama of romance and to hundreds of boys and girls as
.rnept in last week's paper, we all rErnestine Colson and Jane Kirks.
y.TairnefS._ a,diatance_ of. miles. pies furnished an occasion of vari- adventure en the Mexican border Saturday at the Varsity 'Use:etre.
wen - as- to us' 'his , -nieces :end know now ,"%iftio%
I
hope they will be back soon.
Who" in team
law in thr worrd can the old ous entertainment.
nephews. He also has the sweet- standings in Calloway county. We
There was a ball game her FriOur softball team was a victim
I ks tell?'
est wife and two fine children.,
knew all the time, but we now day between Calloway and Newof the Almo boys last Friday and
James Stone and Jennings Tur- think everyone Will be ready to burg.
Mrs. Maudena Butterworth whaled
came out on the little end of a 6-3
ner spent last week in Detroit and admit it. •
.)ay last week and went to DeThose visiting our school last
score.
Ezell, however, revealed
both report a very nice trip.
'it to see Mrs. Noma Cathey
'We will go now and try to be week were: Mrs. Mae Williams,
much power at the plate. This
Mrs..Lizzle Turner, who has been back again next week.-Old Crip. Mrs. Irene Williams. Mrs. Stella
Butterworth. I have always pre- Friday. the
Concord team will apvisiting for the past two weeks in
ferred to stay home and eat. egg pear
Dowdy, Mrs. Mary Wilson, Stella
on our diamond for our secIn all the excitement over largest irrigation
diteh in the Nashville with her son, James.
cornbread, turnip greens and-dried ond home
Haynes, Mrs. Mlonico
Celson,
'game.
mighty
engineering
achievements
United
has
returned,. and now has /or her
States. It is' being dug
Irish potatoes. Where there're no
Meura Thompson, Itinsor TrIPP,
. Mr. Walston is working with known as The Kentucky Dam. All- primarily to replace the old
visitor
this
week,
her
sister,
Mos.
more stormy clouds arising.
ImT.
J.
Kirks,
Mutt
Williams,
and
Rip
the stock judgineteam. composed American Canal, and !Los Ange- perial Canal, which for
60 miles Ellie Riley of Lone Oak. Ky.
According to custom, a large of Pat Carson, James Carlton and les Aqueduct, the public.James Anderson. Franklin COISOP
has
paws
highway
through
through
Our
Coldwater
Mexico.
Incidentcrowd, 'of country folks were in Hugh Palmer. On Monday they almost lost sight
and Horace Williams.
of the fact that a ally, however, it is to add ,350,000 is almost complete and we sure
Murray last Saturday. Yes wed it went oVer to Mr. Sim'S farm near new agricultural empire
T. R. Tripp we's aCcidentally hit
is to be acres to Imperial Valley's pres- are pioud of it. •
was the same in all county seat Cuba.
with a baseball bat last Friday at
brought into existence within the ent cultivated area of 612,000
tovins in Kentuelry. But Bill Mcthe ball game. We hope he Will
Plans are being made for the next few years on the lower Colo- acres.
The militant Democratic organi- soon be well.
Keel told me that . at Holly Community .Day to be held near rado.
A little higher up the Colorado,
zation in McCracken county last
Springs. a' county seat in Missis- the first of October. Mrs. Outland
There will be a pie supper here
In Arizona and California. Col- the United' States'
week served notice that the Re- September 16. Every one
Indian Bureau
sippi (Marshall county) that, in- is making preparation for the first orado
is invited
water impounded behind is building an irrigation
A
good
shower
would
be
greatly
publicans could expect the worst to come.
system
stead of the white folks the color- play of the year to be given the Boulder Dam is to be applied
grad- for 90,000 • acres of reservation appreciated 'by the farmers of the from that Democratic Gibraltar
ed people crowded and paraded night of the Community Day.
in
We
got
out
of
school
ually to oven 1,000,000 acres of lands_ near Parker,
Monday
neighborhood. Cisterns and ponds the November election.
Ariz.
the streets-ion Saturdays. They outwhich was Labor Day, and all
land that is now desert, producThe guest speaker at the organ- had a nice time.
-umber the whites. Even Mr. and Murray, The Birthplace of Ream ing little but cacti and
These three projects- 630.000, are getting low and stock water- is
,
creosote
a problem for some.
.
bu,ka,,.,lizards, and jack rabbits. 350,000 and 90,000-add tin to 1,- —Mr. and Mrs. Connie .'Schultz of ization meeting was Senator Alben
070,000
new
W.
Barkley,
pledged
who
acres.
his
That
active
is
not
all.
This land needs only moisture
SACKUSBURG SCHOOL
Detroit are visiting their parents, support of every Democratic nomto make it highly fertile. Nearly however. Above Parker. and not Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schultz.
inee saying that "no true Demoall of It lies where freezing tem- far below Boulder Dam itself. the
Honor Roll
Congratulations are in order for crat would do otherwise." Kenperatures are rare. Having an as- Bureau of Reclamation is making
The Backusburg honor roll for
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Jones who tucky's Senior Senator said he
sured supply of stored irrigation soundings and surveys for a proare the parents of a new son. He would return to Kentucky to lend the second month of school is as
water, it will never suffer from posed darn at the Bull Head Canfollows:
has been named Donald Morris,
his aid in giving the party an
drought. Crop failores, will be yon site. If this dam is builtFirst grade: 'ma L. Smith. Mr=
unknown, as they are unknown to- and all indications are favorable Bonell Reaves of Murray visited all-time majority this November. Riley, Mary E. Doores.
day in Yurna and Imperial val- so far-it will irrigate something his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Built His address was broadcast over
Second grade:_ltdilcired Mason.
between 100,000 and,. 200,000 acres Reaves,. Saturday
night. Other station WPAD.
leys.
- 'Third grade: James Rule, Oinia
on both the California and Arizona guests of the Reaves' Sunday were
Speakers at the meeting included Bean.
Out-et-Seseon Crops
sides.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Lassiter and Henry Turner. Jr., manager of the
Fourth grade: Gerald Billingtbn,
What this will do to the agriculMrs. Audy Gaertner and son, Brown_ campaign . in '- McCracken
Problem of . Selection Thomas
tural pieture of the United 'States
Rule, • Anna
Frances
Ralph.
county; Circuit Judge Joe Price, Smith.
Leaving the Indian reservation
is something to think about. Those
The Bell City. Baptist meeting Hecht Lackey,. one of the defeated
Eighth grade: Anne Hurt.
in closest touch with the situation. and the problematical Bull Head anode
-Sraniday• Right with several eandidates for Lieutenant Govhowever: heiteve there is no cause project out of consideration, there
The Box Supper at Backusburg
additions to the church.
ernor, and other prominent' party school is scheduled for Saturday
for worry. A great deal of the still will be 980,000 acres for setMrs.
Jennie
Shankle
spent
sevleaders.
All
pledged
their
support
tlement.
At
40 acres each, homes
night, September 23. Music will
land undoubtedly' will be utilized
eral days last week with her of the ticket and their active, in- be provided
to grow out-of-season vegetables can be provided for 24.500 famifor the occasion.
terest in the campaign.
and fruits for the rest of the Na- lies. At five to the family, that daughter, Mrs. Frank Canter.
OliVe
Oyl
happened
to a slight.
tion, not so blessed with a semi- will be 1224500 persohs.
PO'F1'ERTOWN SCHOOL
CARD OF THANK-14
But how are these families to though -Very painful accident last
tropical climate. In growing dales
We wish to thank all our friends
week.
While
assisting
"the Big
and other "specialty" crops for be selected? Nearly all the land
Those
children making all A's
which this region is peculiarly is public domain, withdrawn from Boss" 'Make molasses a bucket of and relatives for their consider- and B's who are entitled to be on
adapted, it will not compete with hatriestead entry, so Uncle Sam is hot syrup. turned over and scalded ateness during the illness of our the honor roll are as follows:
going to have to do some deciding. one foot. With a yell I sprang to grandmother, Mrs. Lue Housden,
farming areas elsewhere.
First grade, Aaron Colson, Jimone side, narrowly missing the and we want to thank Doctor mie
Roughly, about two thirds -of
Outland, Porter Hutchens.
skimming hole. Must have been Miller of Hazel for the kind favors Margaret Lawrence,
the virgin soil to be brought
Betty Hicks;
CHURCH OF CHRIST
manifested in behalf of Mrs. Haus- second grade.
comical to those looking on.
under cultivation is in Arizona;
Eulala Wicker, Ronden.
We
want
to
thank
all our ald Garland. and Billy Kimbro;
-Olive Oyl.
the rest is across the Colorado.
friends for the beautiful flowers third grade, Eva Grogan. Quava
What is known as the Gila prtu, Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45
One hundred and fifty farmers they brought our grandmother.
ject. south. of the Gila River and a. m., worship at 10:50 a. m. and
Wicker; fourth grade, Hilda Grey
Written by the grandchildren Todd and Calvin Todd; fifth grade,
attended "Larue county day" at the
east of Yuma; embraces 630,000 7:15 p. m.
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at Campbellsville
of Mrs. Lue - Housden, Susan Sue Lawrence, Annie Rushings:
acres. . An irrigation system to
soil
experiment
field.
convey water from the Imperial 7:15 p. m.
and Velma Lax
and Clifton Campbell; Sixth grade,
Thursday' Bible - dais for ladies
Dam for -Unit No. 1. 150.000 acres.
at
3:30
p. m.
is well along; delivery of water
"No Not Sin Against the Child"
to the first 80,000 acres is schedNo. 11 of a serum
uled for the latter part of -1941. will be the topic at the Sunday
It is expected the Bureau of Re- morning worship.
clamation will then develop the
"Can a Christian Bear Arms in,
other five or six units in order.
War?" will be the topic at the
All-Ameriean Canal
evening service
The All-American Canal, which
We extend a most hearty invitaalso heads at the Imperial Dam. tion to all of these services.
22 miles north of Yuma. is the
C. L. Francis. Minister.

Stella Gossip

Howard
and Mrs.
and Mrs.
k-end.
son, Jack,
;day. '
la)
, Steele
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Plenty Beeg Trouble Ahead

Coldwater News

Pine Bluff News

Puryear Route 3

kirksey High School

.and the
• wartuth-,

i

Window of The West Shows
Farm Empire in the Making

Rubye Smotherthan, Wayne Lawrence, and Cleatus Nanney; seventh grade, Dorothy Hale. H. C.
Garland, Bradley Hale. Shirley
Nance, and James David Nende;
eighth grade, Christine Adams,
,farjoire Phillips, and Berlene Wrye.
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Paducah Demos
Say Opponents
Can Expect Worst

Protemus Palaver

STUDENT'S

Welcome'Back to
Murray State,
Murray High
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,00 Facts That Concern You

$5995

As one Strong Institution to two others, we extend
greetings to both of you. It is not a mere obligan of custom or sense of mere tradition that the
of Murray extendsa cordial greeting to the
Ba
Adminiatration, faculty, and -students of both institutions'-.,
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It is because let have a genuine appreciation of
the vital service relmiered to the young men and
oung women of tbismmunity, that we have
always been willing to '. eooperate with both of
you in every w,ay to insure progress.

re-legalization
Beer contributed
practically nothing
in taxes t6

)01

be
in-

PRIDE"
$6.50

We invite the acquaintance of each and every one
of you. Just call on us., for Service is our-Backbone
of Progress, and we are ready at all times tO-rendcr
the utmost tb you.

yd

sir
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Accounts Insured Up to $5,000.00

BANK of MURRAY
Big Enough to Take Care of You;
Small Enough to be Aware of You
• SOUND

•STkONG

SAFE

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS
REMARKABLE OFFER

treasury.

the stare

Since re-legalization Beer has
raifed this huge sum in taxes,for
state alone. For the nation as ,34lhole
Beer raises A MILLION DO
A DAY!

Imagine—buying a beautiful,
gleaming white new General
Electric 'Washer at this rec',lard low prii.el• Don't delay.
Get -yourself this wonderful
new G-E viashcr and cash in
on the big vying. Come in
our store today.-or phone US for A free denuartstration.
FEATURES
• 7-POUNDS CAPACITY • 0-1 ACTIVATOR
• NO OILING • PERPAAORIVE MECHANISM

MODEL
AWS-71

Beer has made work in over
.
100 industries,since repeal. If
Beer had notconae back,there
would have been I MILLION
FEWER RESPECTABLE JOBS
for the notion today.

• QUIET OPERATION • POWERFUL PUMP
• MULLINS WRiNGER • G -E GUARANTEE

AND NOlt TO K,E.14; BEER'S MANY
BENEFITS, FOR Y9AT'AND FOR THEM,
AMERICAS BREWERS WANT TO HELP KEEP
BEER RETAI G AS WHOLESOME AS BEER
ITSELF.
IR PROGRAM WILL INTEREST,
LAC
LAW AUTHORITIES... AND YOU.
AY WE SENO Y00, THE FACTS?
For free booklet, acldress:
United Brewers ladastrial Foundation,
19 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
BRr

A. B. BEALE & SON Ens! Main Street

BEER...a beverage of modiration

"S'TUDENT'S PRIDE"
Smooth, tailored sersiOn with
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,..sid.wol plaid, Tailored
cottons rtarch.frcim. neck go
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FARMER & HART
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FDR Suspends Sugar Quotas TVA ISSUES ITEM
To Check the. Higher Prices CONCERNING MODE
WASHINGTON. Sept. 414-Com- housev.aves and industrial users to
plaints that sugar was too costly get .enough sugar to supply domesand too scarce prompted President tic needs.Roosevelt Monday to add, with . The enactment of the sugar quota
one stroke of his pen. some 500.- ;law was brought about by the
000 tone of the commodity to the ". fact that in normal times, America.
potential supply available to the with Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii.
and the Philippines produces- far
American consumer.
This action, expected to check more sugar than domestic conthe recent rise in price, was taken sumption demands.
Agreed On Maximums
by signing a proclamation wtieh
To keep this excess, supply from
temporarily discarded the `present
depressing prices to the
unduly
the.quantity
legal limitation upon
of sugar which may be sold .upon grower and refiner. 6.55.5.000 tons
the domestic market this year. . of sugar was declared to be the
maximum which might be marketCites New Demand
.In a statement, Mr. .Roosevelt ed within one calendar year. The
said Isis action was necessitated various producing areas were each
by the increased world demand assigned a fixed percentage of this
The latter . was
due to the European war, by un- over-all , quota.
usually heavy purchases by con- then broken down into fixed quo, "apparent" specu- tas for each individual producer.
sumers and I?)
Since the war began in Europe.
lative activity.
'Many consumers,- he said. "pre- officials of'the Agriculture Departpurchasing ment say. retail sugar prices have
have been
sumably
sugar with the view of holding it advanced front one to two cents
in reserve against the possibility. per pound. No line on wholesale
of a lengthy war and some specu- prices has been possible., they addlators anitother holder have ap- ed, because numerous wholesalers
parently 'taken idvantage of this were refusing to make quotations
situation to advance pries rapid- at all
The department estimates that
ly and capture wrndfall profits.
over and above this year's quota
x x x"
some 500.000 tons have been raised
Complaints Oir Quotas
"A great number ox complaints and processed. This amount, they
have been made within the past estimated, had been added to the
few days that the quota restric- market supply by the President's
taams on.augas ma:aeons are mak- I action. If tthe holders of the sugar
ing it diglialt and costly for ichoOltesto sell, a drop or at least
of the price was expectsteadying-

OF EMPLOYMENT

Only Those Localities Listed
In Workmen's Exam. To
Furnish Labor for
Gilbertsville
AMERICAN CONTINENT
ADMINISTRATIVE SCOPE

Because of continued requests for
information concerning the employment policy of the TVA in
connection with the Kentucky prbject at Gilbertsville, the Tennessee
Valley. Authority today issued the
following statement:
The Tennessee Valley Authority
Act contains the following clause
governing the appointment, selection, and promotion of employees
of the Authority:
In the' appointment of officials
and the selection of employees Mr
said corporation, and in the promotion of any•such employees or
officials, no political test or qualification shall be permitted or given
consideration, but all such appointments and promotions shall be
given and made on the basis of
merit and efficiency.
As a part of the Act of Congress
Creating the Authority this is a
statutory requirement which has
been effected by the establishment of standards and -precedures
which apply to all employment in
-..,,•_,,, .
the Authority.
The area from which the profesFKIDNET
Milire WE • VISITS CAMPUS' sional, administrative, and clerical
Money Bark
is recruited is nationwide,
EUU IF IT FAILS I J.mmie Wear. well-known col- staff
but it has- been the policy of the
Take FJUSIOUS MANS be RACIACHEr umnist and assia•iate publisher of Authority
to attempt to utilize in
far Frogsnent. Scanty. or Rural Presseasem
"LaCenter.
I.. Log Poise: Loss of Eaerayy nod. Lan, The LaCenter Advance.
itsysOanstruction projects workmen
roodingt: Headaches: Dina:arc lavirag a visited the Murray State tollege -available in the Tennessee Valley
88111•11 in hoctional Loan disordias.
Jimmie, wriUtng
campus Sunday
in view of the fact that the
'maims woof spood.:y DiurencaiW
'Aroun"*. has becnme area
ambulates Ekoirsoys and Bladder to pass ad "Lookin"
and
hiss:wit and supply of skilled, semiskilled
known
for
acids and poisonous /rayon !Liu a:lording widely
rebid trout these distressing symptoms. humor James.vr
Aerti
e. a family unskilled workmen in this area has
f
He comes
Iota
!I
wholly
g
report
ple..seir
Thousands
d his father. been found to be almost
.. • 7.'7' W.7.S of newspapermen
- • .have
ear was publisher adequate to maintain the constructhe late
tion schedules that have been proof the Advance 'for many years.
posed.
-.
V'
I
"Den
g•21T
S. M Rearnas Bell_'county. has The area which determined the
red a $25 award to the 4-H recruitment of construction workone
members whose' corn yield is ers for the Kentucky Project was
,r
—.e
W••• 1.:te
rsghest above 100 bushels per the area decided upon for the 1938
rotor-a N
s ; E.
S,,,:oa,g7y
.
Addl-it_a•-TE-ifID/i,SS I acre.
olDAi.J
c.
(9rosorE
Workmen's Examination. Registers
of eligible candidates were established as a -result of the examination and it is expected that the
names of candidates on these lists
will be adequate far the construe:ion of the Kentucky Dam. Only
in the event of, demand for workADMISSION—I0c and 16c
ers that cannot be supplied from
these lists will applications from
other sources be considered. This
departure' from procedure does'tin
seem to be a probability in the
Doors Open At
Return Engagement by
near future except in very few in2:30 P. M.
Popular Demand
stanCes of special requirements.
.
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SEND NO MONEY

PIT

THE GREATEST AMERICAN
ADVENTURE PICTURE
OF THEM ALL!

Lynn Grove High
School

Bert Wilson and family.
Joe Thomas Foster was able to CHILDREN
lea
return to school Monday morning
after a few days' absence because BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
rIe
Holidlys
za,throat trouble,
• Mr. 'and Mrs..
Nights, Sundays.
135
days
tended church at
Mr. and Mrs. Will- Wilson and
family spent Sunday with W. and
Mrs. George Dickerson and family.
George Pitraan cut tobacco Mon••
.
day:
Miss Clore Nance visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Ponnie Hall and
family Saturday night.
Mr. anillaMrs. Holton Byars spent
Saturday nigth and Sunday.'with
Mrs. Dick Junes and family„Mr. and Mrs_ Commodore Jones
and family. 'Mr. and Mrs. Noble
The Home of the World's Best Motion
Ray and family were visitors of
Mrs. 'Dick Jones and family SunTheatre as Modern as. Tomorrow.
day.
to
Mrs. Ben Byars was unable
Oak
church services at
attend
Grove Sunday because of illness
- --Goldin. Lock

A Porromorrert Pt v,•

Barbara Staiwyck • Joel McCrea
Is Torre • Wart Presto • tynie Ilvetdare
Ina Iledevy, PM/cad sod Directed by (cal I IOW

Ft

is.

CHILDREN

VARSITY

ADULTS-Balcony. Matinee Except
155
Sundays and Holiday,
Lower Floor, Mammas, Except
Sundays and Holidays _...-t./E11
_

WELCOME EACH and EVERY STUDENT BOTH OLD AND NEW

ACK-TO-COLLEGE

Pictures, Here You Will Find Perfect Entertainment in Our New

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

Hill Billy Rambler

Their Exciting Lips Meet
..,in the hush of a deep

•

Most everyone is through cutting tobacco and fall is near.
Cleave Lax cut tobacco Satin--day„.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osborn
and baby of. Hazel spent Saturday
"Uncle" Jeff Stubblefield, who and Sunday in the home of Mr.
spent the past week with his and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell.
brother and family. Mr. and Mrs.
Those who were callers of Mr.
Willie Stubblefield, and daughter, and Mrs. Warlict Hutson SaturMrs Manic Allbritten. of Green day right and served ice cream
home Saturday were Velma Lax. Susan Lax and
returned
Plain
afternoon.
John Lax. Eva Mae Williams and
was Satur- brother. John Williams.
Shakell
Miss Estell
Miss
of
visitor
morning
day
-Mrs. Sallie Burton is improving
Pernie Mae Simmons.
at present.
Mrs. Monnifla- Mitchell was a
Mr. and Mrs. Hortie Hutson of
Tuesday • afteigoon caller of Mrs. Paris spent Sunday with Mr. and
Johnnie Simmons and'family.
Mrs. Bill Simmons.
Hatten Lewis hnd Glennith WiseMr. and Pita. Cleave Lax and
Hazel Saturday daughter. Betty Jo all of Macehart were '
morning.
spentidonia and Mrs. Bertha Allbritten
Miss Maurrelle Clendenon
of Arizona spent Sunday in the
folks
at home
home
with
the week-end
lir. and Mrs _John EWAeenes. is , _
en
n in
Almo.
•iid
spendMrs. Henry Ellis was a Friday caTnaro
i
o‘
Sa
sf. nLe nrdaPrS
afternoon caller of Mrs. Miry Mc- ing a few days this week with
Clure
her daughters' 011ie Lamb.
Pernie Mae Simmons was a
Mrs Hortie _Hutson of Par*
so-n,
Monday 'afternoon caller of Mrs. Mrs. Bill Simmons ,and
Monnie Mitchell and . Mrs. Ada Brooks. spent Sunday afternoon
Ellis.
with Mrs. Prentice Hart.
'Bud. Todd was a MonMiss Eva Mae Williams of -near
Mrs.
and
Mr_
of
day dinner guest
Macedonia was Sunday caller of
Simmons.
Johnnie
Misses Susan. and Velma Lax.
-Curly Top
Hatten Lewis was in Mayfield
Monday.
W. .E. Parker was a caller of
Mr and Mrs. Johnnie Simmods
Tuesday afternoon.
Annie Willis was a Tuesday afternoon visitor`tif Mrs. Henry Ellis.
-Friday was sthe hottest day of
Hatten Lewis and sister_ Mrs.
the year in Murray, U. S. Weather
Monnie Mitchell. and Miss, Per-.
Wear reported
Recorder Ralph
nice Mae Simmons were in MurFriday night.
ray Wednesday - morning.
The temperature soared to 101.3
Berline Wisebart was a Wednes;
degrees on Wear's official governday afternoon visit& of Mrs. Loument thermometer by noon Friday,
isa Mitchell.
but began dropping soon thereafter_
Johnnie Simmons was in 'Murray'
Prior to Friday when the mer'Thursday_ on business.
cury climbed" to _101, -the highest
I was- indeed - sorr_f_.to hear of
temperature reading in Murray °Cthe .death of "Uncle' Frank Rogramped July. 14 when- the mercury
ers'who died August '31,
reached 98 degree;
Mr. and Mrs. Aylon McClure
and 'baby were Thursday night
visitors of MO and Mrs. Jess Dick.
"—We- were ssirry to learn of the
death of Leslie Wilson who shot
himself Thursday marning while
squirrel hunting.
MERIT LOAN SYSTEM
Mrs. Dessie 'Shekel' and daughrel.ter who have been
l's....rrarnklin 1'1x, Merl: I.t.r.r.Sy.t.em
s, to fill°
avallaMor r•ltrh A t
atives and friends at Faxon and
to hu3band and wife or single per...Mae
Murray arrived ai•Macedonia to
spend a few days with her sister.
ON JUST
Mrs. Henry Ellis. and Mi. Ellis.
Mr: and Mrs Ha.s.sel Brown and
PLAIN NOTE
YOUR
sa- _aaj_eas_s
baby were Ssors,.
•

A MILESTONE IN THE
HISTORY OF THE SCREEN!

purple night! Ravishing
Hedy Lamar' loves Robert
in. romance
Taylor .
worth waiting foe),

From James Hilton's Lest-loved
novel comes the greatest motion
picture of any year! Robert
Donat's finest triumph! Greer
Garson a new star sensation!

NEVER SUCH ACCLAIM!
"Do not let anything
interfere with your
seeing this fin•
picture."
-Louella Parsons

picture I hays •vier
soon."
-Alex. Woollcon

-The best motion

"There'll be no good
-bye to Mr. Chips in
this minds of those
who moo it."
-Jimmie Fidler

At*
ARR
wy IRMO

"Destined to 'make
movie hit history."
-Walter Winched!

ROBERT DONAT

GOODBYE
MR.CHIPS
-GREER GA SON

with
A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION

SATURDAY ONLY

Sajurday is City's
Hottest Day of '39

UNION PACIFIC"

A
1

Around Paschall
School

Cedar Knob -News I

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

Kentucky Lamb Sales Increase in
Chain Stores, Lovett Declares

companied by Mr. Grogan left for
ts.Conlicrordand,Mra. Will
Louisville today.
r
en
nere
Brohwi•sn. ISi
Quinton Simms. a former gradMr. and Mrs. Allen McClure and
uate, who has just completed a
daughter. Mr and Mrs. James H.
course has organized
commercial
Gipson and daughter wet•e Suna typing class. He teaches a period
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Henderson.
Mayfield,
Free Program
each day.
An increase of 20'S in sales in Co., i n
-- •
Dick.
Our . new bus has not arrived Kentucky spring lamb by chain Owensboro and Hopkinsville.
A Fall FaTtvar In which 200 stuMrs. Maurrelle Williams arid
bus that the stores in the state dtilrlifir the
'Mercer County
daughtgr of Providence, Mr. and dents will participate will be held arid we are using the'
during the sum- month of July in an "Eat More
An increase of rs-7, in spring
Mrs. Guthrie Osborn and son of. on the Lynn Grove campus Friday FFA boys used
campaign
Eastern
the
of
tour
their
Kentucky- Spring Lamb"
Mercer
in
consumption
lamb
Hazel were Sunday dinner *pests night. September 22. The cam- mer for
sponsored by a state committee County was estimated by Esq. Van
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. El- pus will be property lighted. The Istates.
Athletics
lamb producers B. Carter, merchant of McAfee,
'
the
is
the
festival
by
sponsored
representing
teachmua Mitchell.
Our softball team played Faxon of Kentucky, was reported today Ky.. member.tif the producers
ers of the first six grades. The
Hafford Brown was a Sunday program follows:
here Friday afternoon and were by Joe T. Lovett, managing direc- committee. who took a leading
dinner guest of E. H. Simmons.
defeated.
Processional.
tor of the Kentucky Chain Stores part in the drive. Mr. Carter reMiss Mary Lucille Simmons, who
On Friday, September 22. Alin° Bureau.
Queen, Ruth Tinsley; Maid-ofhotels
ported co-operation from
has had an attack of poison ivy Honor, Retie Rhodes; Attendants. will come here for a return game.
Steiden Stores, Louisville. Ky., and restaurants as well as all types
for the. past -.taw day s has, i n- Anna Faye Miller, Marion Alice
counthat
Baking
The Kroger Grocery and
of retail distributors in
proved.
-Workman. Anna Jean Byrd. Mar- Murray Star Shines
Co.. and the Great Atlantic and ty and support of Lions mid Rotary
Those who visited the Mace- tha Jo Fain; Flower Girls, Iva
Pacific Tea Company were lead- clubs.
With Cincinnati Pro
donia school the past week were Fay Miller, Patty Jean Morton;
A feature of the campaign in
ing food chains to report increases
Report
is
Grid Squad
Mrs. Johnnie Simmons and daugh- Crown
ac- that county was .11. baked lamb dinBrown.
bearer, Robert
in sales from 9.6% to 214
Wisehart,
I3erline
ter, Pernie Mae.
Train bearers, Patricia Murton,
counting for the bulk of -the gain. ner at which Mr Carter was host
Maud Esther Parker._ Hubert Dick, Yvonne Paschall. The following news item comes
Non-grocery chains which have to the fiscal court of Mercer counHail To The Queen; Archery from the office of the Cincinnati lunch departments showed an in- ty.
Decey Mitchell and S'ohn Williams
-Ky. Bell.
Drill; Gypsy Dance; "When Pa Was Bengals. professional football or- crease of more than 325% as lamb
The lamb campaign, which was
Courtin. Ma": Lobby-Lou; Tel Lit- ganization.
dishes were featuring throughout sponsored by the Kentucky Farm
Milk-Maids;
tle
Shoe
Makers
"Reinforcerherits for the Cincin- the month. Among the leaders in Bureau Federation with the coDance: I-See-You; Ten Little Lolli- nati Bengali"line now in course of this effort were F. W. Woolworth operation of county farm bureaus
pops; Three Little Fishes; F. D. R. development came recently in the Co.. in Bowling Green and Padu- and lamb producers in a number
Jim&
workout at Xavier University sta- cah; Scott Stores in Bowling Green of counties, is planned as an anThere will be plenty of ice dium when "Luni" Lunsford, 226- and Hazard: S. S. Kresge Co. stores nual event. Future plans will be
Her'hoping cream, cold drinks, hot dogs. and pound tackle who made a name in Paducah, Lexington and New- made at a district Farm Bureau
Hello readers!
each of you are enjoying this nice hamburgers: Everyone come and for himself at Murray College port.
meeting in Lexington on October
cool autumn Monday morning.
enjoy the evening.
caught head coach Dana M. King's, A number-of companies sup- 11. at Which 011ie J. Price, Lexinghear
to
sorry
is
community
This
ported the campaign with displays, ton, district Farm Bureau organeye during the afternoon.
of the 'recent illness of Mrs. Nan,
-The big Kentucky gridder ar- banners, placards and distribution izer and secretary of the state "Eat
Seniors Name Officers
nie Jones. Here's hoping a spefdy
rived in town last week and hied of menus featuring lamb. Includ- More Kentucky Spring Lamb"
recovery for her.
The seniors elected their class himself to the Hengelo' business ed were Kuhn's 5-10-25c stores in Committee will preside.
Our sympathy goes out to the officers last week. They are as office in the Union Trust building, Franklin
Green.
Bowling
and
bereaved family of Less Wilson's. follows:
asked for permission to take the Charles Stores lit Bowling Green
Chiropractic: sae science that
last
away
passed
Mr. Wilson
Raiford Hart, president; Jose- afternoon workout, and reported." and Hopkinsville; S. S. Kresge Co.,
makes people well and
Thursday, morning. Funeral and phine
in Louisville; S. H. Krei . Co., in
Crawford,
vice-president;
burial services were held at Oak Carolyn" Rogers, secretary-reporter;
happy.
Ashland. Hopkinsville and. WinGreen Bros., Grayson county.
Grove.
Eugene Rogers, treasurer; Eldridge are pasturing 300 steers on 200 chester; Pressman's Stores in"Cyn.
C. OAKLEY
W.
DR.
The Rev, R. F. Gregory filled Pickard. sergeant-at-arms.
Augusfai
thiana. Falmouth and
chiropractor
acres of red clover.
his regular appointment at, ciak
Scott Stour in Middlesboro. AshMurray
Main
Grove Church Saturday and' Sunland and Harlan; Sterehi Bras. 909 West
The dairy judging team con- I Two Estill Miunty farmers are
day.
and Murray:Mon., Wed., & Fri, P. AL
Corbin
in
stores
Furniture
purewith
flocks
sheep
"Aunt Missouri" WilsottAirsvisit- sisting of Eugene Smith, Halforeal starting
Benton:. peas.. Thurs. & Sat.
W. 'Woolworth
Middlesboro; F.
rams to head them.
ing at this writing with her son Hart. and Donald Crawford. ac- I bred

Merritt Mardis,
Sawa Mao by R.C.2Moschaltz
Wan sod Erie
Prenatal by
Victor Soak

TWO-GUN TERROR I-earned by a Wild dancing
girll Gonsmolrie and laughter romance below tha
to Grande!. A ction-drarne,thrins-taben a bangambler's s•reatbtartl
drt cOnnalw001149

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

SCREEN'S GREATEST SHOW OF SHOWS!
Stars of stage a r.d screen! Glorious girls!
Song bits galore! Tvro years to make!
M-G-M's Greatest Achievement!

El==INNOINE,

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

FRANKLIN PLAN

BLAZING DRAMA...
AS A PRISON TURNS
INTO A MAN TRAP!
I

Art

New Method
SOLESHOES
Half Soled and Heeled
—at—

JUDY

GARLAND
FRANK

toeetie.

CREPE

BERT

WI,

MUT,

larlira

1

BUITKE • NAMKTOR

HEAR W°Y

Cliar;ry GRAPEY/IN
and The MUNCHK INS

SING:

FRANKLIN

Over !he
Rainbow

EaseL973ewice4z
HOTEL FOR WOMEN

SECURITY CO.
Woof Sensibly and 411•,...24,....s
Taylor
Roans
'Paducah, Kt7t•OPI
Pharr, 54,1

)
Ding. 1)°'"
Tile Witch
ig Essad
wan)•41....

Lints Darnell • lames ninon • Jean Rogers
Imo Ban • Imo (ramie • Elio Maxwell • Estfionne Aldridge
Jan. kite • John Holiday • Alm Deaslood Sidney Illackaw
Ann Sothern •

Lao. *waft 1. 41 were.by IOU."

4

JACK

LAHR • HALEY

,
COL.firir LOA! olea!rr
-,

DUTCH'S"'
SHOE SHOP

RAY

MORGAN• BOLGER

Trefll•

NEW LOW PRICES

Basemen• lima. Beale Hotel

WITH T F
WORLD-FAMOUS ELSA TO GUIDE THEM ,

GIRLS ON THEIR OWN.

TO APPLY--You may- use any of
the is,.. a'.,,.- E.ery request reoeive• our prompt att•-ntron.
1. l'Ilryfrionri us. Tell us of your
. money
2. Cut-this-out out - writ. your
•rirl aktreso on It - and
Pftlii 1.0
nt
Call
office- --ronvrniently
3.
.aSed. Private conriultatIon

t

-

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
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VICTOR FLEMING • 1-tERVT11 tato,.
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